























MAYOR WILLIAM F. SULLIVAN
NASHUA, N. H., JANUARY 1, 1929
Gentlemen of the Board of Aldermen
:
One year ago this municipal government took over the
responsibilities and obligations of administering the business
of the City of Nashua.
We are here today to give an accounting of our manage-
ment and to consider our line of action for the coming year.
What we did last year and what we do this year will have a
direct bearing on our city in the future.
Our first consideration should be to keep in mind the fi-
nancial condition of this corporation and to be careful that
expenditures are kept within the financial limits of the
average taxpayer.
It rriay be instructive to glance at the City's debt of to-
day and compare it with a year ago.
Gross debt Jan. 1, 1928 $2,079,000.00
Gross debt Jan. 1, 1929 2,214,000.00
Increase $ 135,000.00
Loans issued- 1928
Canal Street Bridge $ 175,000.00





Net increase $ 135,000.00
Sinking Fund January 1, 1929 . $ 294,535.42
Net debt January 1, 1929 ..... 1,919,464.58
$2,214,000.00
Increase in gross debt . 135,000.00
Increase in net debt 100,142.06
Valuation April 1, 1928 $44,220,996.00
6% of valuation ...'!... 2,653,259.76
Net bonded debt 1,919,464.58
Borrowing capacity Jan. 1, 1929 733,795.18
Borrowing Capacity Jan. 1, 1928 815,738.16
Decrease in borrowing power
under last year $ 81,942.98
An analysis of the financial standing is not at all dis-
couraging when we consider that the Canal Street bridge,
paving and sewers, and the Municipal building loans (Veter-
ans' Home) required bond issues totaling $255,000.00 last
year.
The Assessors inform us that it is their opinion that
revenues to be derived from taxation will have to come from
about the same valuation as last year. This year an effort
was made to reduce taxes without increasing valuations and
the only way to do this was to curtail expenditures. As a
result the reduction in the tax rate was slight. However it
.is the only thing to do considering the financial situation of
merchants, manufacturers and small taxpayers. Economy
'
must be practiced and it is only just that the City Govern-
ment see to it ,that. expenditures are wise and prudent.
City Hall
The principal problem awaiting solution is either a re-
modelled City Hall or a new City Hall. This matter by its
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very necessity and expense should arouse keen interest and
by its very nature will be an issue to settle and settle right
for years to come.
In January 1928 your Honorable Board confirmed the ap-
pointment by the Mayor of an able, painstaking and repre-
sentative Committee of citizens to investigate and report
upon the structural condition of City Hall and to further
study the needs of a suitable building to house the City offices
now and in the future.
We were fortunate in the selection of this Committee
for it embraced men of business, of finance and men with a
knowledge of construction and with an understanding of the
future requirements of a growing city.
The personel of the Committe was
:
Walter Whipple, Manufacturer
Hon. William H. Barry, Attorney and former
Mayor
Hon. Henri A. Burque, Justice of Superior Court
and former Mayor
Hon. Eaton D. Sargent, Manufacturer and former
Mayor '
Raymond S. Cotton, Journeyman and Craftsman
William G. Finn, Atiiorney and Real Estate holder
J. Pierre Lampron, Merchant and Real Estate
holder
Michael H. O'Grady, Merchant and Real Estate
holder
Hon. Eliot A. Carter, Manufacturer and State
Senator
The Committee organized with Mr. Walter Whipple
chairman and Hon. Eliot A. Carter Secretary. Frequent meet-
ings were held and a careful inspection was made of the City
Hall. Expert technical advice was secured as to what was
best to do to 'repair, remodel, rebuild or carry out some
other plan.
A full report has been submitted to each member of this
Honorable Board giving in detail the structural weaknesses
of this eight-five year old building with recommendations and
conclusions. An abstract from the report of Charles T. Main,
Inc. reads as follows
:
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"This building in its present condition is not safe from a
standpoint of strength or as a fire risk." Quoting again : "If
the building is to be used for some while longer, temporary
leoairs should be made to strengthen some of the weakest
portions." The Committee's work uncovered many weak and
dangerous parts and the Lands and Buildings Committee
took cognizance of some of these and deemed it imperative
that the situation be improved in part. Accordingly the
3800 lb. bell in the tower was removed, the tower anchored,
the first floor reinforced in places and a portion of the chim-
ney rebuilt.
In the Advisory Committee's report seven plans of re-
construction and construction were suggested to this Board
for their consideration.
First—Minimum alterations to city Hall and Municipal
building with probable repairs in from eight to
ten years estimated costs without furnishings
$40,000.00
Second—Similar to plan one with further changes. Esti-
mated cost without furnishings $52,000.00
Third—Remodel, as per Nashua Building Company's
plan, three stories with elevator. Estimated cost
including furnishings $135,869.00
Fourth—Remodel, as per James' plan, estimated cost
with furnishings $194,000.00
Fifth—New City Hall on old foundations, as per James'
plan. Estimated cost with furnishings
$207,500.00
Sixth—New building on land now occupied by City Hall
and Municipal Building. Estimated cost by Com-
mittee, equipped and furnished $225,000.00
Seventh—New building and land, new site. Estimated
cost by Committee, equipped and furnished
$285,000.00




Net estimated cost of new City Hall on new
location $125,000.00
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In the proposed plans no large auditorium or hall was
considered in estimating the costs. The Committee further
said : "Regardless of what plan you may adopt we believe
that the facts as brought out by the Main report and con-
firmed by the Nashua Building Company's plan and the
Thomas M. James plan, call attention very forcibly to the
present unsafe condition of the City Hall. We therefore can-
not recommend too strongly that you take prompt action to
remedy this situation."
The proposed change in location has brought out some
discussion as to the sentimental value of the present City
Hall. The Committee on this point has this tb say : "Though
not unmindful of a sentiment among some of our citizens that
the present City Hall be preserved for historical and archi-
tectural reasons, we believe that the building is not old enough,
its historical associations are not important enough nor is
the period of architecture which it typifies good enough to
warrant preserving the building for these reasons alone."
In conclusion the Committee recommends : "After care-
ful and thorough investigation we are unanimous in our be-
lief that safety and convenience demand immediate action."
and further "We recommend the erection of a new City Hall
on a suitable site."
With this able, forceful and truthful exposition of the
City Hall situation before us we can do nothing less than
carry on to a successful solution the City Hall problem, of
either remodelling the present building or erecting a new
City Hall on a new site. To do one or the orther, in a man-
ner which will be satisfactory to this and the coming gener-
ations, thought, talent and skill will have to be employed.
Finances, proper design, location, purchase of a site, disposal
of existing property, all these things must be carefully
weighed and also, whether in the construction of a new City
Hall it should take on the aspect or features of a Soldiers'
Memorial Building, is worthy of thought. To do all these
things in an eminent and satisfactory manner and in a way
in which the public will join and in which the taxpayers will
have confidence and in a manner to assist the City Govern-
ment in Architectural design, knowledge of specifications,
contracts and supervision of construction, I would recom-
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mend to this Bo^^rd the appointment of a City Hall Commis-
sion or Committee .of qualified citizens to work in conjunc-
tion with the Lands and Buildings Committee.,
Zoning
Another matter which is engaging the attention of the
people of our city is a flexible and suitable zoning ordimance.
The State Legislature at its 1925 Session passed ari act
enabling cities to appoint a Zoning Commission. The law
is known as "An Act to empower Municipalities to adopt
Zoning regulations."
Such ordinances have been adopted in about 500 cities
in the United States. Our nearest city to the north, Man-
chester, and our nearest municipal neighbor to the west,
Keene, and innumerable cities to the south, including Lowell
and Boston, have already adopted Zoning ordinances and
have found them helpful. It means for them an orderly
growth which will assure more beautiful cities and will sta-
bilize realty investments.
The need of an equitable and^ suitable zoning plan for
this city has been evident, for some tim^,, to those who would
upbuild Nashua along lines of comprehensive planning and
would provide for a greater city in the future. It would di-
rect development along sound and reasonable lines. It
would furnish an added measure'of protection for health and
safety. It would make for great&r convenience and satisfac-
tion and advance the general welfare.- It would protect the
poor man as well as the rich man in the security of his home
and property. Unquestionably, zoning fixes property prices
and controls mortgage values. It helps sell a city to itself
as well as to outsiders. '
'
Zoning is not hide bound;- it is' pliable and subject to
change as conditions warrant without affecting valties. It
affords security to homes and existing Business and industry.
It provides for expansion and the change'of boundaries. It
prevents nuisances and invasibn of personal and property
rights. In short it will make a beautiful city more' beautiful.
It will develop and direct business in the right locations along
proper channels, increase new construction, and guarantee,
to the home maker, the business man and the manufacturer,
protection for his property.
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I would urge upon this Honorable Board a study of
Zoning and the passage of a reasonable zoning ordinance
which would carry with it the power to appoint a Zoning
Commission. I would further recommend a sufficient sum of
money be -appropriated to enable a Commission to prepare a
Zoning Plan and obtain expert advice, the Commission to
serve without compensation.
Street Names and Numbering
A well ordered and well arranged City should not have
duplicate street names. In our community there are a num-
ber of instances where streets, far apart, have similar or al-
most similar names. Such names cause much confusion to
tradesmen, strangers, mail carriers and in the preparation of
titles to property.
I would siiggest that the abutters, on those streets, and
the Board of Public Works confer and correct this duplica-
tion of names.
Another matter which calls for rectification is the street
numbering system. Numbering mix ups are general on many
streets and will get worse as the city grows. There are
streets which do not provide enough numbers for entrances
to buildings. Use is often made of fractional numbers and
the alphabet.
'
To overcom.e this unsatisfactory arrangement a street
numbering ordinance should be framed, based upon street
frontage and varying in frontage allowance as it pertains to
the mercantile or residential sections. This would amply
provide for the developed as well as the undeveloped parts
of the city.
This work could be gradually performed by the Engi-
neering Department with little or no expense to the city or
the abutters and with a minimum of inconvenience.
75th Anniversary
The "Diamond Anniversary" of the incorporation of the;
city of Nashua was celebrated July 3rd to July 7th, 1928.
The tale of old and new Nashua was portrayed in historical
pageant and story. Impressed upon our citizens and visitors
alike were the virility and progressiveness of this City. The
Committee, the large cast and the whole ensemble through
this presentation left an impress and pride with us which will
last indefinitely.
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The civic parade on July 4th will long be remembered
for its uniqueness, its artistic and utilitarian conceptions. It
told in the long line of men and floats, "fair adventure, ancient
pleasures, dreams and deeds of other men", of what the fa-
thers wrought and the sons perfected. This demonstration
was an outsanding feature of our birthday. The Historical
exhibit, the Historical exercises in prose and poetry, and the
week's carnival and fireworks were worth the time and effort
put into them by the excellent committees and the public, and
will be an incentive for the coming generation to work for
the city of their birth and adoption.
Municipal Building — Veterans' Home
The Veterans of Foreign Wars, the Spanish War Veter-
ans and their auxiliaries have in the past been content with
little aid from the City. We all can remember when we
pledged our first consideration to the "soldier boys" as they
marched away to defend this nation for you and me. We
cheered and hailed them as heroes and now in the passing
years we must not forget them. The old Pearl St. school
house, small and inadequate as it is, they called home. The
narrowness and short comings of these quarters were so ap-
parent that your Honorable Board ordered that additional
accommodation be provided, so today we have completed a
building satisfactory to these men of war and the women
who sustained them. I know they realize this government
wishes them contentment and happiness in their new com-
munity armory and they in return appreciate what a grateful
city has done for them.
School Department
The Board of Education has made an honest effort to
live within its appropriation and I feel that its curtailment
of expenses is appreciated. The large enrollment in the Ju-
nior High School in 1925 and 1926 was brought about by the
changes necessary to create this branch of education and it
is thought these classes will remain nearly stationary for
some time.
The enrollment in the High School has doubled in the
last decade showing that young people appreciate the ad-
vantage of a high school education. The new rooms in the
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High School provided by the Buildings Committee this year
will provide sufficient accommodation for some time to come.
There has been a slight decrease in the enrollment in the
public schools from 1927 of 23 pupils and a very small in-
crease in cost per pupil over 1927 of about 12 cents.
The attendance in the Palm St. school section has fallen
off a little last term, but nevertheless, renting school space
is still necessary to take care of the school needs in that
neighborhood.
To meet the costs of additional teachers and to meet the
obligation of automatic adjustments in salaries the Board of
Education will ask for a larger appropriation this year.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Canal St. Bridge
Junuary 1st, 1928 the Board of Public Works was faced
with a closed Canal Street bridge. The abutments to this
bridge were damaged by the flood of November 1927. The
Board of Public Works of 1927 planned for the construction
of a new cement arch bridge and the Board of 1928 con-
curred.
Your Board authorized a bond issue of $175,000.00 for
bridge, approaches and other changes. The bridge contract
was awarded to the Fred T. Ley & Co. Inc. The approaches,
sidewalks and other improvements were to be done by the
city. A bonus was offered the Ley Co. if the bridge would
be completed before a specified time. The Contractors bent
every effort to expedite the reopening of Canal Street and
they were successful in completing their part of the job
thirty days ahead of contract requirements and the Board
willingly approved the payment of the bonus. This work was
performed for $3911.66 less than the estimated cost.
State Aid
Nashua has asked for aid from the State of New Hamp-
shire for damages to the Canal Street bridge during the flood
of November 1927.
Favorable action was not taken on this because the
Governor and Council promulgated a rule that they would
assist places whose damage would be in excess of 2-5 of one
per cent of valuation. Disbursements were left entirely in
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the hands of the Governor and Council and it is equally true
that when the tiood relief bill was passed it was wdth thfe
understanding that damages would be paid from the revenue
obtained from the increased gas tax to all communities
which were damaged, Nashua's Canal Street bridge was
damaged to the extent of $40,000. Nashua pays its ^regular
tax and it also pays the fixed gas tax and the super tax for
Hood repairs. It does seem that it is only fair and equitable
that the State should reimburse the City as the State itself
received over $600,000. in Federal Aid.
The Board of Public Works will renew the application
ftjr assistance in the rebuilding of the Canal Street bridge.
East Pearl Street
In 1926 the Board of Aldermen established new street
lines widening a part of East Pearl Street. Some abutters
refused their consent and this prevented widening all the way
to Temple Street. There was litigation over'the cutting down
of trees and the elimination of street railway tracks. In the
meantime the roadway and sidewalk of this main artery
were in a deplorable condition. The Board of Public Works
for 1928 considered further delay in repairing this street un-
fair to the travelling public. Accordingly the matter was
reopened and the objecting abutters were interviewed. A
few did not wish to have any of their land taken and the
Board not desirous of further difficulty or delay ordered
that the street be repaved, sidewalks laid and the -whole
put into first class condition for a number of years.
The case of the City vs. the Nashua Street Railway re-
garding the, rails in this street is now be.fore the Supreme
Court for. a decision.
Milford Highway
Milford Highway between Blood's Crossing Road and
the Town line was reconstructed, . repaired and roadway
widened.
Permanent Highways
Aluch ])ermanent highway work was done on Scripture,
Worcester, Beard, Fairway. Cross, Dow and other streets.
Sidewalks
This year there was- added to the cement sidewalk
mileage 3.33 miles of sidewalks.
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Sewers
New sewers were laid in Pasadena Avenue, Raymond
Street, Prescott Street, Balcom Street, Orchard Avenue,
Haines Street, Fossa Avenue, Van Buren and Jackson
Streets and Hill Street.
Maintenance
The usual maintenance of roads, walks and sewers
was done in an efficient manner.
Much less money was spent this year than formerly
and the department is gradually wiping out many overhangs
as it is the wish of the Board to see January 1st, 1929 the
accumulated obligations met and cleaned up. When the ac-
counts are finally made up the Board is confident that the
financial showing of the Department will be gratifying.
Fire Department
The Fire Department maintained its good record of
efficiency and protection during the year. The Commission
by careful oversight of expenditures was able to purchase
out of its regular appropriation a closed car for uses of the
chief. This was greatly needed.
Police Department
The police Department during the year has been ever
alert in the protection of life and property. Officer James
F. Roche sacrificed his life while in discharge of duty. An
armed robber invaded the city under cover of darkness and
was intercepted in his intention to commit burglary and
possible murder. Officer Roche met the emergency and
killed the outlaw but was fatally wounded.
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Roche, widow, on behalf of herself
and minor children petitions, under the law, for a pension.
This application has been recommended by the Police Com-
mission. . . . . . ,
. . . The City Solicitor's opinion is that—"The : Board of
Aldermen may. in their discretion,., grant Elizabeth Roche,
-the. petitioner a pension -not to exceed one. half ofthe year-
ly, compensation of James Roche at the time of his death, . . .
Such pension may be granted for not more than one year
at a time."
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The Police Commission is desirous that this Board
consider traffic conditions and that a study be made of the
feasibiHty as well as the practicability of automatic signals
at several street intersections. The Board has made a
further application that money be provided for changes at
the Police Station.
Nashua Public Library
The Trustees of Nashua's Public Library have striven
to keep the standard of this institution as high as any in
a city of like population. They are intensely interested in the
success of this branch of community activity.
The ever increasing circulation, the branch library, and
other methods of dissemination of knovs^ledge and cultural
acquirements have reached the stage v^^here book additions
are necessary and special help is required. The Trustees
also state that the Library building needs repairs and that
the reading room should be redecorated.
Showing the growth of the libray in one year : the total
circulation for 1927 was 149.661 volumes and the estimated
circulation for 1928 is over 170.000, an increase in one year
of more than 13 per cent, and this rate of increase has been
going on for several years. The yearly revenue of the
Public Library, including appropriation, for a number of
years has been slightly over $15,000.
To rehabilitate the library building, make the necessary
book increase and improve the service and efficiency of the
staff an added appropriation will be necessary. I would
recommend a gradual increase in the budget so that in a
few years the library building and equipment will be a
source of pride and satisfaction to the tax payers and the
reading public, as well as to the Trustees.
Board of Health
Nashua has been fortunate in being free from any
serious epidemic this year. A few cases of diphtheria orig-
inating in a nearby city were traced and further contagion
prevented by the activities of this Board. Much use was
made of T'oxin-Anti-Toxin t6 prevent a' s^'rea'd of this^ dread
disease. The^ many cases of scarlet fever during the year
made it necessary for the Board to resort to the so-called
"Dick" Test, as a preventative.
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A new garbage truck was purchased to replace an old
and worn out one.
Cemetaries
Our cemetaries are under the control of trustees se-
lected by this Board. It is clearly apparent that the trustees
and their predecessors have managed "God's acres" with
care, foresight and prudence. All the upkeep does not fall
upon the taxpayers as lot owners and benevolent persons
have contributed to perpetual care and to the beautifying
and permanent improvement of grounds and structures.
The total appropriation for all cemeteries is small in com-
parison with the work accomplished.
Edgewood Cemetery
In 1928 your Board made a special appropriation to the
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery for a new iron fence along
Amherst Street and Gushing Avenue. The improvement
fully justified the expenditure.
During the year Mrs. Ella F. Anderson gave to this
cemetery the beautiful "Anderson Memorial Ghapel." In
design and construction it will be one of the oustanding
permanent Memorials ever placed in a cemetery in New
England. We all unite in expressing our appreciation to
this public spirited woman.
Woodlawn Cemetery
This year the Trustes of Woodlawn Gemetery will ask
for a special appropriation for a substantial iron fence along
West Hollis Street. The present wooden fence is old and
out of repair. It is believed that good fencing of cemeteries
is a wise investment as it protects the graves from careless
or wanton desecration.
Suburban Cemeteries
No one can note our scattered Suburban Cemeteries,
in which rest many of the early settlers, without recognizing
the careful oversight by the Trustees. During the past year a
small addition was made to Evergreen Cemetery by the
purchase of a lot of land on South Chestnut Street.
Park Commission
The Park Commission is gradually improving our parks
and commons. The results are most satisfactory consider-
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ing- the appropriation provided. The cooperation between
this department and others has been genuine. Working
understandings and agreements are proving harmonious with
the Recreation Commission, the Carnival Committee, the
High School Athletic Committee and with others. This
Commission has been ready, at al! times, to aid and assist
the pul)lic in getting the most out of the City's open spaces.
Recreation Commissioh
This Commission worked energetically this year to af-
ford recreational facilities. The playgrounds, swimming
pool, skating rinks and tennis Ccmrts afforded large num-
bers, of young and old, an opportunity for healthful outdoor
enjoyment and sport.
City Solicitor
Our City Solicitor this year has given freely of his time
in guiding the city departments along legal and lawful lines
and in the settlement of several vexed questions he has
been very successful.
Other Departments
Other and minor departments have worked in unison
for the public welfare.
Conclusion
This year several departments were overdrawn. Such
occurrences are not good administration, good practice or
fair to the departments which scrujmlously live within their
allowance. It is only in case of dire necessity or an emer-
gency that such a policy should be pursued. On these oc-
casions the Finance Committee should be consulted and its
advice taken to see if there is not some way of providing the
funds. If heads of Departments are permitted to overdraw
and spend beyond their appropriation they are usurping the
appropriating and taxing authority of the city.
The year has been a prosperous and successful one for
Nashua and T thank the Honorable Board of Alderrnen and
the City officials for their uniform help^ and courtesy in the
conduct of the Citv's business.
CITY GOVERNMENT OF
THE CITY OF NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE YEARS 1928-1929
MAYOR
Honorable William F. Sullivan
Residence 3 East Dunstable Road
Elected at the General Municipal Election December 6, 1927
Term expires December 31, 1929
BOAKD OF ALDERMEN
President of the Board
Henry A. Lagasse
Residence 192 West Pearl Street
Elected President of the Board January 2, 1928
for a term of two years
ALDERMEN-AT-LARGE
Henry A. Lagasse, 192 West Pearl Street
Doria R. Laliberte, 60 Blossom Street
Charles H. Barker, 42 Abbott Street
Elected at the General Municipal Election, December 8, 1925
Terms expire December 31, 1929
Auguste U. Burque, 3 West Allds Street
George D. Spaulding, 34 Temple Street
Walter E. Grant. 24A Broad Street
Elected at the General Municipal Election, December 6, 1927
Terms expire December 31, 1931
. . WARD ALDERMEN
WARD ONE
Stephen W. Bastow, . 24 Gushing Avenue
WARD TWO


























Elected at the General Municipal Election December 6, 1927
Terms expire December 31, 1929
CLERK OF THE BOARD
Arthur L. Cyr, City Clerk, 4 Church Street
COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
The president of the Board, Henry A. Lagasse, is a
member ex-oflficio of all Standing Committees of the Board.
Section 50 of the City Charter provides that the Mayor
and Aldermen-at-Large constitute the Finance Committee
and Committee on Claims. The other Standing Committees
are named by the President with the consent of the Board.
Finance Committee and Committee on Claims — His
Honor Mayor Sullivan, Aldermen-at-Large, Burque, Grant,
Spalding, Lagasse Laliberte and Barker.
Committee on Lands and Buildings—Aldermen Pelletier,
Deschesnes, Bastow and Whittle.
Committee on Printing and Stationery — Aldermen
Nolan, Dubois, Rousseau and Collins.
Committee on Street Lights — Aldermen Bilodeau,
Whittle.
Committee on Licenses — Aldermen Bastow, Pelletier.
*Resigned April 24, 1928.
**Elected April 24 1928 to fill vacancy.
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Committee on Election and Returns — Aldermen
Deschesnes, Nolan, Dubois, Bilodeau.
Committee on Rills in Second Reading — Aldermen
Whittle, Rousseau.
Committee on Enrollment—Aldermen Collins, Bilodeau.
Committe on Rules — Aldermen Dubois, Nolan.
Committee on Publicity and New Industries—Aldermen
Rousseau, Collins.
CITY OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR 1928-1929
Mayor, Honorable William F. Sullivan
Two Year Term
Salary $2,000.00 per annum
Office, City Hall
City Clerk-Overseer of the Poor, Arthur L. Cyr
One Year Term, Elected by Aldermen
Salary, $2,500.00 per annum and fees
Office, City Hall
Collector-Treasurer, Samuel Dearborn
One Year Term, Elected by Aldermen
Salary, $2,700.00 per annum
Office City Hall
City Solicitor, Alvin A. Lucier
One Year Term, Elected by Aldermen
Salary, $800.00 per annum
Office, Second National Bank Building
City Physician, Romeo L. Paradis, M. D.
One Year Term, Elected by Aldermen
Salary $500.00 per annum
Office, Merchants Exchange
City Engineer, Fred L. Clark
One Year Term, Elected by Board of Public Works
Salary, $2,500.00 per annum
Office, Municipal Building
Assistant City Engineer, John E. Rock
One Year Term, Elected by Board of Public Works
Salary, $2080.00 per annum
Office, Municipal Building
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City Messenger, Napoleon Laplante
Two Year Term, Appointed by the Mayor
Salary $1,800.00 per annum
Office, City Hall Building
Street Commissioner, William E. Tolles
One Year Term, Elected by Board of Public Works
Salary, $3,350.00 per annum
Office, Municipal Building
Assistant Street Commissioner, Thomas W. Mulvanity
One Year Term, Elected by Board of Public Works
Salary, $2,080.00 per annum
Office, Municipal Building
Health Officer, Eugene Hysette
One Year Term, Elected by the Board of Health
Salary, $1,800.00 per annum
Office, City Hall
Milk Inspector, Albert E. Smith
One Year Term, Elected by the Board of Health
Salary, $1,800.00 per annum
Office, City Hall
Sealer of Weights and Measures, Charles B. Rigney
One Year Term, Appointed by the Mayor
Salary, $600.00 per annum
Office, City Hall
Inspector of Petroleum. David P. Stevens
One Year Term, Appointed by the Mayor
Salary, Fees
Residence, 48 Cross Street
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Hon. William F. Sullivan, Mayor, Chairman ex-officio
William E. Tolles, Street Commissioner-Clerk
Two Members Elected at each Municipal Election for
Four Year Terms
George A. Belanger, 40 Russell Street
Frank A. MacMaster, 5 Eaton Street
Terms expire December 31, 1929
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Arthur R. Dubuc, 42 Cross Street
Frank T. Lewis, 92 Main Street
Terms expire December 31 ,1931
Chairman receives no salary
Other members, $200.00 per annum
Office, Municipal Building
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
One Member Elected at each Municipal Election for a
Term of Six Years
Marshall D. Cobleigh, Chairman, 60 Manchester Street
Term expires December 31, 1929
Salary, $1,500.00 per annum
*Charles W. Finning, 4 Chandler Street
**Daniel P. Fahy, 33 Main Street
Term expires December 31, 1933
Salary $900.00 per annum
Arthur M. Richard, 20 Lake Street
Term expires December 31, 1931
Salary $900.00 per annum
CLERK OF THE BOARD
Arthur H. Cotton, Amherst Road
Elected by the Board
Salary, $1,800.00 per annum
Office, Municipal Building
BOARD OF HEALTH
Elected by the Board of Aldermen for Two Year Terms
CHAIRMAN
Oswald S. Maynard, M. D., Montcalm Block
OTHER MEMBERS
Alfred Daudelin, M. D., Montcalm Block
Ernest Levesque, 113 Lock Street
Olivette Dionne, Clerk, Office Montcalm Block
Lillian Morin, Nurse, Office Montcalm Block
Meetings held at the Board of Health Office
Montcalm Block
*Deceased December 2, 1928.
**Elected Jan. 1, 1929 to fill vacancy.
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Salary of Chairman, $800.00 per annum
Salary of other Members, $100.00 per annum
Salary of Clerk, $624. 00 per annum
Salary of Nurse, $1,400.00 per annum
INSPECTORS OF CHECK. LISTS










George N. Bresnahan, Chairman,
WARD EIGHT


















Salary $3.00 per diem while actually employed
PARK COMMISSION
Frank J. Finning, Secretary, Term expires 1929
Frank X. Tardif, Term expires, 1930
Robert W. Bundy, Term expires, 1931
Secretary's Ofifice, City Hall
SUPERINTENDENT OF PARKS AND COMMONS
William R. Kirkpatrick
Appointed by the Park Commission
Salary, $1,650.00 per annum
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RECREATION COMMISSION
Appointed by the Mayor under authority of Chapter 86 of
The Laws of 1917
Charles H. Babbitt, M. D. Oscar M. Elather
Terms expire 1929






Winthrop L. Carter, President,
James S. Black, M. D., Vice-President,
Charles E. Johnson, Treasurer,
Clarence H. Whitney, Clerk.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Frank E. Kittredge, M. D.,
Willis A. Shedd,
Philip Mc Questen, M. D.
Lester F. Thurber,
Herbert L. Flather.
TRUSTEES FROM BOARD OF ALDERMEN
Henry A. Lagasse, President of the Board of Aldermen
Alderman, Walter E. Grant
Alderman, Edwin F. Nolan
TRUSTEES OF THE SINKING FUND
Hon. William F. Sullivan, Mayor, ex-ofificio
Samuel Dearborn, Collector-Treasurer, ex-officio
Alderman-at-Large, George D. Spalding,
TRUSTEES OF THE HUNT LEGACY
Hon. William F. Sullivan, Mayor, ex-ofTicio
Henry A. Lagasse, President of the Board of Aldermen,
ex-officio.
Hon. Frank B. Clancy, President of the Board of Education,
ex-offici().
Burtt E. Warren, Term expires 1929
Clarence I. Spalding, Term expires 1930
Elected by the Board of Aldermen
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TRUSTEES OF EDGEWOOD CEMETERY










President, Walter F. Norton, Ofifice, 140 Main Street
Secretary, Joseph L. Clough, Ofifice, 140 Main Street
Treasurer ex-ofificio, Samuel Dearborn, Ofifice City
Term
CITY GOVERNMENT 25
MUNICIPAL COURT OF NASHUA
Justice, Honorable Frank B. Clancy
Appointed by Governor and Council
Office, Police Headquarters
Salary, $1,500.00 per annum
Associate-Justice, Honorable Stephen h. Hallinan
Appointed by Governor and Council
Salary, $600.00 per annum
Clerk, Martin W. Fitzpatrick
Appointed by Justice
Office, Police Headquarters
Salary, $1,000.00 per annum
Probation Officer, Martin W. Fitzpatrick
Appointed by Justice
Office, Police Headquarters
Salary, $600.00 per annum
POLICE DEPARTMENT
POLICE COMMISSION
Appointed by Governor and Council
Arthur DeMontigny, Chairman Term expires Sept. I, 1930
John W. Coffey, Clerk Term expires Sept 1, 1929
Willis A. Shedd Term expires Sept. 1, 1931
Clerk receives $150, and other members $100 per annum
OFFICERS
Appointed by the Commission
Chief, Irving F. Goodwin
Salary, $3,500.00 per annum
Deputy Chief, George F. Campbell
Salary, $2,100.00 per annum
Captain, Clarence H. Holt
Salary, $2,050.00 per annum
Chief Inspector, Edward C. McCarthy
Salary, $2,050.00 per annum
Inspector, Arthur H. Higgins
Salary, $5.25 per diem
SERGEANTS
Benjamin Murray, Fabian Mayo, Charles H. Desmarais
Salary, $5.25 per diem
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PATROLMEN
Herbert Mears Robert Meunier
William Anagnost Peter Betters
Frederick E. Brown Peter .Caron
Mendoza Caron John A. Clark
Raymond L. Cross Charles Delorey
Albert Downey Victor Erickson
Walter Rich Hector Gaudette
William J. Lefavor Cecil Tibbetts
J. Frank Jefts George Lawrence
J. A. Webster Bernard McLaughlin
Francis Cave John Miller
James Sherlock Edgar J. Record
John H. Boyd Patrick J. Winn
Fred Tirrell
SPECIAL OFFICERS
Tilden Barnard Albert E. Tyler
Edward R. Hartwell Joseph Guerrette
James Gould Homer Betters
Richard Holt







1 Commissioner Elected at Each Municipal Election for
6 year Term.
Herbert C. Lintott, Chairman, Term expires 1931
Charles H. Austin, Term expires 1929
Eugene W. Duncklee, Clerk, Term expires 1933
Salaries $100 per annum; Clerk, $125.00 per annum
CENTRAL STATION
Chief, James E. Smith
Salary, $3,000.00 per annum
Deputy Chief, Albert C. Melendy
Salary, $2,150.00 per annum
CITY GOVERNMENT 27
COMBINATION COMPANY NO. 1
Permanent Captain — William E. Whitney
PERMANENT MEN
G. H. Atwood C. L. York
P. E. Betters H. L. Duprey
D. E. Cantara H. Dubois
AERIAL LADDER COMPANY NO. 1
Permanent Captain — Charles H. Tafe
Call Lieutenant — H. V. Flanders
PERMANENT MEN
L. Soucy G. S. Lewis
J. W. Jones R. A. Aldrich
George H. Carrick
CALL MEN
J. Shea W. Goodwin L. A. Roby
ENGINE COMPANY NO. 4
BOOSTER ENGINE AND HOSE NO. 4
Permanent Captain — Dennis H. Downey
Call Lieutenant •— P. J. O'Brien
PERMANENT MEN
A. J. Molloy R. Downey
H. E. Cutter J. G. Coffey
C. E. Caron J. W. Degnan
Irving' Stevens
Permanent Engineer — S. P. Smalley
Chief's Car — H, L. Duprey
Ambulance — Frank Rancour
Squad Car — L. Soucy
AMHERST STREET STATION
ENGINE COMPANY NO. 1 AND CHEMICAL AND HOSE NO. 1
PERMANENT MEN
E. W. Franklin, Engineer H .A. Walton
R. H. Duplessie W. E. Curtis
CALL MEN
W. D. George, Captain L. D. Neff
M. W. Sargent, Lieutenant William Esson
LADDER COMPANY NO. 1
Permanent Man — L. R. Pike
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CALL MEN
A. F. Curtis, Captain P. H. Roy
J. Bollard W. S Xampron
LAKE STREET STATION
ENGINE COMPANY NO. 2, BOOSTER ENGINE AND HOSE NO. 2
LADDER NO. 2
PERMANENT MEN
R. E. Hallisey, Captain A. C. Taggart
Frank Mansur G. S. Hidden
J. H. Varney Fred Laforme
CALL MEN
G. F. Pushee, Engineer P. Grandmaison
H. B. Smith
ARLINGTON STREET STATION
ENGINE COMPANY NO. 3, BOOSTER ENGINE AND HOSE NO. 3,
LADDER NO. 3
PERMANENT MEN
N. h. Tessier, Engineer E. J. O'Leary
P. A, Lintott J. R. Phippard
CALL MEN
G. W. Traver, Captain A. Blair
A. J. Smith, Lieutenant E. Dorsett
SALARY LIST








Hon. William F. Sullivan, ex-officio. President
His Honor the Mayor and the President of the Board
of Aldermen are Trustees, ex-officio. One Trustee is chosen
by the Board of Aldermen and Trustees in Convention, an-
nually in the month of April, to serve seven years.
TRUSTEES
Hon. William H. Beasom Term expires 1929
Arthur G. Shattuck Term expires 1930
CITY GOVERNMENT 29
Rev. Wm. Porter Niles Term expires 1931
Hon. Henri A. Burque Term expires 1932
John R. Spring, Clerk Term expires 1933
Hon. Frank B. Clancy Term expires 1934
Annie R. Congdon Term expires 1935
LIBRARY STAFF
Appointed by Trustees
Clara E. Smith, Libarian, salary, $1,800 per annum.
Christine B. Rockwood, Ass't Libarian, $1,400 per annum.
Marion A. Manning, Children's Libarian, $1,200 per annum.
Elizabeth Spring, General Ass't, $720.00 per annum.
Margaret H. Howison, General Ass't, $1,200 per annum.
Madeline Engelhardt, General Ass't, $600 per annum.
Gladys Woodbury, in charge of Crown Hill Branch, Salary,
$360 per annum.
Oscar F. Ballou, Janitor, $1,200 per annum.
Library, 12 Main Street
Branch Library, Arlington Street
Library Open Daily from 9 :00 A. M. to 9 :00 P. M.
Sundays from 2 :00 to 5 :00 P. M.
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Hon. Frank B. Clancy, President Albert J .McKean, Clerk
Elected by the Board
Clerk receives $200 per annum
Four Members of the Board of Education are Elected at the
General Municipal Election for Terms of 6 years
Members whose terms expire Dec. 31, 1929
Albert J. McKean, 36 Concord Street
Dennis L. Hallisey, 125 Palm Street
Oscar M. Flather, 41 Orange Street
Mary L. Kittredge, 11 Concord Street
Members whose terms expire Dec. 31, 1931
Arthur L. Wallace, M. D., 19 Manchester Street
Frank B. Clancy, 2 Bowers Street
Arthur O. Burque, 19 Faxon Street
Arthur J. Burelle, 42^/^ Canal Street
Members whose terms expire Dec. 31, 1933
Horace H. Phaneuf, 122 Concord Street


















































**Elected March 27, 1928 to fill vacancy.
Resigned February 24, 1928.
CITY GOVERNMENT 31
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DIRECTOR OF MANUAL TRAINING
John Goddard, Salary, $2,650.00 per annum
DIRECTOR OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE
Florence A. Hills, Salary, $2,100.00 per annum
ATTENDANCE OFFICER
James W. Mulvanity, Salary, $2,250.00 per annum
SCHOOL PHYSICIANS
Roland S. Joyce, M. D., Salary, $750.00 per annum
Stillman G. Davis, M. D., Salary, $950.00 per annum
NURSES
Kathleen Hay Annie Peterson
Salary, $1,400.00 per annum
DENTISTS
Edward T. White D. J. Hagerty
Salary, $400.00 per annum
OPTOMETRISTS
Forrest W. Martin William B. Hagerty
Earle W. Pratt
Salary, $200.00 per annum
WEIGHERS
Amedy Martell Charles E. Campbell
J. J. Vigneault Otis R. Connell
Edward Labree Ida M. Putnam
Maxime H. Pombrio W. A. Shedd
Herman A. Osgood Frank T. Lewis
Charles G. Carleton Edward L. Farrar
Timothy A. Crowley George F. Dolloff
William A. Jones Edward O. Brown
O. M. Coombs Ralph W. Bodwell
A. T. Manly E. A. Lund
John W. Mitchell G. M. Bullock
Charles Dugas T. W. Burns
L. L. Daniels J. L. Birchall
Joseph Phaneuf L. Record
George Laurian Charles W. Mountfort
George W. Farley E. J. Gushing
F. E. A. Collins F. L. Abbott
J. S. Wicom U. P. Hamel
Olivier Pombrio Elmer Silvey
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LICENSING BOARD FOR PLUMBERS
Oswald S. Maynard ,M. D., Chairman of Board of Health
Fred L. Clark, City .Engineer
Samuel J. Bingham
WARD OFFICERS









































































:^. . Doria A. Laliberte









REGULAR MEETINGS ^ \
Board of Aldermen — Second and Fourth,"Tuesdays of
each month at 8 p. m., at City Hall Building.
Finance Committee -^ First and Fifteenth day of each
month at City Hall Building at 7:30 p. m.
Board of Education — Last Friday of each month at
7:45 p. m., at City Hall Building.
Police Commission — Last day of each month at 8 p. m.,
at Police Station.
Board of Public Works — First and Fourteenth day of
each month at Municipal Building.
Fire Commission — The Twenty-eight day of each
month at 8 p. m., at Central Fire Station.
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery — Last Friday of each
month.
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery — Last Monday of each
month.
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Cyr, A. L., City Clerk-Overseer of Poor $ 2,500.00
Dearborn, S., City Treasurer and Tax Col. 2,700.00
Laplante, Napoleon, City Messenger . . 1,800.00
Eucier, Alvin A., City Solicitor 800.00
Sullivan, William F., Mayor 2,000.00
Total Expenditures $ 9,800.00
$ 9,800.00
WARD AND ELECTION EXPENSE
Appropriation $ 6,200.00
Overdrawn—Transferred from Revenue 919.54
$ 7,119.54
EXPENDED
A. O. H. O'Donnell, Mem. Assn.. Rent.$ 150.00
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 74.02
Avery Co., C. H., LTse of chairs 3.88
Boggis, George H., Services 15.00
Boggis, Joseph P., Services 10.00
Cardin, Adolph & Jas. Lee., Services . . 40.00
Cole & Co., F. E., Supplies .70
Dick's Lunch., Lunches 10.00
Dube's Restaurant., Lunches 9.90
Duchesneau, Louis., Services ^ 55.60
Farley, George F., Services 38.50
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Gregas, Thomas., Services 1.30
Hamlin, Frank., Use of chairs 16.00
Hillsboro Bottling Co., Rent 150.00
Indian Head Dining Room., Lunches . . 10.00
Johnson's Electric Shop., Supplies 36.60
Landry, Honori N., Services 9.00
Le Progress., Printing 8.40
L'Impartial., Printing 845.50
Morrill, E. T., Lunches 10.00
Morrill, Robert J., Trucking 17.00
Morris & Co. ,Philip., Supplies 3.37
Nashua Manufacturing Co., Cloth 22.32
Payroll., Sundry Persons 5,026.00
Peno, George., Services . 30.00
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies 1.00
Public Service Co., Lights 12.71
Richer Taxi & Trucking Service., 3.00
Telegraph Publishing Co., Printing . .
.
5.85
Tibbetts, Grover C, Services 30.00
Tolles & Co., James H., Lumber 6.07
Walsh & Co., H. S., Lunches 20.00








Austin, Charles H., Supplies 2.00
Burroughs Add. Machine Co., Services.. 14.10
Cobleigh, Marshall D., Salary 1,500.00
Cobleigh, Marshall D., Cash Paid Out . 118.71
Cole & Co., F. E., Printing 176.60
Cotton, Arthur H., Clerk, Services .... 1,800.00
Deslauriers, H., Services 77.00
Finning, Charles W., Services 900.00
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 41
Greenough, W. A., Directory 10.00
Le Progress, Printing 19.10
L'Impartial Pub. Co., Printing 15.50
Moody, Hazel., Services 9.00
Morris & Co., Philip., Supplies 76.05
Nashua Typewriter Exchange., Ribbons 2.50
Nashua Window Cleaning Co., Services 2.10
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Services .... 13.70
N. H. Assessors Asso., Dues 4.00
Old Colony Trust Co., Services 6.00
Payroll, Sundry Persons 1,390.00
Phaneuf Press, Printing 31.25
Pierce, J. F., Services 2.50
Richard, Arthur M., Salary 900.00
Richer Taxi & Trucking Service 9.00
Robinson, Marguerite, Services 517.50
Sanborn Map Co., Maps 17.00
Spaulding-Moss Co., Supplies ........ 4.93
Telegraph Pub. Co., Printing 38.25
The Therriault Press, Printing 29.50
Total Expenditures $ 7,686.29






Austin, Charles H., Supplies $ 3.76
Belanger & Son Inc., S., Services 5.00
Blanchard, Wilbert W.. Supplies 10.00
Brodeur, Lester ]., Services 51.65
Burque, A. U., Repairs 2.50
Crowley, James H., Supplies 2.00
Crowley, Timothy A., Coal 1,768.07
Cullen Thomas F., Services 780.00
Douglas & Son, J. L., Supplies 2.00
Farley, George F., Services 2.00
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Jeannottc, A. A., Supplies 2.10
Johnson's Electric Shop, Supplies 8.86
Larocque, Dorila, Night Watchman . . . 684.00
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 1.00
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Services . . . 15.60
New Home Washing Co., Laundry .... 15.90
Office Toilet Supply Co., 9.00
Osgood Construction Co., Services .... 446.96
Pennichuck W. W., Water Supply 78.60
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies 16.97
Phaneuf Press, Printing 38.75
Poirier, Sam J., Supplies 6.25
Public Service Co., Eights 423.59
Shea Co., D. F., SuppHes 27.75
Sullivan, Mrs. B., Cleaning 48.00
Warden, Joseph, Services 15.81
Total Expenditures $ 4,466.12
Transferred to Revenue 133.88
$ 4,600.00




Overdrawn—Transferred from Revenue 1,429.57
$ 81,429.62
EXPENDED
Adams, L. A., Supplies $ 303,35
Arlac Stencil Sales Co., The, Supplies . 7.50
American Gas Accumulator Co., Supp.
.
104.00
Arnold, R. C, Supplies 33.76
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 2,170.20
Ballou, Horace, Pension 360.00
Belanger & Son S., Supplies 10.75
Bianchard, Wilbert W., Supplies 21.40
Brunell, O. W., Services 86.57
Central Railway Signal Co., Lights . . 12.00
Coffey, John W., Supplies 53.00
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 43
Cole & Co., K. E., vSupplies 113.25
Crescent Lciuiulry, Laundry 199.96
Dallman Co., H. I., Supplies 5.60
Davis, S. G., M. D„ Services 5.00
DeMontigny A., Services 5.25
Desclos, Leo A., Services 21.50
Dyar Sales & M'chy. Co., Signs 15.00
Eagle Oil & Supply Co.. Oil 145.66
Excelsior Motor Mfg. & Supply Co. . . 200.00
Farley, W. A., Insurance 49.25
F. B. W. Auto Paint & Top Shop . . . . 6.00
Flather Mfg. Co. Inc., Supplies 1.60
Foote, Herrick, Supplies 12.22
Gamew^ell Fire Arms Co., Supplies . .
.
51.75
Garland Co., The, Supplies 4.50
Gay, Arthur E., Supplies 4.51
Goodwin, Irving F., Cash paid out .... 908.86
Greenough Co., W. A., Directory ' 10.00
Grover Co., Charles R., Supplies 16.50
Hampden Pt. & Chem. Co., Supplies .. 112.50
Highway Signal Co., Signals 18.00
Howard, Charles D., Services 37.50
Johnson's Electric Shop, Supplies .... 6.25
Iver Johnson Sport. Goods Co., Supp. 21.29
Johnson & Son, S. C, Supplies 12.00
Kashulines, J. E., R. N., Services .... 36.00
Lintott, H. C, Supplies 85.47
Mack, Wm. F., Services ............. 68.89
Maine Mfg. Co., Supplies 17.00
Manifold Supplies Co., Supplies 3.50
Marchand Co., Arthur C, Services 19.59
Maroncelle, Adam, Supplies 87.26
McCarthy, Wm. F., Supphes 20.40
Melendy, A. C, Rent 20.00
Mercer Bros. Garage • . 245.03
Merrill Whitney Co., Supplies 7.38
Messier's Tire Shop, Supplies 155.04
Matalite Mfg. Co., The, Supplies 14.40
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 66.47
Nashua Auto Co., Supplies 2,012.15
Nashua Body Repair Co., Supplies .... 8.00
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Nashua Coop Iron F'dry Co., Supplies 88.99
Nashua Photo Co., Services 8.70
Nashua Rubber Co., Tires 463.58
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Services . . 706.51
Niles Machine Co., Supplies 10.18
Osgood Construction Co., Supplies .... 204.46
Payroll, Sundry Persons 68,496.12
Pennichuck W. W., Water Supply . .
.
92.04
Perkins, Fred W., Services 6.00
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies 26.37
Phaneuf & Son, H. C, Insurance .... 13.22
Phaneuf Press, Supplies 62.25
Pierce, Fred D., Supplies 20.41
Popper & Sons, Leo, Supplies 50.00
Prevs^, Peter F., Supplies 3.08
Public Service Co., Lights 872.52
Quimby, Edward H., Supplies 3.75
Rochester Germicide Co., Supplies . . . 49.50
Sadler, Paul, Insurance 323.80
Serena Co., The, Supplies 64.14
Shea Co., D. F., Supplies 31.28
Smith Co., Inc., Maurice C, Supplies . 6.45
Speare Dry Goods Co., Supplies 13.90
Standard Oil Co., Oil 1,266.50
Standard Traffic Marker Co., Signs . . . 127.32
Styliograph Co., The, Supplies 3.37
Sullivan Bros., Burial of Jas. Roche .
.
230.13
Telegraph Pub. Co., Subscription .... 12.00
Thibodeau, W. T., SuppHes 50.00
ToUes & Co., James H., Lumber 10.76
Trow, F. P., Newspapers -23.10
Vagges' Service Garage, Supplies .... 25.50
Varick Co., John B., Supplies 2.88
Western Union, Services 22.75
Young & Co., Charles F., Decorating . 25.00
Total Expenditures $ 81,429.62
$ 81,429.62





Clancy, Frank B., Services as Judge ..$ 1,500.00
Fitzpatrick, Martin W., Clerk 1,000.00
Hallanan, S. L., Services as Asso. Judge 600.00







Adams, L. A., Supplies $ 13.24
Ahrens Fox Fire Engine Co., Supplies. 42.30
American Steel & Wire Co., Supplies . 136.66
Angus, D. R., Supplies 4.95
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 3,123.15
Avery Co., C. H., Supplies 30.15
Bailey & Son, F. H., Services 138.60
Balcom Ice Co., Inc., Ice 66.28
Barnes Co., Henry K., Supplies 2,152.05
Bernier Delima E., Wood 12.00
Bishop, H. S., Supplies 3.50
Blanchard, Wilbert W. Supplies ...... 47.40
Boston & Maine R. R., Freight 3.93
Brunnell, O. W., Supplies 12.45
Cadorette & Sons, J. B. ,Ice 9.18
Chamberlain Patten Co., Supplies 118.89
Coburn Co., C. B., Supplies 9.70
Crescent Laundry, Laundry 338.10
Crowley, Timothy A., Coal 662.50 :
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Cunningham Son & Co., J., Supplies . . 258.39
Dallman Co., H. I., Supplies 86.60
Diehard, C. H., Services 21.40
Douglas & Son, J. L., Services 4.50
Dunklee Construction Co., Services . . . 28.20
Ellis & Co., M. F", Supplies 90.06
Faxon, C. E., Paper 15.00
F. B. W. Auto Paint & Top, Services . . 280.00
Foisie, W. E., Services 13.00
Fortin, George A., Supplies 3.00
Gay, Arthur E., Supplies 47.83
Greenough, W. A., City Directory 10.00
Hill Hardw^are & Paint Co., Supplies . . 2.72
Leonard Coupling Co., Supplies 11.00
Lintott, H. C, vSupplics 3,043.92
Lycette, John J., Services 58.35
Maxim Motor Co., Supplies 31.47
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 2.90
Nashua Battery Shop, 114.85
Nashua Coal & Coke Co., Coal 946.73
New England Tel. & Tel Co., Services . 279.84
Osgood Construction Co., Services .... 124.96
Payroll, Sundry Persons 76,854.05
Pennichuck W. W., Water Supply 196.62
Peterson, W. R., Supplies 153.20
Phaneuf Press, Printing 18.50
Public Service Co., Lights 966.69
Rollins Engine Co., Services 3.00
Sanborn Map Co., Map 17.00
Screw Co., The, Supplies 63.90
Shattuck Co., H. C, Services 3.50
Shedd & Co., W. A., Coal 483.40
Smith, James E., Chief, Cash paid out . 303.34
Snow White Laundry, Laundry 112.15
Standard Oil Co., Oil 591.83
Swift & Co., Supplies 12.95
Thibodeau , W. T., Celebration Exp. . . 50.00
Thompson Ins. Agency, Mabel A., Ins. . 7.00
Tolles & Co., James H., Lumber 9.79
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 47
Wingate, Frank H., Supplies 4.85
Young <& Co., Charles F., Decorating . . 85.00
Total Expenditures $ 92,336.52
Transfer Bill 23.75
$ 92,360.27
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Appropriation . . . $ 750.00
$ 750.00
EXPENDED
Rigney, Charles B., Services $ 600.00
Rigney, Charles B., Cash paid out 130.00
Curley, W. & L. E. Supplies 19.58
Total Expenditures $ . 749.58






Law^rence, Cheney F., Captain $ 100.00
Wheeler, H. E., Captain 100.00






Overdrawn, Transferred from Revenue. 1,012.57
$ 14,181.57
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EXPENDED
Avery Co., C. H., Supplies $ 3.00
Amercican, City Magazine, Suscription . 2.00
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 5.17
Balcom Nashua Ice Co., Ice 13.70
Brodeur, Charles M. Ins 8.00
Burque, Arthur O., Supplies 359.10
Burque, Auguste U., Supplies 5.00
Carrier, Noel, Services 20.00
Charron Auto Service, Gas 277.26
Cyrs Pharmacy, Supplies 48.60
Corriveau, Donat, Insurance 124.65
Dansereau, H. C, Supplies 62.00
Daudelin, A., M. D., Member of Board 100.00
Dion, Louis, Estate, Services 11.50
Dufault, L. R., Supplies 101.82
Dumaine Bros., Supplies 1.80
Gagon's Garage, Wm., Supplies 139.20
Gaudette, Rose, Services 10.00
Greenough & Co., W. A., City Directory 10.00
Houle Tire Shop Inc., Supplies 87.40
Hysette, Eugene, Services 200.00
Hysette, Eugene, Health Officer 150.00
Hysette, Eugene, Cash paid out 42.06
Jefferson, A. R., Services 1.75
Le Progres, Printing 19.50
Lesage Est., John B., Supplies 20.00
Levesque, Ernest, Member of Board . . 100.00
L'Impartial Pubg. Co., Services 21.30
Lussier Pharmacy, Victor, Supplies . .
.
91.80
Mahady Co., E. F., Supplies 17.60
Manning Mfg. Co., Supplies 14.83
Marvin Co., E. W., Uniforms 8.25
Maynard & Lessieur, Supplies 187.68
Maynard, O. S., M. D.. Memb'r of Board 800.00
McCarty's Battry Shop, Supplies 1.75
Messier's Tire Shop, Supplies 76.73
Montcalm Associates, Rent 258.00
Morin, Lillian, Services 116.66
Morin, Lillian, Expenses of Conv. trip 34.69
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 33.50
Nashua Auto Co., Supplies 1,029.94
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES ^9
National Dairy & Food Bureau, Sub. . .5.00
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., Services 61.40
New Home Washing Co., Laundry .... 62.35
Pay Roll, Sundry Persons 8,663.93
Pelletier, Pearl, Services 4.00
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies 1.40
Phaneut Press, Supplies 46 81
Phaneuf & Son, H. C, Insurance 5 28
Pierce, Fred D., Supplies 63 00
Public Service Co., Lights 98.90
Roseman. M. J., M. D., Expenses .... 200.00
Smith, Albert E., Cash paid out 55.41
Speare Dry Goods Co., Supplies 5.50
Therriault Press, The, Supplies 40.25
Thibodeau, W. T., 75th .Anniversary . . 5000
Thompson Ins. Agency, Mabel A., .... 7 06
Twin Brothers Market, Supplies 1 00
Tydol Chain Inc., Supplies 7 82
Wheeler & Nutting, Services 1.50
Will Corporation, Supplies 27.01
Wingate, F. H., Supplies 133.10
Wright Ziegler Co., Supplies 2.61
Wynott, Mrs. Elsie, Board 24.00
Total Expenditures $ 14,181.57
$ 14,181.57
CITY PHYSICIAN
Appropriation $ 1.000 00
Overdrawn, Transferred from Revenue 17.68
$ 1,017.68
EXPENDED
Burque, A. O., Supplies $ 188.21
Danserau, H. C, Supplies 23 60
Lucier, Victor, Supplies 126 12
Paradis Romeo, M. D., City Physician 500.00
Proprietory Medecine Store, Supplies . 32.50
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Shapiros' Drug Store, Supplies .....'.. 61.60
Wingate, Frank H., Supplies 85.65
Total Expeditures $1,017.68
$ 1,017.68




Treas., St. Joseph's Hospital $ 2,500.00
$ 2,500.00




Treas., Nashua Hospital Association . .$ 2,500.00
$ 2,500.00
HIGHWAYS





Abbott & McKay Corp., Supplies $ 60.61
Ahlberg Baring Co., Supplies 14.38
xMsten & Goulding, Supplies 335.39
American Box & Lumber Co., Lumber 24.50
American City Magazine, Sub 8.00
American Compound Co., Supplies .... 1.35
American Manganese Steel Co., Supp. . 37.25
American Tar Co., Tar 9,476.77
Ames Iron Works Div., Supplies 61.00
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Arnold, Ralph C, Supplies 4.17
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 55.63
Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Chains ... 69.52
Becker & Co., Supplies 163.56
Belanger, George A., Services 200.00
Belanger & Son, Inc., Lumber 376.48
Bissonnette, Oscar P., Supplies 2,46
Board of Public Works, Cash Paid Out 14031
Boston & Maine R. R., Freight 688.09
Bourque, Hector, Hay 138.32
Bucyrous-Erie Co., Supplies 29.86
Buff & Buff Mfg. Co., Supplies .85
Buffalo-Springfield Roller Co., Supp. . . 77.04
Chagnon, E. A., Lumber 167.88
Chamberlain-Patten Co., Supplies 27.13
Chandler & Farquhar C(x, Supplies . . 9.60
Coburn Co., C. B., Supplies 13.14
Cole Co., F. E., Supplies 16 67
Cook Lumber Co., F. D., Lumber 1,353.74
Corriveau, D., Insurance 409.00
Crowley, Timothy A., Coal 1,804..S7
Dansingburg, F. J., Supplies 13.55
Desclos, Leo A., Signs 1.50
Douglas & Son J. L., Services 15.44
Dubuque, A. R., Services as Commr. . 200.00
Dufault, L. R., Supplies 156.12
Duncan & Goodell Co., Supplies 276.40
Eastern Asphalt & Oil Co., Supplies .. 6,836 62
Eastern Tractors Co., Supplies 98.53
Elliott Hospital, Services 124.15
Engineering News Record, Sub 5.00
Erie Steam Shovel Co., Supplies 166 61
F. B. W. Auto Paint & Top Shop, Supp. 23.97
Farquhar Co., A. B., Supplies 27.10
Files Tractor Co., C. D., Supplies .... 70.28
Flather Mfg. Co., The, Supplies 93.64
Foisie, W. E., Supplies 8 27
Fuller Brush Co., Brushes 39.68
Gay, Arthur E., Supplies 94.96
Good Roads Machinery Co., Supplies . 71.54
Granite State Awning & Tent Co., Sup. 474.32
Greenough, W. A. City Directory 20.00
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Grover File Co., The, Supplies .;.,.,.,•;• ^-^
Hallisey Drug Co., Supplies 22.86
Hargraves, Agnes M., Refund 1.98
Harper, Robert L., Supplies 2.85
Hill Hardware & Paint Co., Supplies . . 617.33
Harrington Robinson & Co., Supplies . 84.15
Ingersoll Rand Co., Supplies 67.70
Jones, Ezra A., M. D., Services ...... 266.00
Johnson-Barker Co., Supplies 47.59
Johnson's Electric Shop, Supplies .... 4.32
Joyce, Roland J., M. D., Services .... 71.00
Kamenske & Co., N., Iron 74.10
Lamarche, Jos., Services 20.40
Lampron & Langlois, Supplies 20.88
Law & Ingham, Trucking 1.53
Lewis, Frank T., Services 200.00
Lewis, Harold M., Services 169.00
Lintott, H. C, Supplies 44.02
Lowell Iron & Steel Co., Supplies .... 453.04
Lyman's Motor Express, Express 5.00
Mack Motor Truck Co., Supplies 174.32
Makepeace, Inc., B. L., Supplies 5.41
McCarty's Battery Station, Supplies .
.
188.35
McCarty & Co., Charles J., Supplies . . 619.30
Mc Laughlin, P. ]., M. D., Services . . . 12.00
McMaster Frank A., Services 200.00
Mercer Bros. Garage Co., Tires 1,028.00
Modern Auto Radiator Works, Supp. . 4.17
Morrill & Doran, Trucking 18.00
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 42.84
Nashua Auto Co.. Supplies 2.331.13
Nashua Battery Shop, Supplies 210.75
Nashua Body Repair Co., Supplies .... 4.00
Nashua Co-op. Iron F'dry Co., Supplies 351.59
Nashua Cylinder Grinding Co.. Supplies 76.95
Nashua Dept. Store, Supplies 7.36
Nashua Grain Co., Grain 2,806.82
Nashua Gum. & Coated Paper Co., Sup. 29.12
Nashua Mfg. Co., Supplies 134.00
Nashua Monument Co., Supplies 80.85
Nashua Rubber Co., Supplies 19.70
Nashua Steam Press & B'l'r Works, Sup. 117.63
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New England Roads M';chy Co., Supp. 241.09'
New Eng-. Tel. & Tel. Co., Services .. 203.35
New England Truck Co., Supplies .... 65.57
North East Metal Culvert Co., Culverts 35.28
Osgood Construction Co., Cement .... 9,563.34
Packard Motor Car Co., Supplies 195.29
Pay Roll, Sundry Persons 105,787.00
Peel, William F., Supplies 41.16
Pennichuck W. W., Water Supply .... 75.78
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies 7.69
Pollard Auto Co., Supplies 6.63
Pratt, G. A., Supplies 629.12
Proctor Bros. &» Co., Wood 57.48
Public Service Co., Light 600.58
Railroad Sq. Harness Co., Supplies .... 212.23
Rival Company, Supplies 3.08
Rollins Engine Co., Supplies 9.00
Sanderson Co., E. P., Supplies 596.95
St. Joseph's Hospital, Services 93.75
Shea Co., D. F., Supplies 85.45
Smart, Charles N., Suuplies 3.00
Spalding & Co., Clarence I., Insurance 783.37
Standard Oil Co., Oil 2,240.24
Sterling Motor Line, Express 1.00
Sullivan Machinery Co., Supplies 143.81
Tide Water Oil Sales Corp., Supplies .
.
4,487.63
Tolles & Co., James H., Lumber 502.37
Towle Co. Express, A., Services .50
Tyerson & Son, Inc., Joseph T., Supp. 20.88
Warren Bros. Co., Supplies 108.92
Wilcox Brothers, Supplies 51.03
Winslow & Cummings, Supplies 45.00
Wrenn's Filling Station, Oil 134.25
Total Expenditures $162,296.61
Overdraft from 1927 31,939.59
$180,613.76
Overdraft to 1929, $13,622.44
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STATE HIGHWAYS REQUIREMENTS
Appropriation $ 15,000.00
Overdrawn, Transferred from Revenue 9.90
$ 15,009.90
EXPENDED
Cook Lumber Co., F. D., Lumber $ 156.55
Crowley, Timothy A., Coal 261.66
Eastom' Asphalt & Oil Co.. Supplies .... 5,469.74
Pay Roll, Sundry Persons 9,121.95






Public Service Co., Street Lights 39,331.33








Barry & Son, P., Burial 85.00
Bell, J. E., Wood 20.00
Bernard, J. E., Supplies 72.00
Bernier, Delimia R., Wood 5.00
Berube, Mrs. A., Board 60.00
Bissonnette, J., Wood 12.00
Blanchard, A. W., Supplies 180.00
Bonnette, May M., Rent 190.00
Brodeur Cyrille, Supplies 85.00
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Brown, Jeannette, Board i
.
114.00
Webster, Lizzie, Board 76.00
Campbell, Hattie, Board 75.00
Cardin, D., Supplies 220.00
Caron, Peter, Services 5.00
Cerier, L., Supplies 48.00
Corosa, William, Supplies 1/^3.42
,
Crowley, J. H., Supplies 35.00
Crowley, T. A., Coal '. . 17.00
Cyr, Arthur L., Overseer of Poor
Cash paid out 17.00
Denoncour, Emma, Rent 154.50
Deschamps & Houde, Supplies 112.00
Deschenes, H. J., Supplies 30.00
Foster Square Market, Supplies 140.00
Gabletsa, Yanco, Supplies 45.76
Gagnon, Board 150.00
Germain, M., Board 157.50
Gordon's Market, Supplies 170.00
Grant, John, Board 300.00
Greeley Heirs, J. T., Rent 148.50
Hagerty, Timothy P., Supplies 48.00
Hagerty, Dr. Wm., Services 6.5Q
Hillsboro County Farm, Board 925.65
Jeannotte, Henry, Supplies 70.00
keene Realty Co., Agents, Rent 123.33
Labine. H. E., Supplies 30.00
Lagasse, Henry A., Supplies 1,104.00
Lavigne Mrs. E. H., Rent 144.00
Leblanc M., Rent 63.00
Ledoux Bros. & Victor Eedoux, Supp. 69.61
Lefebvre, A. J., Supplies 42.00
Lesage Estate, J. B., Supplies 10.00
Levesque S., Rent 64.00
Lucier, George, Board 5.00
McQuesten, Everett S., Supplies 20.00
Moriarty, Mary, Rent 45.00
O'Toole, Augustus, Supplies 280.00
Overka, J., Rent 120.00
Paradis Leda, Rent 144.00
Paris, DeHma, Board 120.00
Pelletier, Florence, Board 180.00
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Polish Co-op. Store, Supplies 340.00
Poulin, Alfred O., Supplies 65.00
Protestant Orphanage, Board 16.00
Ravenelle Bros., Supplies 15.00
Riley, Margaret, Rent 24.00
St. Joseph's Orphanage, Board 1,120.00
Society John Sobieske, Rent 30.00
Simoneau Coal & Coke Co., Coal 24.50
Sprague Est., E., Frank, Rent 91.00
Straponys, H., Rent 70.00
Swett, Sophia, Board 208.00
Total Expenditures 8,515.27














Adams, George W., Services $ 67.62
Adams, L. A., Services 5.49
Allyn & Bacon. Supplies 216.38
Alstin & Goulding Co., Supplies 317.23
American Book Co., Books 612.62
American Medical Asso., Subscription . 3.00
American Seating Co., Supplies 1,566.46
Angus, David R., Services 3.00
Appleton & Co., D., Books 11.31
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Arlac Stencil Sales Co., The, Supplies . 40.25
Arlu Publishing Co., The, Books 23.54
Arnold, A. F., Services 76.75
Atwell Co., The, Supplies • 13.80
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 2,702.12
Avery Co., C. H., Supplies 1,764.01
Babb & Co., Edward E., Books 302.45
Babson Institute, Books 3.91
Bailey & Son, Frank H., Supplies 47.98
Balcom Coal & Ice Co., Coal and Ice . . 1,271.61
Barbour, A. H., Services 38.00
Barnard & Co., F. J., Books 245.30
Barnes & Noble, Books 16.54
Barrett, Frank L., Supplies 7.50
Beacon P. & W. Glass Co., Glass 32.13
Belanger & Son, S., Services 2,665.35
Bennett, A. M., Services 187.75
Bernier, Delima R., Wood 47.00
Berube, Charles, Services 780.00
Berube, Joseph, Services 37.50
Bethune, A. B., Supplies 76.50
Biological Supply Co., Supplies 25.71
Bissonnette, D., Wood 140.00
Blake, Charles H., Supplies 20.00
Blanchard Boston Branch, Supplies . .
.
45.20
Blanchard, A. W., Supplies 2.80
Blanchard, Wilbert W., Supplies 243.61
Blount Co., J. G., Supplies 161.50
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Books .68
Bouchard, Irene, Services 59.50
Boyd & Son, W. T., Milk 83.24
Bradley Co., Milton, Books 565.45
Burque, A. O., Supplies 29.29
Burque, A. U., Supplies 19.50
Burt Co., A. L., Books .83
Broadway Steel Ceiling Co., Ceiling . . 10.00
Callahan, Mrs. Annie, Services 20.00
Callahan, Charles E., Supplies 26.75
Carroll, Robert Paris, Book 2.50
Central Scientific Co., Books 73.31
Century Co., The, Books 97.20
Chagnon, Telesphore E., Supplies 19.76
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Chamberlain Paten Co., Supplies 499.29
Chamberlain, H. C, Salary Asst. Supt. . 3,350.00
Charbonneau's Laundry, Laundry L35
Chase, Lawton, Services 15.00
Chemical Foundation Inc., The, Sup. .
.
7.00
City Coal Co., Coal 2,568.05
Classroom Teacher, Inc., The, Books . . 60.68
Coburn Co., C. B., Supplies ' 46.03
Cocheco Beef Co., Supplies 2L49
Cole & Co., F. E., Supplies 92.00
College Blue Book Directory, The, . . . L40
Cook Lumber Co., F. D., Lumber .... 400.77
Cooper-Hewitt Elec. Co., Supplies .... 13.50
Crescent Laundry, Laundry 47.39
Crowley, Timothy A., Coal . 1,767.52
Cummings, Ella F., Carrying Children . 702.00
Current Events, Subscription 15.25
Curtis, B. A., Supplies 13.81
DeMontigny, O., Services 301.46
Ditson Co., Oliver, Books 765.33
Desclos, Ernest, Services 21.60
Dcsclos, L. A., Services 2.50
Devoe & Reynolds Co., Supplies .54
Dodd, Mead & Co., Books 3.76
Dolan, Loretta, Services 5.00
Dooley, C. F., Wood 72.00
Doubleday-Doran & Co., Inc., Books .
.
5.85
Douglas & Son, J. L., Supplies 177.38
Drake's Market Supplies 19.91
Dubuc, A. R., Supplies 220.36
Duhamel, R. M., Services 170.55
Duncan & Goodell Co., Supplies 58.16
Dupont Co., A. F., Services 18.05
Eagle Lock Co., Supplies 13.53
Edson C. Eastman Co., Supplies 22.87
Educational Pub. Co., Books 36.85
Elkavich, Fannie, Services 3.00
Farnsworth, C. W., Supplies 286.10
Faxon, C. E., Supplies 285.50
Fissette Mrs. G., Carrying Children .. 119.60
Flather Mfg. Co., The, Supplies 752.45
Ford, Arthur J., Services 4.00
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I'orrance, G. A., Carrying Children .... 72.00
Kortin, D., Services 2.10
Foss Woodville, Magazines 8.50
Frankel Mfg. Co., Supplies 108.00
Fuller, Barbara E., Supplies 4.50
Funk & Wagnals Co., Books 11.54
Gage Publishing Co., The, Subscription. 2.00
Gagnon's Garage, Supplies 1.85
Gallant, A. C, Trucking 12.00
Gaudette, Lillian, Services 17.75
Gaudreau Napoleon, Carrying Children . 193.20
Gay, Arthur E., Supplies 18.35
Gaylord Bros., Supplies 2.00
Gilpatrick, Wilbur D., SuppHes 2,104.06
Ginn & Co., Books 786.82
Goddard John, Cash paid out 10.96
Greenough &Co., W. A., Directory .... 10.00
Gregg & Son, Supplies 2.50
Gregg Publishing Co., Books 123.39
Hall, Lester M., Wood 366.00
Hall & McCreary Co., Books 32.85
Hammett Co., J. L., Supplies 229.22
Harcourt Brace & Co., Books 216.23
Haskel, Leslie F., Services 11.75
Hanserman Co., E. F., Partitions 151.00
Hardwood Mfgrs. Institute, Supplies . . 7.00
Heath & Co., D. C, Books 114.77
Hendrick, Geo. W., Services 5.00
Hill Coal Co., Coal 2,058.85
Hill Hardware & Paint Co., Supplies .. 251.67
Hills, Florence, Cash paid out 16.15
Holden, F. H., Wood 42.00
Holt & Son, D. F., Supplies 1,542.71
Holt, Fred L., Services 5.94
Homey & Co., Charles M., Supplies ... 6.08
Hood, E. G., Pension 999.96
Houghton-Mifflin Co., Books 226.44
Howard Hunt Pen Co., C, Pens 3.30
Iroquois Publishing Co., Books 20.52
Japan Paper Co., Supplies 1.28
Jeannotte, A. A., Supplies 8.80
Jefferson, A. R., Supplies 15.20
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Jelley, B. F., Services 1.20
Johnson's Electric Shop, Supplies .... 64.05
Johnson & Son, S. C, Supplies 46.80
Jones & Manter, Supplies 45.43
kamenske & Co., N. Supplies 11.40
Keith Soap Co., Supplies 9.33
Kendall, P. A., Supplies 15.00
Keuffel & Esser Co., Supplies 7.02
Knott App. Co., L. E., Supplies 263.73
Knox's Music Store, Services 14.00
Krey Music Co., Music 4.20
Laidlow Bros., Books 235.33
Lamarche, Joseph, Services 1.00
Langelier, J., Henry, Supplies 1.50
Law & Ingham, Trucking 27.04
Lawrence, C. E., Treas 100.00
Lewis Electrical Supply Co., Supplies . . 91.55
L'Impartial Pub. Co., Printing 10.00
Lippincott Co., J. B., Books 61.57
Little Brown & Co., Books 55.34
Livingston, C. A. R., Carrying Children 780.00
Longmans, Green & Co., Books 95.70
Lovejoy, W. H., Supplies 4.00
Lowell, Cora A., Carry Children 106.80
Lycette, John J., Services 119.22
Lyman's Motor Express, Express .... 11.50
MacMillan Co., The Books 197.79
Makepeace Inc., B. L., Supplies 6.39
Manchester & Concord Express, Express 16.05
Manchester & Concord Express, Express 1.30
Manuel Arts Press, Subscription 2.00
Marchand, Arthur C, Printing 9.82
Martin, Forrest W., Services 43.25
Mason, C. A., Services 2.50
Masury-Young Co., Supplies 389.24
McCarthy's Battery Shop, Supplies ... .98
McDonald, H. R., Supplies 7.42
McKean, Albert J., Clerk of the Board. 200.00
Merriam Co., G. & C, Books 48.00
Merril Co., Charles E., Books 92.92
Merrill-Whitney Co., Supplies 32.93
Mitchell Dental Co., E. R., Supplies . . . 104.48
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Mittag & Volger, Supplies 5.00
Mority, Raymond, Services 115.80
Moran, Elva, Services 1.50
Morey & Co., Supplies 76.00
Morin, Loraine, Services 78.00
Morrill, Mary M., Cash paid out 1.00
Morrill, Robert J., Trucking 206.42
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 2,457.65
Mt. Pleasant School Fund, Supplies . .
.
1.00
Mulvanity, James F., Cash paid out . . . 1.59
Myers & Carrington, Supplies 29.20
Nashua Building Co., Supplies 393.08
Nashua Coal & Coke Co., Coal 5,327.76
Nashua Co-op Iron Fdry Co., Castings 47.85
Nashua Country Club, Services 12.50
Nashua Paper Box Co., Supplies 6.00
Nashua Steam Press & Boiler Works,
Services 5.81
National Dye House, Services 6.00
National Schools Pub. Co.' Subscription 2.00
Nelson & Sons, Thomas, Books 3.22
Neostyle Sales Agency, Supplies 58.15
Nesmith, Walter S., Cash paid out 15.71
N. E. Tel. & Tel. C, Service 612.84
New Method Varnish Co., Varnish 28.50
Noble & Noble, Supplies 44.98
North Central Asso. Quarterly, Sub. . . 3.00
Noyes, Charles H., Supt. Cash paid out 82.86
Nutter, C. F., M. D. Services 13.50
Nutting, William L., Supplies 147.50
Nystrom & Co., A. J., Supplies 6.65
Orient Spray Co., Spray 102.50
Paige, Fred R., Services 23.20
Palmer Co., A. N., Books 71.39
Palmer & Parker Lumber 113.70
Paton, Frank, Tickets 18.00
Payne, Mrs. H. J. Carfare 7.32
Payroll, Sundry Persons 300,426.23
Peel, William F., Supplies 1.10
Pennichuck W. W., Water Supply .... 1,445.55
Pepper & Son, J. W., Music 48.00
Pero, L. W., Services 201.13
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Perry, Robert F. Principal Cash pd. out 32.88
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies 401.58
Retrain, Ovide, Services 27.00
Phaneuf Press, Printing 588.93
Pioneer Mfg. Co., Spray 39.00
Pollard Auto Co., Supplies 12.02
Popular Science Monthly, Subscription 4.50
Post Co., Frederick, Supplies 47.86
Powers, W. W., Supplies 10.00
Proctor Bros. Co., Lumber 62.37
Public Schools Pub. Co., The Books . . . 39.64
Public Service Co. of N. H., Lights .... 5,705.63
Quality Saw Co., Saw 4.76
Rand McNally Co., Books 60.95
Remington Rand Business. Supplies . .
.
252.85
Rees, Florence Vella, Services 18.00
Robinson, E. A., Services 32.50
Rogers, Harry E., Services 39.00
Rowe Co., H .M., 3.99
Peterson & Co., Rowe, Books 23.19
Roy, Louis, Services 42.82
Roy Sign Co., Services 2.50
Royal Typewriter Co., Supplies 524.00
Ryan & Buker Inc., Books 84.26
Salem Mass. S. Normal School, Books 36.00
Sanborn & Co., Benj. H., Books 133.35
Sanderson Co., E. P., Supplies 327.16
School Projects Co., The, Supplies .... 26.82
Schmid Co., J. & A., Supplies 13.23
Scott-Foresman & Co., Books 174.70
Scribners' Sons, Charles, Books 208.94
Segouin & Son, Geo., Services 58.81
Seidlevich, Joseph, Carrying Children . 360.00
Shattuick, Estelle G., Pension 645.96
Shattuck, H. C, Services 1.30
Shaw-Walker, Supplies 13.84
Shea Co., Daniel F., Supplies 1,240.44
Shea, Robert, Services 177.60
Shedd & Co., W. A., Coal 2,347.75
Silver-Burdette & Co., Books 120.35
Simoneau Coal & Coke Co., Alex., Coal . 1,097.77
Simoneau, Armand, Services 43.50
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Singer Sewing Mach. Co., Belts 12.51
Spinner Chuck Co., The, Supplies 4.63
Small, H. A., Services 4.50
Smart, Charles N., Supplies 6.50
Snow White Laundry, Laundry 115.41
Soucy's Garage, Services .75
South Bend Lathe Works, Supplies . . . 30.40
South Western Pub. Co., Books 223.50
Spaulding Moss Co., Books 12.79
Speare Dry Goods Co., Supplies 378.20
Spencer Co. of Boston, Supplies 6.40
Standard Electric Time Co., Supplies . . 156.75
Stanley Rule & Level Plant, Supplies . . .93
Staplles' & Co., H. F., Supplies 12.61
Stebbins & Co., Supplies 3.26
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Supplies 24.07
Swift & Co., Supplies 84.59
System Co., The, Supplies 12.33
Tardiff, F. X., Services 624.40
Taunton Novelty Mfg. Co., Supplies ... 12.16
Taylor Mfg. Co., James L. Supplies .. 168.84
Taylor, B., Books 22.48
Teachers College, Book .85
Telegraph Pub. Co., Notices 24.78
Therriault Press, Printing 792.12
Theriault, Joseph P., Services 628.87
Therrien, Joseph, Carrying Children .
.
780.00
Tolles & Co., James H., Lumber 460.72
Towle Co., A., Express 15.55
Tracy Music Library, Music 84.50
Tracey, Earl, Asst. Supt., Cash paid out 5.84
Tremblay, Adelard, Services 1,310.56
L'nderwood Type. Co., Typewriters . . . 780.00
University Supply & Book Co., Book .
.
5.12
Villeneuve Hardware Co., Supplies .... 7.73
Wallace Co., Austin E., Supplies 41.48
Walton, C. J., Services . 1.25
Wards' Sons Co., Edgar T., Supplies .. 61.99
Warden, Joseph, Services 384.22
Webb Pub. Co., Books 22.99
Webster Pub. Co., The, Books 39.45
Wensel & Co., Supplies 12.35
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West Desinfecting- Co., Supplies ...... 318.57
Weston Electric Instrument Co., Supp. 3.68
Wheeler, Ella F., Pension 606.00
Wheeler & Nutting, Carrying children 135.00
Wheeler's Print Shop, Printing 12.50
White-Smith Music Co., Supplies .... 5.61
Wilson, Elmer, Cash paid out 200.00
Wilson, FVank L., Supplies 16.50
Wingate ,Frank, Supplies .60
Winston Co., John, Supplies 23.30
Woods Co., John M., Lumber 209.52
Wood, Ralph, Supplies 1.50
World Book Co., Books . 299.71
Wright & Ditson, Supplies 4.05
Total Expenditures $377,532.69







Almeron Pub. Co., Books $ 4.69
American Library Asso., Books 15.40
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 2.65
Avery Co., C. H., Supplies 7.30
Baker & Taylor Co., Books 69.85
Banks Law Pub. Co., The, Books 7.50
Barnard & Co., F. J., Bindings 79.55
Bookshop for Boys and Girls, Books . . 34.18
Bowker Co., R. R., Books 6,00
Bradley Co., Milton, Books 30.73
Bragdin Lord & Nagle Co., Inc., Books 3.00
California Sun Parlor and School, Book 2.19
Callahan, Annie, Services 37.00
Cole & Co., F. E., Supplies _ 28.90
Collier Son, P. F., Books 22.50
Congressional Digest, Subscription . .
.
5.00
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Crowley, Timothy A., Coal 399.90
Day Co., Inc., John, Books 1.43
Demco Library Supplies Supplies .... 14.00
DeWolfe & Fiske Co., Books 268.52
Ditson & Co., Oliver, Books 1.32
Dodd Mead & Co., Books 7.00
Douglas & Son, J. L., Services 128 95
Dumas & Co., W. B., Books 13.13
Emerson & Son, Milford, N. H., Book 1000
Farley, Geo. F., Services 105.00
Faxon Co., F. W., Supplies 224.65
Fenley Pub. Co., Norman M., Supplies 13.C1
Garland's Paint Shop, Supplies 100.00
Gay, A. E., Supplies 2.00
Gaylord Bros., Books 76.50
Ginn & Co., Books 15.57
Goodman, W. P., Books 83.40
Government Printing Office. Sub 11.50
Greenough & Co., W. A., Directory .. 10 CO
Hammett Co.. J. L., Books 27.69
Hill Hardw^are & Paint Co., Supplies . 7.96
Hillsboro. N. H., Town of, Book 5.00
Hnntling Co., Inc., H. R.. Books 517.36
Jefferson, A. R., Services 5.00
Jenkins, G. B., Jefferson. N. H., Book 2.58
Keystone View Co., Books 56.36
Lewis Historical Pub. Co.. Books .... 37.50
Library Book House, Books 1,426 99
Macmillan Co.. Books 27.6
1
McDonald. H. R.. Supplies 4 00
McGraw Hill Book Co.. Inc.. Books .. 5 85
McKay, Prince, Services 26 00
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 192.09
Mumford Mfg. Co., Fred, Services 17.00
National Education x\sso.. Subscription 5.00
National Survey Co., The, Supplies . .
.
1.95
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Service 67.50
Office Stationery Co., Supplies 3.74
Owen Pub. Co.. F. A., Books 14.02
Pay Roll, Sundry Persons 9,412.39
Pennichuck W. W., Water Supply .... 14.40
Personal Book Shop, The, Books 229.31
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Proctor Bros. & Co., Wood 3.5,0
Public Service Co., Lights 591.8/5 .
Real Book Co., Books 2.25
Remington Rand Business Service, Sup. 41.05
Ronald Press Co., Books, 4,17
.
Ruf, Fred H., Services . . . ., 27.30
Sampson & Murdock Co., Directory . . 10.00
Saunders Co., W. B., Books 1013
Schoen.haf's Books ......._ 13.14
Scribners' Sons, Qharles, Books 3.22
Sh«ai Co., D. F., Supplies 6.75
Silver Burdette Co., Books 10.8,3
Smith, Clara E., Librarian, Cash pd. out 292.07
Speare Dry Goods Co., Supplies ...... 8.40
Spring, John R., Services 50.00
Stevens, C. B., Services 4.75
Telegraph Pub. Co., Services 16.85
Tolles & Co., James H., Ilyumber 27.00
Trow, Fred P., .Newspapers 54.26
Van Nostrand Co., D., Book 10.35
Wells, L. A., Rebinding Books 196.81
Wheeler's Printing Shop, Printing . .
.
53.75
Wiley & Sons, Inc., John, Books 5.26
Wilson Co., H. W., Books 69.20
Woolworth Co., F, W., Supplies 11.19
Yawman & Erbe Mfg. Co., Books 1.50
Total Expenditures $ 15,475.13
•/„M . $ 15,475.13
RECREATION AND UNCLASSIFIED
RECREATION COMMISSION
Appropriation . ., ,i,. . ., $ 8,000.00
Receipts ...... .^. 586.32
Balance from 1927 849.00
$. 9,435.32
: EXPENDED
Austin, Charles H., Supplies $ 23.00
Avery Co., C, H., Supplies 13.80
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Babbitt, C. H., M. D., Swing 50.00
Brine Co., James W., Supplies 5.01
Brunell, O. W., Supplies 15.95
Coburn Co., C. B., Supplies 7.05
Cook Lumber Co., F. D., Lumber 66.00
Dupont & Co., A. F., Services 2.58
Foley, Winifred, Supplies 65.25
Gay Arthur E., Supplies L88
Grandmaison, Wilfred, Services 2.60
Grover File Co., Supplies 2.46
Hill Hardware & Paint Co.. Supplies.. 179.36
Holt, Ralph W.. Services 62.00
International P. Box M'chy. Co., Serv. 220.00
Kamenske & Co., N., Supplies 60.37
Lewis, Frank T., Services 4.00
Lynn, James, Services 15.00
Matsis Pharmacy, Supplies 6.00
Manchester & Concord Express, Exp. . . . 2.50
McDonald, H. R., Supplies L25
McWeeney, Ann, Services 25.00
Morrill Robert J., Trucking- 38.50
Morrill & Doran, Trucking 3.00
Morris, Philip, Supplies .60
Mullen's Cloth Store, Supplies 30.57
Nashua xA.uto Co., Supplies 47.78
Nashua Co-op. Iron F'dry. Co., Supplies .50
Nashua Rubber Co., Supplies 47.68
Nashua St. Railway Co., Special Cars . 40,80
Osgood Construction Co., Supplies .... 878 87
Park Dept., Services 3.00
Pay Roll. Sundry Persons 4,394.60
Peel, W. F., Supplies 2.95
Pendleton, R. A., Cash paid out 8.31
Pennichuck W. W., Water Supply .... 121.52
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies -75
Phaneuf Press, Printing 46 75
Public Service Co., Lights 107.78
Sweetser, Richard, Services .'. 1269
Telegraph Pub. Co., Printing 7.50
Togan Stiles Inc., Supplies 162.00
Thompson Ins. Agency, M, A-, Ins, . . 12.50
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$ 9,435.32
ToUes & Co., James H., Lumber 22.44
Woods, Robert M., Services 5.60
Total Expenditures $ 6,827.16





Transfer Bills .$ 500.00







Dearborn, S., City Treas., Band Concerts $ 728.00
Thurber, G. F., Treas. 1,500.00






Balance from 1927 1,069.55
EXPENDED
Allen Oil Co., Oil $ 154.05
American Wire Fence Co., Supplies . . 18.84
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 7.95
Blake, Charles H., Supplies 18.00
Boston Branch Grocery, Supplies . 1-45
$ 2.932.02
$11,627.00
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Boston & Maine R. R., Freight .......' 1.74
Brunell, O. W., Services 50.25
Buxton Greenhouses, vSupplies 48.30
Coburn Co., C. B., Supplies ' 10.50
Cole & Co., F. E., Sup.plies ' 24.50
Cook Lumber Co., F. D., Lumber 348.14
Farley, W. A., Insurance 90.40
Finning, F. J., Clerk, Services 100.00
Fortin, George A., Services 13,05
Frost Insecticide Co., Supplies 18.^0
Gay. Arthur E., Supplies 40.84
Goodale, Walt M., Supplies 1.50
Mill Hardware & Paint Co., Supplies . . 606.88
Hill, William F., Supplies 31.25
Holbrook-Marshall Co., Supplies ...:.. 11.50
Johnson's Electric Shop, Supplies ...*..' 7.42
Kendall, Herbert E., Insurance ....'... 142.31
Kirkpatrick, Wm. R., Cash paid out ... 91.72
Kuel Filling Station, Leon, Supplies . . . 2.55
Lemay, Leon, Services : 14.40
Lintott, H. C, Supplies .„• 134.93,
Lowell Fertilizer Co., Supplies -. 23.26
Motor Mower Co., The, Supplies "*' - 4.92
Nashua Auto Co., Supplies 256.85
Nashua Baseball Asso 150.00
Nashua Grain Co., Supplies 31.00
Nashua Oil-0-Mati.c Co., Supplies 14.34
Osgood Construction Co., Services .... 317.99
Peel, William F., Cement 13.00
Payroll, Sundry Persons 8,205.76
Pennichuck Water Works, Water 124.42
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies 4.05
Public Service Co., Lights 9.00
Second National Bank, Box Rental. 3.00
Soucy's Garage, Supplies 1-50
Standard Oil Co., Oil 38.85
Stumpp & Walter Co., Supplies 23.40
Sullivan Motor Co. Inc., Supplies 1.75
Tardif, F. X., Supplies 76.60
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Telegraph Pub. Co., Notices . 12.00
Tolles &; Co. ,Janies H., Lumber 4.17
Total Expenditures $ 11,307,13








American Coin Lock Co., Supplies . . . .$ 87.79
Bancroft & Co., H. W., Supplies 24.00
Benson, Mary I., Services 1,100.00
Birmingham Pen Co., Supplies 10.00
Boston & Maine R. R., Rent 180.00
Boston Regalia Co., Uniforms 64.75
Bridge, Frank P., Supplies 3.50
Bruen, Peter, Supplies 18.00
Burroughs Adding Mach. Co., Services 8.90
Clough, Joseph P., Services 4.00
Colby, Clifton D., Supplies 11.75
Cole & Co., F. E., Supplies 319.50
Cooper, Mabel A Thompson, Services . . 50.69
Cyr, Arthur L., City Clerk, Cash pd. out 190.12
Cyr, Arthur L., Returning Statistics . . 288.10
Cyr, Arthur L., Issuing Permits 1,553.50
Dearborn, S., Tax Coll. Cash paid out . . 2,172.70
Dionne, Charles H., Salary 167.00
Dobens, F. H., Sec, Supplies 7.50
Eldridge, Mary D., Services 14.08
Farley, W. A., Insurance 12.50
First National Bk. of Boston, Services 1,005.00
Flather Mfg. Co., The, Rent 585.00
Fuller, Enoch D., Reg. Deeds 178.66
Gagnon, Margaret, Services 126.55
Greek Orthodox Community, Rent 1,000.00
Greeley, Harry P., Services 44.70
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• >Mft :
Greenough, & Co., W. A. City -Direct:"'^- 20.00'': ''
Grover Co!, Chas. R., Supplies ..:... . ' 10.10
Hargreaves, Gladys, Services 1,100.00
Hening, Crawford D., Services ' ' 200.00 > ' .
Jackson, H. C, Supplies 1.05
Le Progres, Printing 37.80 ' < : ..*"
Lewis Historical Pub. Co., Books 37.50 ;f.p-;>;
L'Impartial Pub. Co., Printing 11.75 '-'
Lovejoy, F. W., M, D., Services .75
Lucier xA.lvin A., City St)licitor, Services 20.90
Main, Inc Charles f.. Services - 550.00
Matsopoulos, John, Services 424.50
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 139.73 ' '
Moss, Mildred, Services 160.00
Nashua Mfg. Co., Rent 180.00
Nashua Package Sealing Co., Supplies 45.44
Nashua Photo Co., Services ' - '' 7.00 - 'ni.
Nashua Trust Co., Box Rental " ^'20.00 Hy r
Nashua Typewriter Exchange, Supplies 1.85 ' ' . ' r ;
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Services ...-' '62.19 'a/ -' .
Office Towel Supply Co., Towels .... '7.50
Osgood Construction Co., Lumber ,.,.. 14.00
Outing Com. of City Gov't., Expenses .,.,^,185.00 .
Owl Stamp Works, The, Stamps 1.90
Phaneuf Press, Printing 537.55
Public Service Co., Lights 39.45- ''- ,- h; -
Putnam. Fred N., Rent .. 300:00 '-v r.:., .
Reliance Ribbon & Carb. Co., The, Sup. 9.17
State of N. H., Services .50
Spaulding, George, Services 100.00
Seymour, W. A., Supplies ' 65.00
Stevens, Fiske & DePuy, Inc., Supplies 21.90
Sundry Persons, Pay Roll 435.00
Telegraph Pub. Co., Printing 31.00
Therriault Press, J. A., Printing 378.50
Thompson, Mabel A., Insurance 36.28
Trow, Fred P., Newspapers 6.60
Veterans of Foreign Wars, Band 75.00
Wilcox, Aurelia, Services 1.100.00
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Wood, Eva E., Services 24.00
Wright, Clarence H., Services 466.88
Total Expenditures $ 16,094.08







Andrews, George N., Insurance $ 385.00
Clough, Joseph L., Insurance 24.00
Corriveau D., Insurance 275.65
Crov^^ley, Ins. Agency, James B., Ins. . . 589.75
Earley & O'Neil, Robert, Insurance .. 50.00
Farley, W. A., Insurance 20.00
Phaneuf & Son, H. C, Insurance 141.00
Spalding, Clarence I., Insurance 62.50
Thompson, Mabel A., Insurance 58.10
Total Expenditures $ 1,606.00






Dupont Co., A. F., Services $ 10.50
Arnold, A. F., Services 2.75
Bernier. Delima R., Wood 15.00
Blanchard, Wilbert W., Supplies 7.45
Boston. Lowell, Man. & Con. Exp. Co. 2.50
Eureka Chemical Co., Supplies 10.25
Dion & Co., H. A., Supplies 5.60
Glover Co., L. M., Supplies 29.69
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Holbrook Marshall Co., Supplies 3.20
Jefferson, A. R., Services 18.50
Johnson's Electric Shop, Supplies .... 12.78
Letendre Bros., Services 3.75
Lussier Pharmacy, Victor, Supplies . . . 5.25
Morrill Whitney Co., Supplies .122.15
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 7.50
Mullen's Cloth Store, Supplies 4.50
Nash, John P. Services 94.04
Nashua Building Co., Services 32.88
Paige, Fred R., Services 6.78
Payroll, Sundry Persons 4,600.64
Pennichuck W. W., Water Supply .... 306.92
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies 25.05
Public Service Co., Lights 194.27
Soucy, Arthur, Services 225.00
Telegraph Pub. Co., Printing 6.00
Towle & Co., Express, A., Express .50
West Disinfecting Co., Supplies 86.05
Total Expenditures $ 5,839.50






Pennichuck W. W., Water Supply . . . .$ 14,498.75
Total Expenditure $ 14,498.75
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EXPENDED
Phancuf Press, Printing $ 753.75
Marquis Press, Printing City Reports . 1,404.50
Telegraph Pub. Co., Printing 45.00
Total Expenditures $ 2,203.25
Transferred to Revenue 92.73


















Am. Legion, J. E. C, Post, 1928 Appro.$ 100.00
$ 100.00
VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS
Appropriation $ 100.00
$ 100.00
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EXPENDED










Overdrawn. Transferred from Revenue 197.74
$ 3,197.74
EXPENDED
Doyle & Doyle for Mrs Rheaume, . . . .$ 2,808.00
Girouard, Cordelia, Damages 44.40
Tremblay, Arthur A., Atty. for Ernest
and Eugene Bernard, Damages 345.34








Blake, Charles H., Supplies $ 40.00
Bowman, Clara M. Mrs., Rebate 40.00
Buxton's Greenhouses ,Services 36.00
Clough, Joseph L., Services 89.93
Cole & Co., F. E., Supplies 24.00
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Cyr, John P., Services 144.00
Dearborn Samuel, City Tr., Correction . .50
Dolge Co., C. H., Supplies 90.22
Fortin, George A., Services .75
Highton & Sons Co. Wm., Services . . . 15.35
Hill Hardware & Paint Co., Supplies . . 56.82
Morrill. Robert, Trucking 33.07
Nashua Trust Co., Box Rental 5.00
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., Services 70.55
Payroll, Sundry Persons 4,998.50
Peel, Wm. F., Cement 87.70
Pennichuck W. W., Water Supply .... 12.00
Shea Co. ,D. F., Painting 22.50
Smith Letter Shop, Supplies 1.50
Snow^ Iron Wks., Inc., W. A., Iron Fence 5,576.34
Total Expenditures $ 11,344.73
Overdraft from 1927 348.04
$ 11,692.77




Balance from 1927 1,624.94
$ 13,808.75
EXPENDED
Adams, E .A., Services $ 6.42
Avery Co., C. H., Chairs 36.00
Berube Jos., Loam 341.25
Blake, Charles H., Supplies 55.70
Burgess, W. F., Services 32.69
Coburn C. B., Supplies 1.02
Cole & Co., F. E., Supplies 1 1.25
Cook Lumber Co., F. D., Lumber 1.92
Dearborn, Samuel, Deposit 500.00
Farwell, Charles H., Lot 15.00
Gay Co., A. E., Supplies 10.00
Hews & Co. Inc., A. H., Supplies 7.64
Hill Hardware & Paint Co., Supplies .. 114.00
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Holt, Fred L., Supplies 44.31
Johnson, Eugene P., Services 150.00
Kendall, Herbert E., Insurance 72.67
Kincaid, Allan R., Supplies 38.24
Larabee, Elizabeth, Refund 150.00
Lintott, H. C, Supplies 584.95
Nashua Building Co.', Supplies 8.50
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., Services 12.10
Osgood Construction Co., Supplies .... 20.56
Payroll, Sundry Persons 9,398.83
Peel, Wm. F., Supplies 71.95
Pennichuck W. W., Water Supply 53.40
Peterson, W. R., Supplies 75.86
Pollard Auto Co., Supplies 66.82
Public Service Co., Lights 16.70
Reade Mfg. Co., Supplies 80.09
Sanderson, Henry L., Services 25.00
Saunderson, Henry L.. Insurance 45.50
Shedd & Co., W. A., Coal 192.93
Warw^ick Snovv^, Supt., Cash paid out . . 34.37
Woodcraft Novelty Co. Inc., Supplies . . 27.50
Total Expenditures $ 12,303.17








Brunell, O. W., Services $ 2.00
Coburn, C. B., Supplies 7.19
Dolge Co., C. B., Supplies 39.00
Gay Co., A. E., Supplies 1.78
Lyman, James W., Supplies 1.70
Markarian Marker G., Land 350.00
Mason, C. A., Supplies 9.20
Payroll, Sundry Persons 1,315.75
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Peel, Wm. F., Cement 6.70
Pennichuck W. W., Water Supply .... 14.40
Stoddard, G. R., Loam 52.40
Villeneuve Hardware Co., Supplies .... 5.53
Total Expenditures $ 1,805.65
Overdraft form 1927 114.04
$ 1,919.69
Overdraft to 1929, $100.10






Dearborn, S. City Treas., Int. and Dis..$109,536.97













Dearborn, S., City Treas., Bonds Pur. .$ 22,000.00
$ 22,000.00












Chamberlain, Henry C.,, State Treas.,










LOANS IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
Receipts $800,000.00
Balance from 1927 350,000.00
$1,500,000.00
EXPENDED
Dearborn, S., City Tr., Matured Notes $800,000.00
Second National Bank, Notes 100,000.00
Total Expenditures $900,000.00
Balance to 1929 250,000.00
$1,500,000.00
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OVERLAYS
Dearborn, S., Tax Collector, Abatement
(1926) $ 25.80
Dearborn, S., Tax Collector, Abatement
(1927) 51.32




PROPERTY SOLD FOR TAXES
Dearborn, S., Tax Coll., Tax Sales . . . .$ 11,683.68
$ 11,683.68




Dearborn, S., City Treas., Deposits . . .$ 3,284.00
$ 3,284.00




Dearborn, Samuel, City Tr., Deposits .$ 527.50
$ 527.50




Balance from 1927 3,809.43
$ 7,428.43
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EXPENDED
Dearborn, S., City Treas., Deposit . . . .$ 6,500.00
Dearborn, S., City Treas., Deposit .... 1,000.00
$ 7,500.00
$ 7,500.00
Overdraft to 1929, $71.57








Chamberlain, Henry E., State Treasurer
1922 Bonus Tax $ 4.00
1923 Bonus Tax 16.00







Belanger & Son, S.. Supplies $ 785.14
Boston & Maine R. R., Freight 704.50
Goodrich, W. S., Supplies 766.35
Ley & Co., Inc., Fred T., Lumber .... 225.00
Nashua Co-op. F'dr>^ Co., Castings .. 966.47
Osgood Construction Co., Supplies 155.36
Pay Roll, Sundry Persons 3,859.09
Sanderson, Henry L., Supplies 5.0D
Total Expenditures $ 7,466.91
Balance to 1929 12,252.12
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Balance from 1927 3,627.29
$ 28,627.29
EXPENDED
Belanger & Son, Inc., S., Supplies .. ..$ 33.76
Boston & Maine R. R., Freight 45.90
Carey Co., Philip, Supplies 153.38
Garmon, A. L., Supplies 72.48
Nashua Co-op. Iron F'dry. Co., Castings 416.18
Osgood Construction Co., Supplies .... 617.69
Pay Roll, Sundry Persons 9,988.40
Total Expenditures $ 11,327.79
Balance to 1929 17,206.62






Barry, William H., Services ..$ ,.. 200.00
Clark, Fred L., Cash paid out .13.69
Cole & Co., F..E.',. Supplies 32.00
Gordon, Frank A., Expenses 21.00
Gow Co., Inc., The, Expenses 389.37
Ley & Co., Inc., Fred T., Services .... 152,097.01 ' ' '
Nashua Photo Co., Prints . 56.50




Nichols, John P., Services 621.73
Osgood C<:>nstruction Co., Cement .... 560.09
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Pay Roll, Sundry Persons 2,518.34
Telegraph Pub. Co., Notices 30.00
Tolles & Co., James H., Lumber 201.38
Thompson Ins. Agency, M. A., Insurance 24.50
Worcester & Co., J. R., Services 13,843.53
Total Expenditures $170,620.84




MACHINE SHOP AND GARAGE
Receipts $ 691 .73
$ 691.73
EXPENDED
Chandler & Farquhar Co., Supplies . . .$ 177.44
Dansingburg, F. ]., Supplies 135.36
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies 97.84
Shea Co., D. F., Supplies 103.00
Tolles & Co., J. H., Lumber 177.69
Total Expenditures $ 691.33
Balance to 1929 .40
$ 691.73
$ 691.73
MUNICIPAL BUILDING (VETERANS' BUILDING)
Appropriation , , , . , $ 20,000.00
I : I $ 20,000.00
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EXPENDED
Cyr, John P.. Services $ 933.00
Soucv, Arthur, Contract 15,067.00
Total Expenditures $ 16,000.00




Clough, Joseph P., Services $ 32.00
Lucier, Alvin A., City Sol., Services . . 22.75
Bov^^ers, John H., Damages 3,475.00
Total Expenditures $ 3,529.75
MAIN STREET WIDENING
Balance from 1927 $ 1,633.19
$ 1,633.19
EXPENDED
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Statement of the Recci])ts of the City Clerk's Department
and the Suspended Pay Roll Account for the year 1928.
RECEIPTS
Permits:




Pool Table & Bowling Alleys $ 779.00




Chattel Mortgages $ 178.05




Declaration of Candidacy $ 109.00
Miscellaneous Receipts 39.05
$ 148.05
Total Receipts $ 46,003.90
DISPOSITION OF RECEIPTS
D. J. Sullivan, Dog Officer $ 625.00
Refunds on Auto Permits 20.28
Dog Tags 33.39
Samuel Dearborn, Ctiy Treas 45,325.23
$ 46,003.90
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SUSPENDED PAY ROEL ACCOUNT
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1928 $ 1,158.41
Received from City Treas 23.00
$ 1,181.41
f\aid during year' on account of Pay Roll$ .75
Cash on hand January 1, 1929 1,180.66
$ 1,181.41


























Collections not in Original Levy 507.58
$ 14,031.17
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TAXES FOR 1928
Total Levy $ 1,207,355.82
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STATISTICS OF TAXATION

Samuel Dearborn, City Treasurer-1928
RECEIPTS








Nashua Trust Company, Interest on Deposits .
Second National Bank,
Comfort Station Receipts
Public Library, Fines, etc
Public Library, Income Trust Funds
Public Library, Insurance Loss
Police Dept. Police »Service, etc
Municipal Court, Fines
A. L. Cyr, City Clerk, Dog Licenses
;V L. Cyr, City Clerk, Auto Permits
A. L. Cyr, City Clerk, Licenses, etc
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery
Trustees of Suburban Cemetery
School Department, Tuition
School Department, Rental Auditorium, etc. . .
School Departmen, Receipts Household Arts. .
School Department, % Fuel Greek Community.
School Department, Refunds
Recreation Commission
Park Commission, Moth Bills, etc
Park Commission, Income from Fund
Refunds and Miscellaneous
Board of Public Works
Board of Public Works
Board o.f Public Works, State Aid
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Sewer Permits 159.00
Board of Health, Garbage Licenses 269.00
Board of Health, Milk Licenses 320.00
Temporary Loans, Anticipation of 1928 Taxes . 800,000.00
B. & M. Railroad for Fighting Fires 46.00
State of New Hampshire, Forest Fires 52.60
Snow Removal .... 49.00
Tax on Int. & Div. . . 32,799.21
Insurance Tax 1,713.93
R. R. Tax 16,479.78
Savings Rank Tax .. 29,173.46
Bond Issue, Municipal Building 19,954.00
Accrued Interest on above 51.94
Bond Issue, Sewer & Permanent Paving Bonds 59,739.00
Accrued Interest on above 35.42
Bond Issue, Canal Street Bridge 174.511.75
Accrued Interest on above 252.78
$2,450,612.75
Cash on Pland, January 1, 1928 187,544.25
$2,638,157.00
EXPENDITURES
Salary Account $ 9.800.00
Assessor's Department 7,686.29
City Hall Aoccount 4,466.12




Sealer of Weights and Measures 749.58
Board of Health 14,181.57
City Physician 1,017.68
Printing and Stationery 2,203.25
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Insurance Account 1,606,00
Lands & Buildings 5,839.50
Woodlawn Cemetery 12,303.17
Woodlawn Cemetery, Perpetual Care 6,500.00
Woodlawn Cemetery, Walks and Drives 1,000.00
Edgewood Cemetery 11,344.73
Edgewood Cemetery, Perpetual Care 3,284.00
Edgewood Cemetery, Walks and Drives 527.50
Suburban Cemeteries 1,805.65
Suburban Cemeteries, Perpetual Care 200.00
Water Supply 14,498.75
Trunk Line Maintenance, State Highway 15,009.90
Street Lights 39,331.33
Maturing Debt 120,000.00
City Interest, Temporary Loans 20,311.97
City Interest, Bonded Debt 89,225.00
Payment of Temporary Loans 350,000.00
Payment of Temporary Loans 550,000 00
75th Anniversary Celebration 2,932.02
Memorial Hospital 2,500.00
St. Joseph's Hospital 2,500.00
Day Nursery, King's Daughters' 300.00
American Legion 100.00
Veterans Foreign Wars 100.00
Spanish War Veterans 100.00
Armory Eexpense 200.00
Memorial Day 300.00
Hillborough County Tax 86,331.70
State of New Hampshire Tax 111,108.50
State of New Hampshire School Tax 9,754.00
1922,1923,1924 Bonus Tax, Paid to State 46.00
Tax Titles and Deeds 11,683.68
1926,1927,1928 Overlay, Refunds 241.00
City Garage and Tool House 691.33
Main St. Bridge 3,529.75
Main St. Widening 649.58
Municipal Building (Veterans) 16,000.00
Canal St. Bridge 170,620.84
Sewers , , , , 7,466.91





Cash on hand, January 1, 1929 109,986.24
$2,638,157.00
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
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STATEMENT OF THE BONDED DEBT
Date of Loan Time Purpose of Creation Rate
Sept. 1, 1909
CITY INDEBTEDNESS 101
OF THE CITY OF NASHUA
Present

Trustees of the Sinking Fund
To the Honorable Board of Aldermen:
—
The Trustees of the Sinking- Fund herewith make their
report for the vear 1928.
RECEIPTS
Jan. 1, 1928—Cash on Hand, Nashua Trust Co.$ 2,289.89
Coupons deposited 12,821.25
Interest on Savings Account . . . 36.69
Bonds matured 22,000.00
Sinking Fund Appropriation . . . 22,000.00
$ 59,147.83
EXPENDITURES
Bonds purchased during year . .$ 58,285.56
Dec. 31, 1928—Cash on Hand, Nashua Trust Co.. 862.27
$ 59,147.83
The following is a statement of all the securities in the
Sinking Fund, December 31, 1928.
Twelve City of Newport, R. I. Bonds, 4% due
1930 Nos. 2 to 13 inclusive $ 12.000.00
Four Boston & Maine, R. R. Bonds, 5% due
Sept. 1, 1941, Nos. 7517. 7518, 7519, 7520 .... 4,000.00
Six Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Bonds, 4% due
1951, Nos. 1937, 3608, 3609, 3628, 3629, 3630 .
.
6,000.00
Five Chicago Rock Island & Pacific R. R.
Bonds, 4% due 1934, Nos. 72758, 72759, 72760,
' 69169, 69170 5,000.00
Four N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R. Bonds, 4% due
1955, Nos. 12387 to 12390, inclusive 4,000.00
Two Boston & Maine R. R. Bonds, 5% due
1940, Nos. 2256 and 2257 2,000.00
One N. Y., N. H. & FI. R. R. Bonds, 4%, due
1955, No. 12305 1,000.00
Two Boston & Maine R. R. Bonds, 5%, due
1943, Nos. 1846 and 1847 2,000.00
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Two Worcester, Nashua & Rochester R. R.
Bonds, 4% due 1934, Nos. 277 and 279 2,000.00
One City of Nashua Bridge Bond, 4%, due 1934, i
No. 16 500.00
Seven City of Nashua Bonds, 4%, due 1935,
Nos. 34 to 40 inclusive 7,000.00
Thirty-six City of Nashua Bonds, 4%, due 1935,
Nos. 77 to 'll2, inclusive 36,000.00
Six City of Nashua Sewer Bonds, 4%, Nos. 10
to 15' inclusive, due 1929-1934 serially 6.000.00
Ten City of Nashua Comfort Station, Serials,
4>4%,' Nos. 9 to 18, inclusive 10,000.00
Two Boston & Maine R. R., Nos. 2135-2136. due
1945, 5% 2,000.00
One Boston & Maine R. R., No. X358, due 1945,
5% 500.00
Five Alliance City School Dist., Ohio, S% , due
1931, Nos. 201, 202, 203, 204. 205 5,000.00
Five Alliance City School Dist., Ohio, 5%, due
1933, Nos. 241, 242, 243, 244. 245 5,000.00
Five Alliance City vSchool Dist.. Ohio, S^/< , due
1934, Nos. 261, 262, 263, 264, 265 5,000.00
Five State of Louisiana, Port Com., 5^c due
1930, Nos. A6135-36-37-38-39 5,000.00
Six State of Louisiana, Port Com., 5% due 1932,
Nos. A17396-97-98-99-400 and A203 6,000.00
Five City of El Paso. Texas, 5%, due 1933,
Nos. 68, 69, 70, 71 and 72 5.000.00
Two State of Louisiana, Port Com.. 5/f, due
1933, Nos. 74 and 75 2,000.00
One State of Louisiana. Port Com.. 59f, due
1930 No. 2849 1,000.00
Three City of El Paso, Texas, 5%, Nos. 51, 52,
53, due' 1931 3,000.00
Four Farrelly Lake Levee Dist., Ark., 5^2%,
due 1934, Nos. Ill, 112, 113, 114 4,000.00
One City Tulsa, Oklahoma, 5i^%, No. 69, due
1934 1,000.00
Four State of Louisiana, Port Com., 5%, due
1929, Nos. 2939, 2940, 2967, 2970 4,000.00
One Farrelly Lake Levee Dist., 5>4%, due 1933,
No. 73 1,000.00
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Five School District of Gorham, N. H., 4>^%,
Nos. 36, 2>7, 38. 39, 40, due 1929 5,000.00
Two Citv of Ennis. Texas, S]/2%, Nos. 6 and 11,
due 1929 2,000.00
One Citv of Knoxville, Tenn., No. 422, 43.^%,
due 1931 1,000.00
One Spokane, Wash., 5%, No. 1075, due 1930 .. 1,000.00
Two Citv of Nashua, N. H., 4^^%, Nos. Ill,
122, due 1934-35 2,000.00
Four City of Knoxville, Tenn., 4^4%, Nos. 393,
394, 395. 396, due 1931 4,000.00
One Parish of LaFourche, La.. 5/f , No. 27 due
1930 500.00
One Citv of Lakewood, Ohio, 5%, No. 154, due
1929 ' 1,000.00




One Genoa Townshij), 111., 5%, No. 44, due 1933 1,000.00
One Miami Conservancy Dist., Ohio, 5^^%, No.
M4509, due 1929 . .
.
'. 1,000.00
One Citv of Montepelier, Vt., 4%, No. 51, due
1929 ' 1,000.00
One Long- Beach Citv, Calif., 5%, No. 521, due
1933 " 1,000.00
Five County of Jerome, Idaho, 5 14%, Nos. 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, due 1931 5,000.00
One Oakland County, Mich., 6%, No. 516, due
1930 1,000.00
One La Fourche Parish, La., 5%, No. 30, due
1930 500.00
One Eureka High School Dist., 5%, No. 107, due
1930 1.000.00
One City of Jackson, Miss., 5i^%, No. 89, due
1932 ' " 1,000.00
Three Rockingham County, N. C, 5^2%, Nos.
53, 54, 55. due 1930 3,000.00




One Oakland County, Mich., 6%, No. 568, due
1931 1,000.00
One Town of Laurens, S. C, 5%, due 1933,
No. 22 1,000.00
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Two Arkansas-Louisiana Highway Imp., Dist.
(Y'/r, N..S. 2400 and 2401, due 1936 2,000.00
Two Arkansas-Louisiana Llighway Lii])., Dist.
6%, 24().> and 2404, due 1936 . 2,000.00
One .Arkansas-Louisiana Highway Imp., Dist.
. 6%, No. 2439
'
1,000.00
One Farrelly Lake ,Levee Dist., 5>4%, No. 41,
due 1936 ... 1.000.00
One City of Akron, Ohio, 5%, No. 52601, due
1933 ' 1.000.00
Five Town of Shelby. N. C, 5%, due 1929, Nos.
6 to 10 inclusive 5,000,00
Three Citv of Los Angeles, Cal., 4i/4%, due
1931, Nos.' 71. 72, 73 3,000.00
Two City of Bridgeport, Conn., 4^^%, due
1929, Nos. 24. 25 2,000.00
One Town of Reidsville, N. C, 434%, due 1932,
No. 15 1,000.00
One State of Maryland, 4^4 %, due 1929, No. 24 1,000.00
Four City of Miami Reach, Fla., 5^^%, due
1931, Nos. 288 to 291, inclusive 4,000.00
Two City of Miami Beach, Fla., 6%, due 1929,
Nos. 49 and 50 2,000.00
Two City of Sanford, Fla., 6%, due 1929. Nos.
163, 164 2,000.00
One School District of Omaha, Neb., 43^%, due
1929, No. 416 1.000.00
One Mississijjpi r''-"-'tv Drainage Dist., 17. 6%,
due 1931, No. '^^ 1,000.00




One Miami Conservancy District. 5^^%, due
1929, No. M24654 . . .
.'
1,000.00
Three City of Ashville, N. C, 4%%, due. one in
1934, two in 1935, Nos. 448, 511, 512 3,000.00
Two in St. Petersburg Fla., 6%, due 1933, Nos.
241, 242 2,000.00
One St. Petersburg, Fla., 6%. due 1934. No. 256 1.000.00
Five St. Petersburg Fla.. 6%, due 1933, Nos.
116 to 120 inclusive 5,000.00
One City of Lima, Ohio, due 1931, No. 13 1,000.00
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One City and County »>f San Francisco, Cal.,
S7< , No. 3316, due 1931 1,000.00
One City of Pasadena, Cal., '\' iVf , No. 719, due
1931 ' 1,000.00
Two Alliance, Ohio, S^Y, Nos. 311, 312, due 1935 2,000.00
One City of Nashua, 4%, No. 7, due 1933 1,000.00




One City of Seattle, Wash., A^c , No. 380, due
1929 ' 1,000.00
One Citv of Detroit, Mich., 6%, No. B8465, due
1929 ' 1,000.00
One City of Sacramento, Cal., 4>4%, No. 615,
due 1930 1,000.00
Three Citv of Durham, N. C, 4i/2%, Nos. 157,
158, 159^ due 1931 3,000.00
One City of Akron, Ohio, 5%, No. 39084, due
1932 ' 1,000.00
One Citv of Sacramento, Cal, 4^4%, No. 652,
clue 1931 1,000.00
Three City of St. Petersburg-, Fla., 67( , Nos.
224, 225, 226, due 1934 3,000.00
Three Whiteside Co., 111., S% , Nos. 31, 32,
35, due 1931 - 3,000.00
One City of Nashua, N. H., 4>4%, No. 6, due
1929 1,000.00
Three Dallas Co., Texas. 4yz% , Nos. 96, 97,
98, due 1930 3,000.00
Two Dallas Co., Texas, A]A% , Nos. 290, 291
due 1932 2,000.00
One Somersworth, N. H., 4^%, No. 47, due
1931 1,000.00
Four City of Keene, N. H., 4^%, Nos. 1. 2.
3, 4, due 1929 4,000.00
One Citv of Nashua, N. H., 4>4%, No. 94, due
1932 1,000.00
Three City of Nashua, N. H., 4%, Nos.. 72, 73.
74, due 1935 3,000.00
Three City of Keene, N. H., 4^4%, Nos. 5, 6. 11.
due 1929 3,000.00
Two City of Cleveland, Ohio, 4>4%, Nos. 83894-
95, due 1929 2,000.00
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One City of Nashua, N. H., 4%, No. 26, due 1932 1,000.00
One City of Nashua, N. H., 4%, No. 27, due 1934 1,000.00
One City of Nashua, N. H., 4%, No. 36, due 1929 1,000.00
One City of Detroit, Mich., 5%, No. C1134, due
1932 " 1.000.00
One vSt. Petersburg-, Fla., 6%, No. 63, due 1934 1.000.00
Two State of New Hami)shire, 3i/'%, Nos. 357,
358, due 1929 2,000.00
One City of Nashua, 4^4%, No. 13, due 1933 .. 1,000.00
One City of Claremont, N. H., 4%, No. 9, due
1931 ' 1,000.00
One City of Nashua, N. H., 4%, No. 19, due 1933 1,000.00
One City of Manchester N. H., 4%, No. Bll,
due 1930 1,000.00
Two City of Manchester, N. H., 4%, Nos. 186,
187, due 1929 2,000.00
One Parma. Ohio vSt. Imp., 4^%, No 176, due
1932 1,000.00
Two City of Manchester, N. PI., 4%, Nos 36.
37, due' 1931 ' 2,000.00
$ 283,000.00
Accrued Interest on Securities 3,755.12
Cash in Savings Account, Nashua Trust Co. 862.27
$ 287,617.39
WILLIAM F. SULLIVAN, Mayor,
SAMUEL DEARBORN, City Treasurer,
GEORGE D. SPALDING, Alderman at Large,
Trustees of the Sinking Fund,
City of Nashua, N. H.
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Charlotte 0. Hariis Be-
quest
Willis T. Dodge Bequest
E. J. Hibbard, Estate
(for care of Grave of
Walter L. McKean.)
Savings Bank Accounts
10 City of Nashua Bonds
15 City of Nashua Bonds
Savings Bank Account
1 City of Nashua Bond
Savings Bank Account






























ADOPTING RULES AND FIXING THE TIME FOR
HOLDING REGULAR MEETINGS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That the rules of the Board of Aldermen for 1927 be and
the same are hereby adopted for 1928 and that the time for
holding" regular meetings be on the second and fourth Tues-
days of each month at eight (8) o'clock in the afternoon.
Passed January 2, 1928.






AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENT OF AN ADVISORY
COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE THE MATTER OF
CITY HALL
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the. Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
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That the Mayor hereby is authorized and instructed to
appoint, subject to confirmation by the Board of Aldermen,
an Advisory Committee of Nine Citizens whose duty it shall
be to investigate the structural condition of City Hall, to
obtain and report estimates of cost of remodelling City Hall
and to further report on the feasibility and economy of
erecting a new City Hall im the present site or at some other
location. Said Committee may hold hearings, if necessary. It
shall compile information, examine plans and do anything else
necessary or pertinent with the view of assisting the Mayor
and Board of Aldermen to decide whether it is the better
plan to remodel City Hall or build a new City Hall.
Said Committee is instructed to make its report, to the
Mayor and Board of Adermen, on or before July first nine-
teen hundred and twenty-eight.
Passed January 24, 1928.
Approved January 25, 1928.
Attest: ARTHUR L. CYR,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENT OF A COMMITTEE
TO ARRANGE FOR CELEBRATING THE SEVENTY
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE CITY'S
CORPORATE EXISTENCE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That a Committee of five consisting of the Mayor, the
President of the Board of Aldermen and three Aldermen to
be appointed by the President of the Board be and hereby
are authorized appointed.
This Committee shall be empowered and authorized to
appoint a General Citizens' Committee to act and co-operate
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with it as a Joint Committee to do the necessary things to
celebrate the seventy fifth anniversary of the City's Coporate
existence.
Passed January 24, 1928.






AUTHORIZING THE FINANCE COMMITTEE TO
BORROW MONEY IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That the Finance Committee be and they hereby are
authorized and directed to borrow, from time to time during
the current municipal year, beginning January 1, 1928 a sum
or sums not exceeding One Million ($1,000,000 00) Dollars
for the purpose of meeting current expenses of the City, and
the Mayor and Treasurer are hereby authorized to execute
and issue a negotiable note or notes of the City of Nashua
therefor.
Every such note shall become due and payable within
one (1) year from the date of the loan for which it is issued
is incurred, but no such shall be payable on demand, or shall
be valid unless authenticated by the certificate of the First
National Bank of Boston.
All debts incurred under authority of this vote shall be
paid from the taxes of said current municipal year.
Passed January 2, 1928.
Approved January 4, 1928,
Attest: ARTHUR L. CYR,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
APPOINTING A COMMITTEE OF FOUR ALDERMEN
TO SECURE THE SERVICES OF AN ENGINEER
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua:
That before any further action is taken on the Canal
Street bridge, that the President of the Board of Aldermen
appoint a committee of four aldermen, and the said committee
have the power to secure the services of a disinterested
engineer to go over the Canal St. bridge, making an inspection
thereof and report his findings in writing to the Board of
thereof and report his findings in writing to the Board and
appear before them at the next regular meeting of the Board
of Aldermen, so that any questions may be asked him by the
said Board. The expenses of the foregoing to be borne by
the City.
Passed February 14, 1928.






REQUESTING STATE AID FOR REBUILDING OR
.REPAIRING THE CANAL STREET BRIDGE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That His Excellency the Governor and the Honorable
Council of the State of New Hampshire be and they hereby
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arc requested to appropriate such sum or sums as may be
available therefor toward repairing" or rebuilding the Canal
Street Bridge, so-called, in the City of Nashua.
This request becomes necessary through damage done to
the bridge during the freshet of Nov. 4, 5 and 6, 1927.
Passed February 14, 1928.






AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO SIGN THE CONTRACT
FOR PRINTING THE CITY REPORT
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That the Mayor be and he is hereby authorized to sign a
contract with Emile E. Marquis for printing and binding the
City Report for 1927.
Passed March 27, 1928.
Approved March 29, 1928.
Attest: ARTHUR L. CYR,
City Clerk.
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
AN ORDINANCE
CREATING A BOARD FOR THE EXAMINATION
OF PLUMBERS
BE IT ORDAINED, BY the Board of Aldermen of the
City of Nashua
:
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Section 1. Agreeably to the Provisions of Chapter 153
of the PubHc Laws of New Hampshire a Board for the ex-
amination of Plumbers is hereby created. Said P>oard shall
consist of a Member of the Board of Health, the City Engi-
neer, ex-ofificio, and a Plumber of not less than five years
active and continual service.
The appointed members of said Board shall be appointed
by the Mayor and serve without pay for terms of 2 years
each.
The designated member shall serve during his term of
office without pay.
Passed March 27, 1928.






RESCINDING THE ACTION TAKEN BY THE BOARD
OF ALDERMEN FEB. 8, 1927, IN RESPECT TO
ACCEPTING THE STARK HOMESTEAD, SO-
CALLED
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
WHEREAS, by the petition of the Stark Improvement
Corporation filed with the Board of Aldermen on the 13th
day of March, 1928, it appears that the said Stark Improve-
ment Corporation believe themselves unable to raise suf-
ficient funds for the discharge of the mortgage of $10,000.
upon the property offered to, and accepted by the City of
Nashua by vote of its Board ofAldermen on the 8th day of
February, 1927, and approved by the then Mayor, and
WHEREAS, the said Stark Improvement Corporation
by its said petition has requested the Board of Aldermen to
revoke its acceptance of the gift of said property,
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NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City
of Nashua hereby revokes its acceptance of the said gift/
hereby relieving; said Stark Improvement Corporation from
any ofifer of said property to the City heretofore made.
Passed March 27, 1928.






MAKING APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1928
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That in accordance with the vote of the Board this day
passed the following amounts are hereby appropriated for
the several Departments for the year 1928.
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Salary Account $ 9,800.00
Ward and Election Expenses 6,200.00
Assessors' Department 7,700.00
City Hall Building 4,600.00
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY
Police Departement $ 80,000.00
Police Court 3,100.00
Fire Departement 92,000.00
Sealer of Weights and Measures . 750.00
Armory Expenses 200.00
HEALTH AND SANITATION
Board of Health $ 12,200.00
Special for garbage truck 700.00
City Physician 1,000.00
St. Joseph's Hospital 2,500.00
Nashua Hospital Association .... 2,500.00
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HIGHWAYS
P.oard of Public Works $ 140,000.00






School Dept. (with other revenue) $ 362,000.00
Public Library 13,200.00.
RECREATION AND UNCLASSIFIED
Recreation Commission $ 5,000.00
North and South Common Skating 2,000.00
Municipal Swimming Pool 1,000.00
Band Concerts 500.00




Lands and Buildings 6,000.00
Water Supply 14,750.00
Printing and Stationery 3,000.00
Memorial Day 300.00
Soldiers and Sailors 100.00
American Legion 100.00
Veterans of Foreign Wars 100.00
Spanish War Veterans 100.00




Special appropriation for fence . . . 4,500.00
Suburban Cemeteries 900.00
Special approp. for additional land 250.00
INTEREST AND MATURING DEBT
City Interest $ 110,000.00
Sinking Fund 22,000.00
Maturing Debt 120,000.00
Total appropriations $ 1,128,550.00
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And that the amount of Nine Hundred and Ninety vSix
Thousand ($996,000.00) be raised 1)y taxation and thJ bal-
ance be paid from any monies in the City Treasury not
other\yise ajjpropriated.
Passed March 27, 1928.






AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND TREASURER TO
ISSUE BONDS IN THE AMOUNT OF ONE HUNDRED
AND SEVENTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS
($175,000) TO PAY FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF A RE-INFORCED CEMENT BRIDGE
OVER THE NASHUA RIVER AT
CANAL AND BRIDGE STREETS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
Pursuant to the Provisions of Chapter 59 of the New^
Hampshire Public Laws 1925 and to the provisions of a
Special Act which was approved May 4, 1923, entitled, "An
Act empowering the City of Nashua to incur debt to the
amount of six per cent of its valuation", the Mayor and
Treasurer are hereby authorized to issue and sell, under the
direction of the Finance Committee, bonds of the City of
Nashua in the aggregate principal sum of One Hundred and
Seventy Five Thousand Dollars ($175,000).
Said bonds are to be issued for the purpose of paying for
the Construction of a Twin Arch re-inforced cement bridge
over the Nashua River at Canal and Bridge Streets in the
City of Nashua and the proceeds of the sale of said bonds are
hereby appropriated for that purpose.
Said bonds shall be payable to bearer, shall be dated May
1, 1928. shall bear the City Seal, shall be signed by the Mayor
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and countersigned by the Treasurer and the said l^onds shall
be for the sum of One Thousand ($1,000) Dollars each and
shall be due and ])ayable serially each year as follows: Ten
bonds of $1,000. each in one year, ten bonds of $1,000, each in
two years, ten bonds of $1,000. each in three years, ten bonds
of $1,000. each in four years, ten bonds of $1,000. each in five
years, nine bonds of $1,000. each in six years, nine bonds of
$1,000. each in seven years, nine bonds of $1,000. each in eight
years, nine bonds of $1,000. each in nine years, nine bonds of
$1,000. each in ten years and eight bonds of $1,000. each in
eleven years, twelve years, thirteen years, fourteen
years, fifteen years, sixteen years, seventeen years,
eighteen years, nineteen years and twenty years respec-
tively from the date thereof; shall bear interest at a rate to
be established by the Treasurer, not exceeding four and one
quarter per cent per annum, said interest shall be payable
semi-annually on the first day of May and the first day of
November in each year.
Both principal and interest shall be payable in gold coin
of the United States of America of the present standard of
weight and fineness at the office of the Treasurer in Nashua,
New Hampshire, or, at holders option at the First National
Bank of Boston, Boston, Massachusetts.
The coupons shall bear the fac-similie signature of the
Treasurer. None of said bonds shall be obligatory without
the authenticating certificate of said the First National Bank
of Boston endorsed thereon.
Passed April 10, 1928.
Approved April 11. 1928.
Attest
:




In the year of Our Eord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
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That the second re.^ular meeting of the Board of Alder-
men l)e omitted durin^g^ the months of June, July, August and
September 1928.
Passed May 22, 1928.






AUTHORIZING THE COMMITTEE ON LANDS AND
BUILDINGS TO DEMOLISH THE QUINCY STREET
FIRE STATION AND TO EMPLOY THE
SERVICES OF AN ARCHITECT TO DRAW
PLANS FOR A NEW BUILDING
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That the Committe on Lands & Buildings be and they
hereby are authorized and instructed to proceed to demolish
the Quincy Street Fire Station, so-called and further that
they be authorized to secure the services of an Architect to
prepare plans for the erection of a new building on the lot
when ready and make a full report to the Board of Aldermen.
Passed May 22, 1928.
Approved June 15, 1928.
Attest; ARTHUR L. CYR,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING A COMMITTEE OF FIVE TO CONSIDER
THE MATTER OF STREET LIGHTING
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Ford One Thousand Nine Flundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua:
That a Committee of five (5) consisting" of His Honor
the Mayor, the Committee on Street Lights and one Alder-
man to be appointed by the President be and hereby are
constituted a Committee to confer with the officials of the
Public Service Company of New Hampshire for the purpose
of securing data, rates and all information necessary with a
view to renewing the present street lighting contract which
expires in Septembr of this yar.
The Committee to report their findings and recommenda-
tions to the Board as soon as practicable.
Passed June 12, 1928.
Approved June 15, 1928.
Attest: ARTHUR L. CYR,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
ALTTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO SIGN A CERTAIN
AGREEMENT AND QLTIT CLAIM
CITY OF NASHLTA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Flundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua:
THAT, WHEREAS, a dispute has arisen between John
PI. Bowers of Merrimac, New Hampshire, and the City of
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Nashua over the boundary Hne between their respectives
properties, and,
WHEREAS, a new boundary Hne has l)een a,q:rccd r;M(n
by the respective parties, and,
WHEREAvS, in order to estal)Hsh ownership of the Land
on each side of the newly established boundary, it is neces-
sary for the City to quitclaim its interest in and to a certain
fifteen (15) foot passageway in the rear of the Bowers
Block, so called, and to a small triangular parcel of land
lying immediately south of the newly established land, and
adjoining a twenty (20) foot lane, so called, and,
WHEREx'\S, an Agreement has this day been drawn be-
tween the respective parties,
NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved that the Honorable
William F. Sullivan, Mayor of Nashua, be and hereby is
authorized to sign the said Agreement, establishing said
new boundary, and quitclaiming to said Bowers any and
all rights which the City may have in the aforesaid fifteen
(15) foot passageway, and in the said triangular piece of
land.
Passed June 12, 1928.






IN RELATION TO THE COLLECTION OF POLL TAXES
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That the collector of taxes be and hereby is authorized
to forward during the month of July 1928, a notice to each
and every poll tax payer of the City of Nashua, notifying
each poll tax payer that the pt^ll tax for 1928 must be paid
on or before August 1st, 1928, and for all poll taxes not
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paid by said date to charge costs amounting to 20 cents for
said notice, the said notice to consist of the publication of
this resolution in the newspapers of this city in three sep-
arate issues during the month of July and RESOLVED
FURTHER that the collector of taxes be and hereby is
authorized to proceed to distrain for all poll taxes not paid
by the first day of August 1928.
Passed June 12, 1928.






AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND TREASURER TO
ISSUE BONDS IN THE AMOUNT OR THIRTY-FIVE
THOUSAND ($35,000.) DOLLARS TO PAY FOR
THE CONSTRUCTION OF SEWERS IN
PUBLIC STREETS IN NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED. By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 59 of the New
Hampshire Public Laws 1925 and to the provisions of a
Special Act which was approved May 4, 1923, entitled, "An
Act empowering the City of Nashua to incur debt to the
amount of six per cent of its valuation", the Mayor and
Treasurer are hereby authorized to issue and sell, under the
direction of the Finance Committee, bonds of the City of
Nashua in the aggregate principal sum of Thirty- Five
Thousand ($35,000) Dollars.
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Said bonds are to be issued for the purpose of paying
for the installation and construction of public sewers in cer-
tain public streets in Nashua, mamely, Prescott Street, Ray-
mond Street, Orchard Avenue, Pasadena Avenue, King Street
and in divers other streets within the City of Nashua and the
proceeds of the sale of said bonds are hereby appropriated
for that purpose.
Said bonds shall be payable to bearer, shall be dated
August 1, 1928, shall bear the City Seal, shall be signed by the
Mayor and countersigned by the Treasurer and the said
bonds shall be for the sum of One Thousand ($1,000) Dollars
each and shall be due and payable serially each year as fol-
lows : Three bonds of $1,000. each in one year, three bonds of
$1,000. each in two years, three bonds of $1,000. each in three
years, three bonds of $1,000. each in four years, three bonds
of $1,000. each in five years, three bonds of $1,000. each in
six years, three bonds of $1,000. each in seven years, three
bonds of $1,000. each in eight years, three bonds of $1,000.
each in nine years, three bonds of $1,000. each in ten years
and one bond of $1,000. each in eleven, twelve, thirteen, four-
teen and fifteen years respectively from the date thereof;
shall bear interest at a rate to be established by the Treas-
urer not exceeding four and one half per cent per annum,
said interest shall be payable semi-annually on the first day
of February and the first day of x^ugust in each year.
Both principal and interest shall be payable in gold coin
of the United States of America of the present standard of
weight and fineness at the ofl:'ice of the Treasurer in Nashua,
New Hampshire, or, at holder's option at the First National
Bank of Boston, Boston, Mass. The coupons shall bear the
fac-similie signature of the Treasurer. None of said bonds
shall be obligatory without the authenticating certificate of
said the First National Bank of Boston endorsed thereon.
Passed July 10, 1928.
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE ^lAYOR AXD TREASURER TO
ISSUE BONDS IN THE AMOUNT OF TWENTY-FIVE
THOUSAND ($25,000.) DOLLARS TO PAY FOR
THE IMPROVEMENT AND CONSTRUCTION
OF PUBLIC HIGHWAYS IN NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twentv-eisfht
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 59 of the New
Hampshire Pubhc Laws 1925 and to the provisions of an
Special Act which was approved May 4, 1923, entitled "An
Act empowering the City of Nashua to incur debt to the
amount of six per cent of its valuation", the Mayor and
Treasurer are hereby authorized to issue and sell, under the
direction of the Finance Committee, bonds of the City of
Nashua in the aggregate principal sum of Twenty-Five
Thousand ($25,000) Dollars.
Said bonds are to be issued for the purpose of paying for
the improvement and construction of public highways of a
permament nature and character in Nashua, mamely, Bruce
Street, \'ernon Street, Swart Street. Scripture, Worcestor
and Lemoine Street and the proceeds of the sale (^f said
bonds are hereby appropriated for that purpose.
Said bonds shall be payable to bearer, shall be dated
August 1, 1928, shall bear City Seal, shall be signed by the
Mayor and countersigned by the Treasurer and the said bonds
shall be for the sum of One Thousand ($1,000) Dollars each
and shall be due and payable serially each year as follows :
Two bonds of $1,000. each in one year, two bonds of $1,000.
each in two years, two bonds of $1,000. each in three years,
two bonds of $1,0(X). each in four years, two bonds of $1,000.
in five years, two bonds of $1,000. each in six years, two
bonds of $1,000. each in seven years, two bonds of $1,000.
each in eight years, two bonds of $1,000. each in nine years.
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two bonds of $1,000. each in ten years and one bond of $1,000.
each in eleven years, twelve years, thirteen years, four-
teeen and fifteen years res])ectively from the date
thereof; shall bear interest at a rate to be established by
the Treasurer, not exceeding four and one half per cent per
annum, said interest shall be payable semi-annually on the
first day of February and the first day of August in each
year.
Both principal and interest shall be payable in gold coin
of the United States of America of the present standard of
weight and fineness at the oitice of the Treasurer in Nashua,
New Hampshire, or, at holder's option at the First National
Bank of Boston, Boston, Mass. The coupons shall bear the
fac-simile signature of the Treasurer. None of said bonds
shall be obligatory without the authenticating certificate of
said the First National Bank of Boston endorsed thereon.
Passed July 10, 1928.
Approved July 14. 1928.
Attest :
'
ARTHUR L. CYR, Citv Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO SIGN A CONTRACT
WITH ARTHUR SOUCY
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twentv-eight
RESOLVED. By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That William F. Sullivan. Mayor of Nashua be and he
hereby is authorized and instructed to sign a contract with
Arthur Soucy in the sum of $18,660.00 for building the \'et-
erans' building, so-called, on Quincy Street.
This is in accordance with a report submitted by the
Committee on Lands and Buildings and accepted by the
Board of Aldermen August 14, 1928.
Passed Sept. 11. 1928.
Approved Sept. 14, 1928,
Attest:
"
ARTHUR L. CYR, City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
CONTINUING IN FORCE PENSIONS HERETOFORE
GRANTED FORMER EMPLOYEES OF THE CITY
OF NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
Pursuant to the Provisions of Chapter 226 of the Laws
of 1923 as amended by Chapter 307 of the Laws of 1925 the
following pensions previously granted former employees of
the City of Nashua are hereby continued in force for the
period of one year.
Horace A. Ballou, Police De])artment. $30.00 per month
Maurice Sawyer, Street Department, $10.00 per week
Ella F. Wheler, School Department, $50.50 per month
Alonzo Nefif ,Street Department, ....$25.00 i)er month
Estelle G. Shattuck, School Dept., . . .$53.83 per month
Eusebius G. Hood, School Department, $83.33 per month
Passed Sept. 11, 1928.






In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twentv-eig'ht
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING CHAPTER 31 OF THE CITY ORDINANCES
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the
City of Nashua :
Section 1. .Amend Chapter 31, by inserting after the
second section the following: "No motor vehicle or horse-
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drawn vehicle shall be stationed and remain on the North
side of Franklin Street between Main Street and the inter-
section of Front Street and between Locust Street and
Charles Street."
No motor vehicle or horse-drawn vehicle shall be sta-
tioned and remain on the North side of Franklin Street be-
tween the intersection of Front Street and Locust for a
period exceeding' one hour.
The foreg-oing regulations in this section shall be in ef-
fect week days only from 6:00 A. M. to 7:00 P. M.
Passed Sept. 11, 1928.






AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO SIGN A CERTAIN
QUIT CLAIM DEED
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED. By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That, William F. Sullivan, Mayor of the City of Nashua,
be and hereby is authorized to sign a Quitclaim deed to
the Nashua Manufacturing Company of Nashua. County of
Hillsborough, and State of New Hampshire by which the
said City Quitclaims to the said Company its interest in
and to said land, formerly used for highway purposes, im-
mediately North and South of the lines of Canal Street,
as shown on a plan on file at the ofifice of the City Engineer,
and known as, "Plan and Profile of Canal and Bridge
Streets, City of Nashua, and dated 1927."
Passed Sept. 11, 1928.
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND TREASURER TO
ISSUE BONDS IN THE AMOUNT OF TWENTY
THOUSAND ($20,000.) DOLLARS TO PAY FOR
THE CONSTRUCTION OF A VETERANS
BUILDING IN NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 59 of the New
Hampshire Public Laws 1925 and to the provisions of a
Special Act which was approved May 4, 1923, entitled. "An
Act empowering the City of Nashua to incur debt to the
amount of six per cent of its valuation," the Mayor and
Treasurer are hereby authorized to issue and sell, under
the direction of the Finance Committee, bonds of the City
of Nashua in the aggregate principal sum of Twenty Thou-
sand ($20,000.) Dollars.
Said bonds are to be issued for the purpose of paying
for the construction of a Veterans' Building, so-called, on
Quincy Street in said Nashua and the proceeds of the sale
of said bonds are hereby appropriated for that purpose.
Said bonds shall be payable to bearer, shall be dated
October 1, 1928, shall bear the City Seal, shall be signed by
the Mayor and countersigned by the Treasurer and the said
bonds shall be for the sum of One Thousand ($1,000.) Dol-
lars each and shall be due and payable serially each year
as follows: One bond of $1,000. each in one year, one bond
of $1,000. each in two years, one bond of $1,000. each in
three years, one bond of $1,000. each in four years, one
bond of $1,000. each in five years, one bond of $1,000. each
in six years, one bond of $1,000. each in seven years, one
bond of $1,000. each in eight years, one bond of $1,000. each
in nine years, one bond of $1,000. each in ten years, one
bond of $1,000. each in eleven years, one bond of $1,000,
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each in twelve years, one bond of $1,000. each in thirteen
years, one bond of $1,000. each in fourteen years, one bond
of $1,000. each in fifteen years, one bond of $1,000. each in
sixteen years, one bond of $1,000. each in seventeen years,
one bond of $1,000. each in eighteen years, one bond of
$1,000. each in nineteen years and twenty years respectively
from the date thereof; shall bear interest at a rate to be
established by the Treasurer not exceeding four and one
half per cent per annum, said interest shall be payable semi-
annually on the first day of April and the first day of Oc-
tober in each year.
Both principal and interest shall be payable in gold
coin of the United States of America of the present standard
of weight and fineness at the office of the Treasurer in
Nashua, New Hampshire, or, at holder's option at the First
National Bank of Boston, Boston, Mass. The coupons shall
bear the fac-similie signature of the Treasurer. None of
said bonds shall be obligatory without the authenticating
certificate of said the First National Bank of Boston en-
dorsed thereon.
Passed Sept. 11, 1928.






In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
AN ORDINANCE
REGULATING THE SLAUGHTERING, INSPECTION,
AND SALE OF MEATS AND MEAT PRODUCTS




Every slaughterhouse hereafter constructed or main-
tained within the limits of the City of Nashua, New Hamp-
shire, must comply with the following regulations, unless
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t)therwise specified and ordered by the Board of Health :
1. The location and plans must be approved in writing
by the Board of Health before construction or alterations
begins.
2. ^rhe floors must be of l)rick, cement, or some other
impervious material , j^roperly sloped to a w^ell-trapped,
permanently grated inlet having a direct connection with a
sewer or cesspool.
3. The walls must be covered to a height of not less
than 7 feet with some impervious material.
4. An adequate water supply, both hot and cold, must
be provided and pipes or hoses so arranged as to permit
thorough washing of walls and floors.
5. Suitable sinks with hot and cold water must be
provided.
6. Properly ventilated cooling and storage rooms must
be provided — these rooms must be kept clean and must
not contain any impure or unwholesome substance.
7. All refuse and waste material must be deposited,
immediately after slaughtering, in tightly covered, movable,
metal or hardwood receptacles. This material must be remov-
ed from the premises daily and burned or otherwise destroy-
ed as may be directed by the Board of Health.
8. All hides, bones, and fat must be removed daily.
9. All rooms must be properly ventilated, lighted, and
from May 1 to October 15 so screened as to prevent the en-
trance of flies or other insects.
10. The tables and other equipment must be of smooth,
hard material and kept in a clean and sanitary condition.
11. The slaughterhouse and surrondings must be kept in
a clean and sanitary condition and pratical precautions must
be taken to keep the premises free from rats and mice.
12. All apparatus, containers, implements, and utensils
must be thoroughly cleaned with boiling water or sterilized
with live steam or some sterilizing agent approved by the
Board of Health, after each day's use.
13. A water-closet which must be kept clean, sanitary,
and in good repair, and wash-room furnished with soap, run-
ning hot and cold water and individual towels must be fur-
nished.
14. A notice shall be conspicuously posted in the water-
closet and washroom directing employees to thoroughly wash
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their hands before leaving and immediately before commen-
cing" work.
15. Meat must be placed on racks, hooks, tables, or in
suitable containers, — never on the floor.
16. No person who is afifected with a disease declared
by the State Board of Health to be dangerous to the public
health shall be engage in slaughtering or handling of meats
nor shall such person be permitted to loiter about the
premises where such business is conducted.
17. The proprietor or lessee of each slaughterhouse shall
inform the inspector of the day when animals are to be killed.
The inspector shall designate the hour.
18. Every person, firm, corporation, or company con-
ducting a slaughterhouse within the City of Nashua must
obtain from the Board of Health on or before June first of
each year, a license which shall not be transferable and
which may be revoked for violation of these regulations.
Inspction of Animals and Meat
1. The slaughtering and dressing of cattle, swine, or
sheep, except for private use, shall not be allowed within
the limits of the City, except in authorized slaughterhouses.
2. No cattle, swine, or sheep shall be killed for human
food while in a diseased or exhausted condition.
3. No calf less than 4 weeks old or less than 40 lbs.
dressed weight, no pig less than 5 weeks old, and no lamb less
than 8 weeks old, shall be killed for human food nor any part
thereof offered for sale within the city.
4. No beef, pork, veal, mutton, or lamb shall be sold or
offered for sale for food purposes unless the animal from
which the meat was taken was examined both before and af-
ter slaughter by a meat inspector appointed by and in the
employ of the United States Government, a state depart-
ment, or a municipal department and passed as fit for food,
and stamped with a proper identifiication mark or marks, ac-
cording to the system adopted by the United States Bureau
of Animal Industry.
This shall be construed to apply to meats, meat products,
and animal casings used in the manufacture and preparation
of sausage meat, meat sausages, nd chopped meats.
Carcasses shall be stamped as follows
:
Each side of beef nine times : eight times on the outside,
and once on the inside ; once on the outside of neck, once on
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shoulder, once on shank, once on brisket, once on h)in, once
on flank, once on round once on cod; on the inside once on
fat over kidney.
Each side of veal twice: once on outside of each cjuarter.
Each carcass of swine seven times: once on head between
ears, once on outside of each quarter, once on each loin.
Each carcass of sheep or lamb twice: once on loin, once
on crop.
5. Any carcass, ])arts of carcass, meats or organs found
to be unsound, unhealthful, unwholesome, or otherwise unfit
for human food shall be condemned and shall be tanked, in-
cinerated, or denatured under the direct supervision of the
inspector.
Poultry
1. The business of slaughtering chickens, geese, ducks,
turkeys, ])igeons, or other fowl shall not be conducted nor
shall any place therefor be established without a license issued
by the Board of Health. This license must be renewed on or
before June 1st of each year, and may be revoked for any
violation of these regulations.
2. All rooms where the business of slaughtering fowls
is conducted, unless otherwise specified and ordered by the
Board of Health, must conform to the following specifica-
tions :
(1) must be kept in a clean and sanitary condition;
(2) floors and sidewalls to a height of 7 feet must be of
smooth, hard, impervious material
;
(3) ventilation must be adequate;
(4) lighting must be adequate
;
(5) crates and cages in which fowls ar stored must be
emptied and cleaned every 48 hours
;
(6) killing trough must be of impervious material and
must discharge over a properly trapped sewer connection;
(7) poultry shall not be allowed at large upon the prem-
ises
;
(8) adequate toilet facilities, properly located, must be
provided.
3. All refuse and waste material must be deposited im-
mediately in tightly covered, movable, metal or hardwood
receptacles — this material must be removed from the prem-
ises at the close of each day's work.
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4. No live chickens, geese, clucks, turkeys, pigeons, or
otiicr fowls shall be brought into, kept, stored, offered for
sale or sold in any store, cellar, or building used wholly or in
])art for dwelHng pur])oses.
Sausage
1. The business of manufacturing or preparing sausages
or smoking or preserving meat or fish shall not be conducted
nor shall any place therefor be hereafter established within
the City of Nashua without first obtaining a permit or a
license therefor from the Board of Health. All permits may
at any time be revoked uppn proof of the violation of any
of the regulations of this ordinance^ All licenses issued
shall terminate on the 31st of May of each year and may at
any time be suspended or revoked by the Board of Health
for violation of any laws of this state, any rules or regula-
tions of the State Board of Health, or of any section whatso-
ever of this ordinance.
2. 'I'he fioors, walls, and ceilings of buildings or rooms
hereafter erected or altered for the conduct of such business
must be of some smooth, hard substance that will permit
rapid and thorough cleaning. The floors must be graded to
drains over properly trapped sewer connections.
3. A sufficient number of water-closets, which must be
kept clean, sanitary, and in good repair, and a washroom,
with running hot and cold water, soap, and individual towels
must be provided; water-closet doors must be provided with
a self-closing devise.
4. Suitable sinks, with running hot and cold water must
be provided.
5. All doors, windows, and other openings must be
properly screened from May 1 to October 15. Screen doors
must be equipped with self-closing devices.
6. All apparatus, containers, implements, and utensils
must be thoroughly cleaned with hot water and soap and
rinsed after each day's use, and must be kept covered when
not in use.
7. Tables and stands must be of smooth, hard material
and kept in a clean and sanitary condition.
8. Meats, meat products, animal casings, and other ma-
terials used in the preparation and manufacture of sausage
meat, meat sausages, and chopped meats must conform to the
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provisions of these regulations and to the standards of purity
established by the i)ure food laws of the State of New
Hampshire.
9. The only animal casings that may be used as con-
tainers or any meat or meat prc^ducts are those from cattle,
sheep, swine, or goats. Casings must be carefully washed
and thoroughly flushed with clean water. Casings which show
any diseased condition or infestation with parasites shall be
rejected.
10. No meat or meat product shall contain any substance
which impairs its wholesomeness, nor contain, except as per-
mitted by sections 11 and 12, any dye, preservative, or added
chemical.
11. There may be added to meat and meat products com-
mon salt, sugar, wood smoke, cider vinegar, spirit vinegar,
pure spices, saltpeter.
12. Dyes may be used for coloring sausage casings or
other casings by dipping or application provided the charac-
ter of the casing is such that the dye does not penetrate into
the meat food product contained in the casing.
13. When coloring matter is used in the preparation of
casings, as provided in section 12, the product shall be marked
with the phrase "artifically colored."
14. When cereal not in excess of 2% is added to sau-
sages, the product shall be marked with the phrase "cereal
added".
15. Sausages shall not contain cereal in excess of 2%.
16. Water or ice shall not be added to sausage except
for the purpose of facilitating" the grinding, chopping or
mixing, in which case the added water or ice shall not exceed
3%, except that sausage of the class which are smoked or
cooked, such Frankfurt style, Vienne style, and Bologna
style, may contain added water in excess of 3%, but not in
excess of an amount necessary to make the product palatable.
17. When water in excess of 3% and cereal are added to
certain kinds of sausage, as provided in paragraphs 15 and 16,
the product shall be marked "sausage, water, and cereal".
When water, but no cereal, is added to certain kinds of sau-
sage, as provided in 16, the addition of water need not be
stated.
18. Such terms as "country," "farm," and the like, shall
not be used on labels in connection with meat and products
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unless such meat and products are actually prepared in the
country or on the farm. However, if the articles are prepared
in the same way as in the country or on the farm ,these
terms, if qualified by the word "style," in the same size and
style of lettering-, may be used. Sausage containing cereal
shall not l)e labeled "country style."
19. A meat food i)roduct when composed of more than
one ingredient shall not bear a label with the name stating
or indicating that the product is a substance which is not the
principal ingredient contained therein, even though such
name be an established trade name. The term "principal in-
gredient" as used in this section, shall b construed to mean
that such ingredient is equal to or exceeds in amount the
other ingredients combined, exclusive of cereal and water. If
the ingredients are stated on the labels, they shall appear in
the order of their percentages. For example, sausage contain-
ing beef and pork shall not be labeled "pork sausage", but shall
be labeled "pork and beef sausage," however, if the pork in-
gredient equals or xceeds 50% of the meat content, the sau-
sage may be labeled "pork sausage, beef added." A product
consisting of veal, pork, and beef, shall not be labeled "veal
loaf," but may be designated as "veal, pork, and beef loaf."
However if the veal ingredient is not Iss than 50% of th meat
content of the product, the product may be labeled "veal loaf,
pork and beef added," the words "pork" and "beef" to appear
in the order of their percentags, as above indicated.
20. No article of a kind prepared customarily to be
eaten without cooking shall contain any muscle tissue of pork
unless the pork has been subjected to a temperature sufficient
to destroy all trichinae.
22. Meat food products in animal casings, other than
sausage, shall be branded with the name of the product ,the
statement "composed of," and the names of the ingredients
arranged in the order of their percentages.
General Regulations
1. Stores and shops in which meats are stored or ofifered
for sale shall be kept in a clean and sanitary condition.
2. All refuse and waste material must be deposited in
water-tight metal or hardwood containers, which must be
kept clean and sanitary.
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3. Sawdust which has been used for the absorption of
blood and other Hquids, and all refuse, must be removed daily.
4. In retail markets, vats or containers used for the pre-
paration or storage of corned meats must be constructed of
a smooth, hard *material, and must be thoroughly cleaned both
inside and outside and all solutions renewed as often as may
be necessary to keep both the container and solution in a clean
and sanitary condition.
5. Apparatus, containers, blocks, tables, ustensils and
other equipement must be kept at all times in a clean and
sanitary condition.
6. No meat or meat products shall be displayed except
in a sanitary manner and so arranged that the meat or meat
products are protected from contamination.
7. Promiscuous handling of meats or meat products by
prospective customers is hereby expressly forbidden.
8. Refrigerators or ice boxes must be kept clean and
sanitary, and the compartments for the keeping or storage
of meats or meats products must be used for no other pur-
pose ; fresh fruits and green vegetables excepted.
9. All employees or other persons engaged in the
slaughtering or handling of meats or meat products must be
attired in a cleanly manner and while so engaged wear a clean
ai)r()n, i)referable of rubber.
10. All employees or other persons engaged in the
slaughtering or handling of meats or meat products must be
free of diseases declared by the State Board of Health to be
dangerous to the public health.
11. Smoking or chewing of tobacco in any form or spit-
ting on the floor must not be allowed in any room or rooms
used wholly or in part in the preparation and manufacture of
meats or meat products, and signs calling attention to this
regulation must be posted.
12. Any beef, veal, fish, fowls, pork, or other meats or
meat products or materials used for human food, found
upon inspection to be adulterated, tainted, unwholesome, or
for any reason unfit for human food shall be condemned,
seized, or destroyed as provided by law.
13. vSlaughterhouses, sausage factories, markets, stores,
shops, or other places where meat or meat products are
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slaughtered prepared, sold, or offered for sale, shall be ins-
pected at regular intervals or whenever it may be deemed
necessary by the Board of Health or its authorized agent.
14. The Board of Health is hereby directed to provide
necessary inspection service for the proper enforcement of
these regulations. The inspector of animals and carcasses at
the slaughterhouses shall receive for his services the follov^-
ing fees :
For inspecting each beef animal $0.50
For inspecting each- hog animal 25
For inspecting each calf animal 25
For inspecting each lamb animal 10
These fees shall be paid to the inspector by the corpora-
tions, company, or individual who leases or owns the slaugh-
terhouse. The inspector of animals and carcasses shall make
a monthly report to the Board of Health, stating the number
of each kind of animal and carcass inspected and the amount
of fees received for the same.
15. These regulations or any part thereof shall not be
construed to prevent the slaughtering of animals or fowls, or
the ])reparation of meat products, for personal use.
16. Any person, firm, company, or corporation violating
any of the provisions of these regulations, or whoever hinders
or obstructs any inspector in the pursuit of his lawful duties,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall
be punished by a fine not exceeding Ten Dollars.
Passed October 9, 1928.






AMENDING A RESOLUTION PASSED SEPTEMBER 11,
1928 AND APPROVED SEPTEMBER 14, 1928
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
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RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua:
That the Resolution passed September 11, 1928 and ap-
proved September 14, 1928 be and hereby is amended by
striking out the entire paragraph which reads as follows
:
"Said bonds are to be issued for the purpose of
paying for the construction of a Veterans' Building,
so-called, on Quincy Street in said Nashua and the
proceeds of the sale of said bonds are hereby ap-
propriated for that purpose."
and substituting therefor the following
:
"Said bonds are to be issued for the purpose of
erecting a Municii)al Building on Quincy Street in
said Nashua, and the proceeds of the sale of said
bonds are hereby api^ropriated for that purpose.
Said Municipal Building shall be used under the
direction of the Mayor and P)oard of Aldermen for
public meetings and for such other lawful purposes
as the Mayor and Board of Aldermen may from
time to time authorize."
Said Resolution passed September 11, 1928 in other
respects is hereby ratified, confirmed and approved, except
that the title thereto be amended by striking out the word
"Veterans" and substituting therefor the word "Municipal"
Passed Oct. 9, 1928.
Approved Oct. 10, 1928.
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twentv-eight
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING CHAPTER 31 OF THE REVISED ORDI-
NANCES ENTITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN CITY
STREETS"
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the
City of Nashua
:
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Amend Chapter 31 by inserting after Section 2 which
shall be designated as Sub-Division 1 of said Section 2 the
following
:
1. No motor vehicle or horse-drawn vehicle shall be
stationed and remain on the North side of Temple
Street between South Street and Scripture Street.
No motor vehicle or horse-drawn vehicle shall
be stationed and remain on the South side of
Temple Street between South and Scripture Streets
for a period exceeding one hour.
The foregoing regulations in this section shall be in
efifect week days only from 6:00 A. M. to 7:00 P. M.
Amend Chapter 31, by inserting after Secti(jn 14 which
shall be designated as Sub-Division I and II of said Section
14, the following two sections':
I. SOUTH STREET — South Street is designated as
a one-way street and all parking therein shall be
on the East side of the street, and for a period of
not exceeding one hour. All vehicles operating
olong South Street shall enter from Worcester
Street and travel in a Northerly direction.
II. SCRIPTURE STREET — Scripture Street is des-
ignated as a one-way street and all-parking therein
shall be on the West side of the street, and for a
period of not exceeding one hour. All vehicles op-
erating along Scripture Street shall enter from
Temple Street and travel in a Southerly direction.
Passed Oct. 23, 1928.






In the yeai" of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
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AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING CHAPTER 31 OF THE REVISED ORDI-
NANCES ENTITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN CITY
STREETS"
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the
City of Nashua
:
Amend Chapter 31 by inserting after Section 2 which
shall be designated as Sub-Division II, III, IV, V, the fol-
lowing :
II. CHARLES STREET — No motor vehicle or horse-
drawn vehicle shall be stationed and remain for a
period exceeding one hour on the East side of
Charles Street.
III. GREEN STREET — No motor vehicle or horse-
drawn vehicle shall 1)C stationed and remain for a
period exceeding one liDur on either side of Green
Street.
IV. LOCUST STREET — No motor vehicle or horse-
drawn vehicle shall be stationed and remain for a
])eriod exceeding one hour on Locust Street.
V. WINTER STREET — No motor vehicle or horse-
drawn vehicle shall be stationed and remain for a
period exceeding one hour on the North side of
Winter Street. Parking on the South side of Winter
Street is prohibited.
Passed Nov. 27, 1928.






EXEMPTING FROM ALL LOCAL TAXES FOR A PE-
RIOD OF 5 YEARS THE MACHINERY AND STOCK
IN TRADE OF THE PARKER HEEL CO.
CITY OF NASHUA
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-eight
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RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
WHEREAS the parker Heel Co. incorporated under the
Laws of the State of New Hampshire proposes to put into
operation a manufacturing establishment for the manufac-
ture of heels of all kinds, shoes and shoe findings in the
building situated at No. 9 Otterson Street in the City of
Nashua.
WHEREAS said Parker Heel Co. will proceed with
said establishment provided the City of Nashua contracts
with it to abate local taxes upon its machinery, stock in
trade and any additional buildings it may erect during said
term of abatement of five years and it further intends and
expects, if such contract is made, to request the City of
Nashua at the end of four years,in accordance with the
Statute covering this abatement, to extend said contract
of abatement for a further period of five years so said term
of abatement shall be in all ten years. Now
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED That the City of
Nashua by vote of the Board of Aldermen, the Mayor con-
curring ,hereby contracts and agrees with the said Parker
Heel Co. to exempt from all local taxes the machinery, stock
in trade and all buildings hereafter to be erected for a term
of five taxable and assessable years which may be assessed
upon said stock in trade, machinery and additional buildings
of the said Parker Heel Co.
Passed Dec. U, 1928.
Approved Dec. 17, 1928.
Attest: ARTHUR L. CYR,
City Clerk.

Report of the Board of Health
Nashua, N. H., March Tst, 1929.
To his Honor the May<'>r and Board of Aldermen:
—
During the year 1928 there was an epidemic of Measles.
The number of other Contagious Diseases, was about normal
for this City. With Scarlet Fever in surrounding Towns,
especially in Milk Producing Centers, we used the Dick
Test, Prophylectic, etc., to make sure that it would not get
a start in our City.
With no special fund to carry on immunizing work
against Diphteria and the scare of that disease in our neigh-
boring City of Manchester, we felt that Toxin-Anti-Toxin
should be used at once to avoid the epidemic in this City.
There were 352 Toxin-Anti-Toxin Injections, given during
the year 1928 under supervision of this P>oard with the help
of Good Cheer Society. It is the opinion of this Board that
such a work should be carried out and financial provisions
made for same.
Contagious Diseases during 1928, were very mild with
no deaths.
Wonderful work is being done by Dr. Kerr and his as-
sistant in the Tuberculosis CHnic. Rapid stride is being
made in this Department to eliminate tuberculosis through
tests, examinations, etc. This Board is fully cf)nvinced after
reading the latest reports of Dr. C. H. Mayo of Rochester,
Minnesota, and the State of Illinois, that if the Xashua Milk
supply was completely Pasteurized it would be a great help
to Dr. Kerr and his Assistant as a preventive.
The Venereal Diseases CHnic is functioning, and a great
deal is being accomplished, although very little is said about
that work.
During the year, vaccination against Small Pox was
carried out in the Parochial Schools in our City and follow
up work in communicable and contagious diseases was car-
ried out in these schools.
The Annual Clean-up Campaign was carried on in con-
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junction with the Board of Public Works, and the results
of this work were very satisfying to this Board.
The following cases were reported during the year 1928:
Scarlet Fever 69
Suspect Scarlet Fever 11
Diphtheria 7
Mumps 14




Total number of cases reported 573
These figures show only cases reported to this Board.
Many cases of Mump, Measles and Chicken Pox were not
reported.
Suggestions and recommendations from this Board for
the year 1929 were sent to His Honor the Mayor and mem-
bers of Finance Committee.
Respectfully submitted,
NASHUA BOARD OF HEALTH,
O. S. Maynard, M. D.,
Alfred Daudelin, M. D.,
Ernest E. Levesque.






















Pernicious Anemia .... 1
Pulmonary 12
Peritonitis 2
Pulmonary Phthisis .... 2
Rheumatic Fever 1























Chronic Pericarditis ... 2





Cardiac Dilatation ... 3
Mitral Regurgitation . 4
Myocarditis 30
Thrombosis Cor. Artery 1




Oedema of Lungs 6







Gastro Intesocalitis .... 1
Hemorrhage of Stomach 1
Hepatitis 1
Intestinal Obstruction . . 2
Mesentric Thrombosis . 1
Peritonitis 2
Non-Venereal Diseases of








Chronic Pyonephrosis . 1
Chronic Cystitis 1
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Pyelotis Acute 1
Puerperal Hemorrhage .2
Miscarriage Uremic ... 1
Uraemia 7
Uraemic Coma 1













Separation of Placenta . 3
Twisting of Cord 1
Malformations
Congenital Heart Disease 5
Congenital Obliteration
of Bile Ducts 1














Fracture of Skull 5
Contagious Diseases













Total number of death in Nashua during 1928 418
Brought here for burial 123
Death Rate per thousand 14
Children died in year 1928 under one year of age 73
Children died under one year of age during three sum-
mer months (not Stillborns) 18
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Report of Health Officer
March 1st, 1929.




I respectfully submit to you the following report as
Health Officer of the City of Nashua, from January 1st,
1928-1929.
Houses Inspected 23
Plumbing and Drainage Inspections 109
Privy and Vault Inspections 17
Yard and Alley Inspections 214
Barber Shop Inspections 59
Restaurant Inspections 61
Bakery and Wagon Inspections 27
Food Store Inspections 273
Candy Factory Inspections 19
Complaints Investigated 71
Dump Inspections 9
Water Sent to Concord for Analysis 7
Nuisances Ordered Abated 16
Common Drinking Cups Ordered Abated 2
Lying-in-Hospital Inspections 4
Infant Asylum Inspections 1
Bakeries Found Unsanitary 4
Ice Cream Plants Inspections 16
Ice Sent to Concord for Analysis 4
Boarding House Inspections 33
Fish Market Inspections 4
The Usual work of this Department was carried on dur-
ing the year, and usual Clean-Up Campaign held during the
month of April with co-operation of Mr. J. A. Moussette
an Employee of the Board of Public Works as assistant.
The City showed a marked improvement in conditions over
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any previous year. The Yards and Alley-Ways were great-
ly improved. I have had the best of co-operation from the
Merchants and Citizens in this respect.
I have been aided in many ways with the faithful co-
operation of our State Food Inspector Mr. Joseph X. Duval,
our Milk Inspector Mr. Albert E. Smith, and the Public
Health Nurse Miss Lillian B. Morin, in my investigations,




Report of Milk Inspector
March 1, 1929.




During 1928, I was able to give considerable time to
testing the milk, as delivered to the milk plants by the
farmers. It was tested for bacteria, butter fat, sediment
and temperature. In this way the plant owners and I could
go back to the farms and correct any trouble that was
found.
The butter fat content of the market milk has increased
due to the public demand for a richer milk. The dealers
used to standardize their milk to 3.7 percent butter fat but
I notice to-day they sell a 4% butter fat with no increase
in price.
This year another dealer installed a pasteurizer making
10 dealers in all selling pasteurized milk.
The number of dealers has decreased from 54 in 1925
to 35 in 1928. This is due to a number of factors but very
largely to the fact that it costs too much to handle milk in
small volume. The price per unit is increased so much that
this is no profit.
EXAMINATIONS OF MILK
Satisfactory Unsatisfactory Total
Butter fat 289 15 304
Total solids 23 14 37
Bacteria 635 69 704
Sediment 389 95 484
Farm Inspections . . 310





Report of Public Health Nurse
March 1st, 1929.





I respectfully submit to you the following report as
Public Health Nurse oi the City of Nashua from January
1st, 1928-1929.
VISITS
During the year I made 1692 visits in different parts of
City. Assisted the Community Council Nurses, twice, in
getting the children ready for the summer camp. Assisted
at two Good Cheer Clinics when Toxin-x\nti-Toxin was
given to the children as a preventive of Diphtheria.
The general co-operation which I have received from
the Doctors of this City and neighboring Towns, Good
Cheer and Community Council Societies and the public has
been most helpful, and for this I wish to thank them.
Respectfully submitted,
ULIylAN B. MORIN, R. N.

Report of City Physician
January 23, 1929.
To his Honor the Mayor and the Board of Aldermen,
Gentlmen
:
I, herewith, submit my report as City Physician for the
year ending December 31, 1928.
House visits 846
Office calls 621
Calls at Police Station 14
Commitment papers filled 15
Treated one case of Diphtheria.
Performed one appendectomy.
Respectfully submitted,
ROMEO J. PARADIS, M. D.

lepor^ of Fire Commissioners
T(i the Honorable Mayor and Board of Aldermen,
Gentlemen :
—
We respectfully submit to you the report of the Fire
Department for the year ending December 31, 1928.
The Board of Fire Commissioners, consisting of H, C.
Lintott, C. H. Austin and E. W. Dunklee, met January 1st,
and organized by electing H. C. Lintott as chairman and E.
W. Dunklee as Clerk.
Fire Prevention Week, October 7th to 15th, was again
fittingly observed by the Department.
INSPECTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT
Officers and members have made Inspections of Blocks,
Cellars, Yards, etc., to guard against the accumulation of
rubbish and inflammable material and to note any conditions
liable to cause fire.
These inspections are of great benefit to the citizens
and property ow^ners in genral. The Inspections are also of
great value to this department allov^ing the members to
familiarize themselves as to the nature of contents and the
construction of the different buildings within their districts.
We think that every eft"ort should be made to lower our
insurance rates.
In conclusion we wish to extend our thanks to his
Honor the Mayor and the members of the Board of Alder-
men, for their co-operation and interest in our department,
to the Chief of Police and members of th Police Department,
to the Superintendent and employees of the Water Depart-
ment for valuable services rendered, also to the Gas and
Electric Departments of the Public Service Company.
The Officers and members of the Fire Department have
our commendation and sincere thanks for the efficient and
faithful manner in which they have performed their duties.
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FIRE ALARMS FOR 1928





The Ambulance made a Total of 877 Calls.





Insurance Paid on 38,987.27
Loss over Insurance
CONTENTS




ESTIMATED VALUE OF FIRE APPARATUS
Pumping Engine No. 1 $ 9,898.00
Pumping Engine No. 2 13,500.00
Pumping Engine No. 3 13,500.00
Pumping Engine No. 4 13,500.00
Hose No. 1 5,400.00
Hose No. 2 10,500.00
Hose No. 3 10,500.00
Hose No. 4 7,368.62
Aerial Ladder No. 1 15,500.00
Ladder No. 1 6,283.00
Ladder No. 2 10,500.00
Ladder No. 3 10,500.00
Ambulance Motor 5,500.00







Central Fire Station .,...100,000.00
Amherst Street Fire Station .....100,000.00
Arlington Street Fire Station . 30,000.00
Lake Street Fire Station 15,000.00
Fire Alarm Telegraph 20,000.00
PERMANENT MEMBERS OF THE DEPARTMENT
James E. Smith, Chief
Albert C. Melendy, Deputy Chief
W. E. Whitney, Capt. Combination No. 1
C. H. Tafe, Captain Aerial Ladder No. 1
D. H. Downey, Captain Engine No. 4
R. E. Hallisey, Captain Engine No. 2
S. P. Smalley, Engineer Engine No. 4
N. L. Tessier, Enginer Engine No. 3
E. W. Franklin, Engineer Engine No. 1
J. W. Degnan D. E. Cantara
Frank Rancourt R. H. Duplessie
G. H. Atwood H. L. Duprey
R. A. Aldrich J. R. Phippard
G. S. Hidden F. Mansur
A. G. Taggart W. H. Mellen
P. V. Jauron P. Betters
H. Dubois H. A. Walton
C. L. York J. G. Coifey
P. A. Lintott C. E. Caron
E. J. O'Leary H. E. Cutter
A. J. Malloy J. H. Varney
Fred Laforme R. Downey
L. R. Pike L. Soucy
J, W. Jones G. S. Lewis
'W. E. Curtis
FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH
This branch of the service is now in good condition ex-
cept the placing of the wires in ducts located by the New
England Telephone and Telegraph Co. in place of the over-
head wires, which work is still in progress as fast as ducts
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are laid. As the growth of the City is extending its lines in
the outlaying districts. We would recommend a Special
Appropriation to cover the cost of extending the Fire Alarm
System in these sections, especially in th North, South and






Report of the Police Commissioners
Nashua, N. H., January 23, 1929.




Enclosed, find detail report of the Police Department
for the year 1928.
This department has been called upon to perform a
large amount of extra duty, which received careful attention







Report of the Chief of PoKce
To the Board of Police Commissioners of the City (jf Nashua.
Gentlemen,
I hereby submit the Annual Report of the Chief of
Police for the year ending December 31, 1928.
The total number of arrests for the year was 1180, of
these, 1121 were male, and 59 were female.
CRIMES AGAINST THE PERSON
Assault 32
Assault, aggravated 1




Breaking, Entering, Attempted Larceny 2
Breaking, Entering and Larceny 6
Burning Personal Property 1
Defacing Building 1
Disposing of property held on lien 4
Embezzlement 2
Larceny 27
Obtaining Money, False Pretense 1
Passing Bad Check 1
Receiving Stolen Goods 2
Unlawful Use of Automobile 2
CRIMES AGAINST PUBLIC ORDER
Adultery 8
Annoying and Derisive Words 1
Concealed Weapon, Carrying 4
Contempt of Court 4
Cruelty to Animals 2
Deserter 1
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Fugitive from Justice 1
Gambling 10
Gambling, permitting 7
Gambling, present at 2
Insane Persons 8
Material Witness 2
Peddling without a license 7
Non-Support of Family 17





Selling Cigarettes to Minors 2
Suspicious Person 11
Trespassing on Railroad 6
Violation of Registered Bottle Law 1
Violation of City Ordinances 1
Violation of Fish and Game Law 3
Violation of Itinerant Vendor Law 1
Violation ni Junk License Law 1
Vialation of Traffic Ordinances 13
Violation of Liquor Law 204






Committed to House of Correction 73
Committed to Jail 19
Committed to State Hospital 7
Complaint Dismissed 9
Discharged , 25
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Held for Grand Jury 31
Nol-Prossed 69
Paid Fine and Costs 431
Paid Costs 68
Placed on File 44
Released after Observation 3
Sentence Suspended 70
Suspicion Released 11
Safe Keeping Released 232
Surrendered to their departments 16
Witnesses Released on Bail 2
1180
JUVENILE DEPARTMENT




Breaking, Entering and Larceny 2





Violation of Motor Vehicle Law 1
28
DISPOSITION OF CASES
Committed to Industrial School 2
Committed to Industrial School for Superior Ct. 3
Discharged 2
Nol Prossed 2
Placed on Probation 9
Placed on File 10
28
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE
Total No. of Duty Calls on the police signal system 79.881
Total No. of Tel. Calls on the police signal system 8,693
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Total Number of Patrol Wagon Calls on the police
signal system 309
Total No. of Complaints over the N. E. Tel. Co. System 1,568
Number of Persons furnished lodgings during the year 635
Buildings found open and secured 723
Broken Water Pipes 4
Defective Streets Reported 36
Defective Sidew^alks Reported 20
Disturbances Suppressed 48
Disorderly Houses Reported 6
Electric Lights Reported Out 611
Fire Alarms Sent In 11
Fires Extinguished by Officers 4
Intoxicated Persons Sent Home 54
Lost Children Returned Home 35
Lights Hung in Dangerous Places 3
Rescued from Drow^ning 1
Wires Down and Reported 16
Cats Killed by Officers 4b
Dogs Killed by Officers 87
Horses Killed by Officers 1
Bank Alarms Answered 4
Fire Alarms Reported to 40
STOLEN AND RECOVERED PROPERTY
Amount of property reported stolen 10,586.13
Amount of property recovered and returned to owner 9,927.88
Amount of property not recovered 658.25
During the year nineteen automobiles were reported
stolen and in each and every case they were recovered and
returned to the owner.
ACCIDENT REPORT
Total number of accidents 418
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Sudden Death 5
Trolley Cars 1
Suicide by Hanging 1
Suicide by Shooting 1







During the year one prisoner escaped through the top
of one of the cells and it was found that the top of the cells
on the whole tier was of faulty construction and that it had
been possible for this occurrence to happen at any time
since the cells were constructed. The construction of the
cells are of brick and are of a porous nature making them
very unsanitary and almost impossible to keep free from
vermin.
The cell room is so constructed that it would be very
easy for any person to enter it bythe rear and remove a
prisoner from the cells or give him aid with which to make
an escape.
The guard-room of the station house is and has been
for some time crowded for room and it became necessary
to place several lockers in the cellar of the main part of the
station house for the men to use. The mention of this fact
is for use in the consideration of my recommendation later
in this report.
The department is now equipped with five automobiles
and two motorcycles. Of this number, three are Fords used
for patrol work during the night and by their use it saves
the department $7,391.00 per year less the maintenance of
the automobiles. In addition, the use of these Ford cars are
obtained for the liquor squad and the detective department
during the day time for investigating crimes and accidents
at a very small additional cost.
The department has for housing facilities for these five
cars and two motorcycles, a small garage at the South of
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the Police Station capable of holding" only two automobiles
making it necessary to house all other vehicles in the street
owing to the lack of space it is not possible to enlarge the
present garage, therefore, it would be necessary to look for
other means of relief.
At the beginning of the present year one block of cells
was removed from the North side of the cell room with the
view of making an entrance on the West side of building
for use as a garage, butasthe appropriation for the year
1928 was not enough to make this change nothing further
has been done. Even this change would be inadequate for
the proper housing and repairs of the automobiles.
I would recommend to your Commission that the tier
of cells which remain on the North side of the cell room
be remcjved. That a floor be built across the North half of
the building dividing the u])per and lower level. This change
would give ample garage room on the lower level for years
to come and would give a large guard-room for use of the
officers on the upper level. With these changes it would
leave the South side of the present cell room for the care
and detention of jirisoners, which would be adequate for
years to come.
I recommend that all entrances to the cell room be
equipped with a steel door to prevent escapes and assistance
from the outside which is so easy at the present time, also
that the iron bars at the windows in the cell room be prop-
erly anchored in the wall to avoid a repetition of the escape
of a prisoner where he ]">ulled the bars from the wall with
his bare hands.
I recommend that a room be set off next to the East
wall of the cell room, and this room be used as the com-
plaint and booking room and that the main entrance to the
cell room to be from this room. This would keep the cell
room and prisoners constantly under the observation of the
officer in charge of the station or the officer on duty at the
desk. The reason for this recommendation is that owing
to a recent state law it is obligatory upon the officer in
charge to allow visitation of prisoners at all times and it is
necessary to watch all visitors to see that they do not con-
vey weapons or tools of escape to the prisoner.
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I also recommend that the Commission consider the ad-
visability of eciui])]Mng" the cell room with sanitary steel
cells, two of which be made from tool proof steel. If the
expense is more than can be considered at this time I would
request that at least two cells be equipped with tool proof
steel bars as any of the bars in the present cells can be cut




Report of Park Commission
To his Honor the Mayor and Board of Aldermen,
The Park Commission makes its annual report for the
year ending December 31, 1928.
The Board is organized this year: Robert W. Bundy,
Chairman, Frank X. Tardiff, and Frank J. Finning, Clerk.
We are pleased to report a very satisfactory year and
in addition to the ordinary routine work of the department
a number of improvements were made without any extra
appropriation. A cement, two car Garage with loft for
storage purposes, was built by our men on rainy days, to-
gether with improvements as laid out in plans for the sev-
eral Commons and Parks.
Greeley Park
As our City is growing so is the number of visitors to
our Parks. Very few of our tax payers knew of the Greeley
Park only as on the west side of Concord Street until it
was brought before them during the Centennial Week of
the past year. We shall predict now that within a few years
that an underpass of the B. & M., R. R. will permit easy
access to the shores of the Merrimack River where during
the hot summer months bathing and boating could be en-
joyed by those that like such sport. All of the underbrush
has been removed giving the young trees plenty of room
to grow and also improve the appearance of the grove.
Just ofif of Concord Street, on the east side, nearly 100
young pines and 50 oaks, maples and elms were planted
and in time work in perfect harmony with plans already
developed for this side of the Park.
The new drive on the west side will be finished this
year and a new slide and a larger set of swings for the ever
increasing demand of the children.
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South Common
This valuable piece of land, in the center of the City,
is at last in shai)e so that the entire surface is so that we
can cut the grass with a Lawn-Mower and this year new
posts will be set in on Elm and Otterson Streets giving the
Common a beautiful appearance. The Recreation Commis-
sion received permission to install a Lawn Tennis Court, this
adds a healthful sport for many of the taxpayers.
Carnivals, Bonfires and celebrations of like manner should
not be encouraged by our people as they have, as in the past,
left the common in a terrible and irreparable state, keeping
in mind always that the neighbors have some rights.
North Common
The Artillery Pond Basin is fast fdling up and will soon
be the mecca for all kinds of outdoor sports. The Commis-
sion will ask this year for a special appropriation of $5,000
that the dumpage could be brought to a level and the loam
taken from the south end of the Basin could be spread over
this and to remain so for one year, taking the sourness out of
the Loam and by next fall this could be harrowed, rolled and
seeded down, thus completing this the north end of the Pond.
The Baseball field, Bleachers and Canvas was wished on
us and it is the intention of the Commissioners that any of
our local teams can have the use of same by paying the ac-
tual cost, giving them a chance of earning a small sum to
the victors and much fun for those that witness these games.
Other Parks and Squares
The Meeting House Park, proper, is a very small piece
of land and in its present size can be made into a pretty plot
and our men will look after it this year with that in mind.
Hannah Dustin, Monument Square and Deschenes Oval and
smaller public plots are kept mowed. The Buxton Green-
houses, Inc., set out a beautiful Flower Bed in the Esplanade
and F. H. Bailey & Son gave a large Bed of Flowers to the
Stark Square which were much admired by the thousands
of tourists going through our city.
Moth Work
The Park Commission have no special appropriation for
this work and the money is taken from our regular appro-
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priation. We find that the Brown Tail Moth nests are con-
siderable less this year compared with other years and the
Gypsy Moths are on the increase. In trimming the nests
from tree to tree our men have found a number of dead limbs
and limbs that cross each other that in time will kill both
limbs. We have no authority to remove anything" but the
nests from the trees and we suggest that the Park Commis-
sion be allowed to care for all Public trees as we have men
well versed in such work.
We submit the following request for the year 1929:
Regular appropriation for upkeep and maintenance $ 9,500.00
Repairs and painting bleachers at North Common .. 275.00
Repairs and replacement of canvass at North Com-
mon 200.00
Extension of water mains at Greeley Park 250.00
Total $10,225.00
Above simply takes care of necessary maintainance in
order to keep the public parks in neat condition and it should
be so that we could do some constructive work each year in
order to keep in stej) with other departments.
Financial Statement
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1928 $ 1,069.55
Appropriation 9,500.00
Interest on Bonds 400.00
Credit by discounts and receipts from City Treas.. . 499.95












Supplies for general work 528.65
Miscellaneous, including new Garage 949.47
$11,501.63
Balance on hand December 31, 1928 117.87
$11,619.50
Respectfully,
. R. W. BUNDY, Chairman,
F. X. TARDIF,
F. T. FINNING, Clerk.
Report of the Recreation Commissior!
To the Honorable Mayor and the Board of Aldermen
:
During the year 1928 your commission has promoted four
activities, Skating, Play Ground, Swimming and Tennis, with
an attempt at Sliding, but there was so little snow, that this
did not meet with much success.
Skating
Two rinks were in operation during the skating season of
1927-28, one at the North Common, the other at the South
Common. The spraying for most of the winter months of
1928 was looked after directly by your Commission without a.
su])erintcndent, and with a fewer number of permanent men,
hiring in such help as weather conditions required. This re-
sulted in a considerable saving in making ice. The Rink at the
South Common was patronized almost beyond its capacity and
should be enlarged. The great need here is to have a large
portion of the south side of the Common leveled so that a
good skating surface could he made quickly. On a level sur-
face this is possible almost in a single night, while with a good
deal of unevenness it takes several nights of cold weather t(j
get good skating. The North Common has not proved so popu-
lar and there seems to be a demand for Artillery Pond. So
that beginning the Season 1928-29, your Commission decided
to discontinue the North Common and use Artillery Pond.
This was not decided upon early enough to put the area to be
used for skating into condition, and therefore there is more
or less grass and weeds still in the way. However, your
Commission is of the opinion that with any skating weather
at all this can be made a very popular and useful skating
rink.
Swimming
The ^naunicipal swimming pool has been in great need
of dredging and a retaining wall to keep the gravel from
washing bc-^ck in and filling up the pool. We attempted to
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start this work before opening the bath house in the early
summer, but due to high water this proved to be impossible.
Late in the Fall we had low water and started dredging, got
about half of the dredging on the west side of the pool done,
when it was deemed necessary to take the machinery away
to prepare for the snow season. At least two or three
thousand dollars should he expended on the pool next year in
finishing the dredging and putting in at least a part of the
retaining wall. The pool was managed by superintendent
William J. O'Neil as heretofore, and was done in a very
efificient and successful way . Mr. O'Neil's report is included
herewith.
Playgrounds
Playgrounds o])ened later than usual, due to the cel-
ebration of the 75th Anniversary, but the work was attend-
ed with a very successful season. One new playground was
opened on Blossom Street, and from the attendance it is
evident that it was needed and is much appreciated. This
work was, as heretofore, under the management of our very
able superintendent of playgrounds, Ray Pendleton, whose
report is included herewith.
Tennis
One municipal tennis court has proved cpiite inadequate
for the city's needs, and two new tarvia courts were put in
at the South Common. These were dedicated September 22
by some of Nashua's enthusiastic tennis players, with speak-
ing by His Honor Mayor Sullivan, ft)rmer Mayor Sargent
and Reverend Mr. Niles. These courts proved extremely
popular, and although the natural tennis season was about
over before they were dedicated, they were in constant use
up to the arrival of the first snow, when the nets were re-
moved. Another court is needed at the North Common,
which your Commission confidently expects to build in the
early part of the next year. .\nd two tarvia courts should
be built at Crown Hill. The operating expense of the tarvia
courts is almost nil, and as public courts, to use in all kinds
of weather and have ready almost immediately after it stops
raining, they have great advantages over clay courts. .Also,
the first cost is no more, if as much, as for clay courts.
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Our rather large cash balance is due to the fact that
we economized as much as ])ossible throughout the year
with the intention of spending the money at the swimming
pool, and then we were unable to finish the work there,
leaving a considerable balance.
Respectfully submitted,
C. H. BABBITT, Chairman,




Report of Supervisor of Playgrounds
To the Recreation Commission:
The playgrounds opened later than usual this year, due
to the 7Sth Anniversary Celebration, but this in no way in-
terfered with the success of the summer work.
One new Playground was opened up this season at Blos-
som Street. This fulfilled a needed want in that section of
the city.
The stafif of workers was changed considerably over
that of the previous year. But in spite of so many new
workers the summer program was carried out the best in
recent years.
Tournaments were conducted in Senior and Junior base-
ball, Senior and Junior track, and Senior and Junior horse-
shoe,—all for boys. The girls participated in volley ball and
bean bags. These tournaments comprised interplayground
activities. Beside these, pet shows, treasure hunts and pic-
nics were held.
The attendance on the different grounds was very good,
and shows an increase over that in 1927. Based on a per-









The cost of operating the six playgrounds was $3,130.22.
This brings the cost of 9c per person period.
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The usual handicraft activities were held under the su-
pervision of Mrs. Foley, and proved as po[)ular as ever.
The tinal day prog-ram w^as held at North Common and
was based on the regular summer prog-ram. In conjunction
with this, a lantern parade was held which proved to be one






To the Recreation Commission
:
The swimming pool opened the sixteenth of June, and
ch:)sed September fourth.
The staff of workers consisted of two life-guards, special
officer, swimming instructor, and myself.
Each year I have recommended that the pool be made
larger by cutting back the bank and the point on the north
side. This would give a larger swimming area and a better
flow of water through the pool ; also that a retaining wall
be constructed on the south side to hold back the bank,
which is being washed into the pool during every severe
rain storm. The road leading into and out of the grounds
is in very bad condition and also should be repaired. I am
pleased to report that a start was made on these improve-
ments last fall.
The class of activities at the pool necessarily remain
about the same each year. It can be classed as a large
playground, where whole families join in recreation.
The work of Miss McQueeney as a teacher of swimming
and life-saving is worthy of note. The children are taught
swimming, and the different methods of life-saving as re-
commended by the American Red Cross.
125 children passed the test for beginners.
20 children passed the test for swimmers.
12 children passed the test for Junior life-savers.
9 boys and girls over 17 years of age passed the test
for Senior life-savers.
The attendance figured on a per person-period basis
taken three times a day of those in bathing at 11:30 A. M.
—
3.30 P. M.—7.30 P. M. totaled 16,287.
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11 :30 A.M. 3 :30 P. M. 7 :30 P. M. Total
Attendance Attendance Attendance
June 16-June 30 104 1083 719 1906
July 1-July 31 613 4665 3040 8318
Au^. 1-Aug-. 31 694 3511 1790 5995
Sept. 1-Sept. 4 11 52 5 68
Grand Total 16,287
The receii)ts showed an increase over last year, and ex-
penses decreased a small amount. I think a still greater re-
turn can be made when improvements are completed.









Turned over to City Treasurer $ 523.52
EXPENDITURES
Salaries $1,108.90
International Paper Box Co. (power) 40.00





Total cost to the city $ 649.74
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Total cost to the city $649.74, for 16,287 users of the
swimmint^ pool.—practically four cents per person period.
1 am sincerely g'rateful to tlie Supervisor of Playgrounds,
and to the members of the Recreation Commission, who
have always been pleased to assist me.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM J. O'NEIL,
Supervisor Municipal Swimming Pool.
January 1, 1929.
Report of City Solicitor
To the Mayor and Board of Aldermen of Nashua.
Gentlemen
:
I submit the following report for the year ending De-
cember 31, 1928.
The year 1928 was an unusually busy one for the City
Solicitor, presenting many important matters in addition to
the usual routine work of the Legal Department.
The first serious problem came in connection with the
building of the Canal Street Bridge, and involved an attempt
to use the Initiative Petition for the first time since the
new Charter was put in force. Action in the Superior Court
was also brought, but was later dismissed.
Another important matter was the suit of Bowers and
Slawsby vs. the City of Nashua. The trial of this suit oc-
cupied a week in the Superior Court ,and was finally ad-
justed, the City of Nashua purchasing a strip of land from
Bowers thereby making the City sole owner of the Park
just South of the Main Street Bridge.
The suit of Rheume vs. City of Nashua was settled, by
the payment of compensation, under the Employers' Lia-
bility Act of New Hampshire, to the widow.
The case of Markarian et als vs. the City was finally
settled on June 2L 1928, and several suits of minor impor-
tance were disposed of without recourse to the Court.
Much time was spent in connection with East Pearl
Street relating to the removal of the Nashua Street Railway
tracks. No progress was made on the suit which is now
pending before the Supreme Court, but Agreements were
obtained from the Street Railway resulting in the repair of
the tracks on East Pearl Street, and the prospect of con-
siderable improvement of the tracks on Main Street be-
tween East Pearl Street and the City Hall. The case is still
pending, and if the necessity arises, can be brought to a
hearing.
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Many duties were performed with respect to the details
of the bond issues in connection with the construction of the
Canal Street Bridge, and the Veterans' Building, so-called.
Many Ordinances and Resolutions were drawn for mem-
bers of the Board of Aldermen, many opinions, both verbal
and written were rendered to nearly every Department of
the City, contracts were drawn, cases investigated, and one




Annual Rep^r^ of the
Trustees of Suburban Cemeteries
To his Honor the Mayor and Board of Aldermen.
The Board of Trustees of Sul)url)an Cemeteries present
their Annual l\e])ort for the year 1928.
The several Cemeteries have l)een given the usual
care for general upkeep, and are in good condition.
During the year a tract of land adjoining the west side
of Evergreen Cemetery w^as purchased, thus providing for
future expansion and giving an outlet on South Chestnut
street.
FINANCES
City Appropriation $ 900.00




Balance charged to 1929 100.10
$1,191.69
Bills approved and paid $1,805.65
Balance form 1927 114.04
$1,191.69
PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS
Public Utility Bonds $4,000.00
Old Guaranty Savings Bank 798.61
Citizens Guaranty Savings Bank 549.78
Respectfully submitted,
ARTHUR H. COTTON,
Secretary for Board of Trustees.
Annual Report of the
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery
1928
To the Honorable Mayor and Board of Aldermen
:
The Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery present their 35th
annual report, for the calendar year 1928, as follows
:
'J'he Cemetery grounds are in excellent condition, some
new territory having been improved during the year. The
buildings are in fair order; the office and tool house need-
ing painting, an inexpensive job which can be done by our
own men. Our old and dilapidated wooden fence on Amherst
Street and Cushing avenue has been replaced by a modern,
handsome and enduring iron fence, paid for by the special
appropriation of $4,500. in 1928 and from unused funds in
our hands.
The new Anderson Chapel is approaching completion,
an exceedingly beautiful building, a credit to any locality and
a lasting monument to the donor, Mrs. Ella F. Anderson and
to her husband, the late Frank E. Anderson.
The financial conditif)n of the Cemetery on December
31, 1928, is shown as follows:
TRITST FUNDS FOR PERPETUAL CARE OF EOTS
Amount at last annual report $ 49,858.33
Received during the year (23 bonds) . . 3,284.00
$ 53,142.33
Which is invested as follows:
$6,000. City of Nashua, 4^^%, 1942 . . . .$ 6,000.00
$1,000. Andover Village Dist., 4%, 1930 1,000.00
$500, U. S. 4th Liberty Loan, 4>4%,
(subscribed) . /. 500.00
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$200. U. S. 4th Liberty Loan 4^%,
(received for perpetual care) 200.00
$22,000. U. S. 4th Liberty Loan, 4-3/4%,
at cost ' 19,344.00
^ shares Pcnnichuck Water Works @ 166 498.00
$ 27,542.00
Old Guaranty S. Bk., account No. 12034$ 11,667.25
Nashua Trust Co., account No. 11500 .. 12.040.58
Due from General Fund 1,892.50
$ 53,142.33
PERMANENT FUND FOR CARE OF WALKS AND
DRIVES
Amount at last annual report $ 7,165.75
Received during the year 527.50
$ 7,693.25
Which is invested as follows
:
$3,500. U. S. 4th Liberty Loan, 4/2%,
at cost $ 3.077.45
$1,000. City of Nashua, 4/2%. 1942 .... 1,000.00
$ 4.077.45
Citizens Guaranty S. Bk., acct. No. 708$ 3,608.05
Due from General Fund 49.00
$ 7,734.50
Less due to General Fund 41.25
$ 7,693.25
Your Trustees have received during the year:
Burial fees, care of lots, etc $ 842.98
Payment for 32 lots 2,110.00
Income from invested funds 1,623.34
City Appropriation for 1928 5,700.00
Withtdrawal from Savings Account . . ' 1.000.00
Incidentals 1.00
Total REVENUE $ 11,277.32
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Bonds for perpetual care (25) 3,284.00
Balance from 1927 18.27
Total RECEIPTS $ 14,579.59
Balance overdrawn 333.29
$ 14,912.
We have expended for
:
Payroll, labor and teams $ 4,806.14
Water 12.00
Seeds, plants, bulbs and trees 76.00
Insurance and safe deposit 14.04
Telephone 76.25
Superintendent's supplies, repairs, tools,
hose, cement, etc 183.32
Office supplies and rent 50.00
Plans and surveying 144.00
Moving' office safes and supplies 25.00
Weed killer fluid 98.29
$ 5,485.04
New fence 5.576.34
Total EXPENSES $ 11,061.38
Deposited in Old Guaranty Savings Bk.,
account No. 12034 1,881.00
Deposited in Nashua Trust Company,
account No. 11500 1,403.00
Deposited in Citizens Guaranty Savings
Bank, account No. 708 527.50
Refund of Perpetual Care 40.00
Total PAYMENTS $ 14,912.8^
For the Trustees, respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH L. CLOUGH,
Nashua, N. H., January 1929. Secretary,
Annual Report of the
Trustees of the Woodlawn Cemetery
To his Honor the Mayor and Board of x\ldermen.
Gentlemen :
—
The Board of Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery submit
the followinj^- as their Annual Report for the year ending-
I)ecemi)er 31, 1928.
GROUNDvS AND BUILDINGS
Mr. Warwick Sncjw, Superintendent, and his assistants
have given the best of care to the grounds and buildings and
they are in a first class condition.
INTERMENTS DURING THE YEAR 1928
Residents 69
Residents, Children 8
Out of Town. Adults 43
Total 120
Services in the Chapel 18
Number of Soldiers buried during the year 1928 3
Cash received from Greenhouse sales $ 1,190.10
Value of Plants and Flowers in Perpetual Care . . 437.00
Value of Plants used on grounds 850.00
$ 2,477.10
The following is a statement of the Current Expense
Fund and Perpetual Care Fund, for the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1928.
CURRENT EXPENSE FUND
Balance on hand as per last report,
January 1, 1928 $ 1,584.31
Corrections made first report after
report was filed, as follows
:
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Dividend received by City Treasurer .$ 20.00
Refunds 12.23
$ 32.23











Pay Rolls $ 9,398.83
Labor and Teams 116.23
Flov^^ers, Seeds and Plants . . 76.70
Loam and Fertilizer 382.25
Lights and Fuel 205.13
Water 53.40
Tools and Merchandise 845.06
Supplies 273.53
Insurance 1 18.17
Printing and Stationery .... 11.25
Rent and Recording 152.00
Miscellaneous 15.00
Transferred to Walks and
Drives Fund 1,500.00
$ 13,147.55
Balance on hand Jan. 1; 1929 ' 735130
$ 13,882.85
PERPETUAL CARE FUND
Total Perpetual Care Fund on hand,
Jan. 1, 1928 $106,476.45
Received during the year 1928:
Maturing Bond, City of Nashua, N. H.$ 1,000.00
Maturing Bonds (6) Caskill Corp. Co. 6,000.00
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For Care of Lots 3,619.00
$ 10,619.00
$117,095.45
Less Maturing Bonds $ 7,000.00
Total Perpetual Care Fund, Jan. 1, 1929 $110,095.45
Total Investments Jan. 1, 1928 $102,658.64
Refund, Purchased Lot 150.00
Correction on last year's report 8.38
Invested during the year 1928 13,500.00
$116,317.02
Less Maturing Bonds 7,000.00
Total Investments January 1, 1929 ....$109,317.02
Balance on hand January 1, 1929 778.43
$110,095.45
Balance on hand January 1. 1928 $ 3,817.81
Received during the year 1929 10,619.00
$ 14,436.81
Amount invested during the year 1929 13,658.38
Leaving a balance on hand Jan. 1, 1929$ 778.43
FUNDS IN OLD GUARANTY SAVINGS BANK
WALKS AND DRIVES
Balance on hand. January 1. 1928 $ 89.29
Transferred from Current Expense Account during
the year 1,500.00
$ 1,589.29
Interest to April 2, 1928 2.53
Total amount in Walks and Drives Fd., Jan. 1, 1929$ 1,591.82
PERPETUAL CARE FUND
Balance on hand January 1, 1928 .$ 7,461.93
Deposited during the year , . , , . . 3,000.00
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Interest April 2, 1928 305.11
$ 10,767.04
Less interest transfer'd to current exnense account 305.11
r.alance on hand January 1. 1929 $ 10,461.93
CITIZENS GUARANTY SAVINGS BANK
PERPETUAL CARE FUND
Total amount on deposit January 1, 1928 $ 165.96
Deposited during- the yar 1928 $ 3.000.00
Accrued interest lanuary 1, 1929 16.68
Total amount January 1. 1929 • $ 3,182.64
NASHUA TRUST COMPANY
PERPETUAL CARE FUND
Amount deposited during the yar 1928 $ 7,500.00
Interest January 1, 1929 78.25
Total amount January 1. 1929 $ 7,578 25
Respectfully submitted,
EUGENE P. JOHNSON.
Secretary for Board of Trustees.
Report of City Librarian
FOR THE YEAR 1927
In reviewing the work of the year it is a satisfaction to be
able to show such a fine record of growth. So far as it can
be expressed in terms of circulation it has been the largest
in the history of the library. This totalled 149,661 volumes,
a gain of 18,855 over 1926. In the adult department there
was a gain of 763 registrations . Besides the number of
volumes loaned for home use, 4,380 books and magazines
were given out for study in the Reading Room, many of
these requiring special research f(jr articles wanted. The
average circulation per day in the adult department was 288.
The foreign circulation shows a decrease, not because our
readers were less interested, but l)ecause there was not suf-
ficient time to purchase and catalog new titles.
The reference work has increased steadily, not only with
pupils from the pupblic schools but with adults. A great
many questions were answered over the telephone, daily,
covering a wide rang of subjects. The desk attendants sel-
dom fail to find the information requested and never lack
the splendid spirit of service. If the work continues to in-
crease, a reference librarian will 1)e needed with some ar-
rangements made for a reference room. It is impossible to
keep the Reading Room quiet for adult readers when refer-
ence work is being done by large groups of pupils from va-
rious schools. Our circulation desk is not large enough to
accommodate more than two assistants. It now requires that
number nuich of the tinvj to charge and discharge books
without the addition of another assistant doing reference
work.
Miss Margaret Howison, who became full time assis-
tant in September, took a reference course the latter part of
the year at the Boston Public Library under the supervision
of the Massachusetts University Extension, This proved
beneficial both to the librarv and herself.
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Mrs. Olive Nason, our Children's Librarian for four
years, resigned in August. This position was a difficult one
to hll as she had done exceedingly fine work. Miss Emily
Whittier, a graduate of the Springfield Training School,
with some experience, was engaged at that time. In No-
vember another change occurred when she resigned. Her
place was filled by Miss Marion Manning, a graduate of
Boston University, a former teacher, with nearly two years'
experience in the Utica, New York, Public Library.
The total juvenile circulation was 49,297, which does not
include the 220 sets or 5,279 Keystone Educational Views
used with the stereoscope which went into the homes of
many children giving both pleasure and instruction. 911
French books were circulated from this department. 452
books were selcted by the librarian and sent to several
schools to aid in supplementary reading.
A very successful Book Week was conducted the week
of November 13, both at the main library and at Crown Hill.
An attractive book house was built in the center of the
Children's Room. The roof and sides were decorated with
book jackets while shelves arranged inside the house held
many of the books exhibited. Philip Morris ,our local book-
dealer, kindly loaned many attractive volumes. His cooper-
ation was appreciated and added much to the usefulness of
the display. Many parents and teachers visited the room
and gained help with suggestions for Christmas buying.
Great care was taken to select only those titles by the best
authors, illustrators and publishers. The largest circulation
for one day during the year, in fact the largest ever known,
was the Monday following Book Week with 714 volumes
loaned in this department. Nearly all this number was given
out between the hours of four and eight, requiring four as-
sistants, beside the librarian and two officers to keep the
children in line allowing none to enter beyond the capacity
of the room. Twice during the week story hours were held
in the Newspaper Room. About 150 children were delight-
fully entertained with stories told by Mrs. Helen Hamblett
and Miss Olive Buxton.
The Crown Hill Library shows a very prosperous year
with a circulation of 12,671, an increase of 4,266. The value
of continuing this service can readily be seen. Mrs. Gladys
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Woodbury, the Librarian in charg'e since the trial opening
in July 1924, has l)ceii much interested in the work and has
served the people well. She was able to take the Library
Summer Course given at Keene in July.
A deposit of books is much needed in the south part of
the city .particularly for the little people who cannot come
to the main library because of the distance and cold weather.
Such a valuable educational institution must not stand still
but each year more fully meet the needs of the people. May
our budget soon be adequate to take care of such growth.
In November, Mrs. Anne Congdon kindly allowed many
of her fine oil paintings exhibited in the Reading Room and
in December through the efforts of Mrs. Congdon and Mr.
Leonard F. Burbank a large exhibit from the Vesper George
School of Art in Boston was loaned for two weeks. The
work of several Nashua students attending the school was
shown and some fine work by local artists added much to
the interest. No account was kept of the number of visitors
during these two exhibits but several hundred persons availed
themselves of the wonderful opportunity of becoming famil-
iar with the commercial art of to-day as it is being taught
in an excellent school also the pleasure of discovering artists
of real ability in our own city.
The library building has been an object of admiration
and curiosity to strangers visiting the city for twenty-four
years. In December, bronze tablets were placed on either
side of the front entrance, informing the public that it is the
Hunt Memorial Building and the Nashua Public Library.
This was one of the great achievements of the year and
many thanks are due the committee for their perseverance.
The library lawn has needed attention for several years.
In the summer it was entirely dug up and resurfaced. A
barberry hedge was planted around the edge, hoping it
would protect the lawn from careless pedestrians who have
used it as a pathway for their own convenience, also from
children who have considered it a playground.
Through the interest and help of Mayor Sargent, the
Trustees voted to install a new lighting system. This much
needed im]:)rovement will l)e ai)preciated by the stafif and pa-
trons.
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The American Library Association, after careful study,
has made the statement that f)ne doHar per capita is the
minimum for Hbrary appropriation. We are not living up
to this by one half. Until we are nearer the goal, great
things cannot be accomplished. Salaries are small, therefore
trained help is not available. Roosevelt has so truly said,
"After the church and school the free public library is the
most effective influence for good in America !" Its value is
not realized, therefore our support is markedly inferior to
that afforded other institutions.
The library has received 199 gifts ,consisting of books,
magazines, newspapers and pictures. A valuable collection
of state and county reports was presented by Mr. Everett
M. Stevens which has helped complete our files. Our thanks
are extended to him and to all others for their interest and
help. We wish, particularly, to express our hearty thanks
to the Telegraph Publishing Co. for their splendid coopera-
tion in printing monthly book lists and publicity items during
Book Week and the art exhibitions.
The librarian is grateful to her loyal and eft'icient as-
sistants without whose fine spirit it would have been impos-
sible to carry on so successfully during the year. To the
Board of Trustees for their cooperation, guidance and in-






















Total for Crown Hill 12.671
Total adult circulation 93,494
Total juvenile circulation 56,167
Grand Total 149,661

















Population of city (last census) 28,379 28,379
T(_)tal number of volumes December 31 .... 40,453 41,776
Total number of volumes circulated 130,806 149,661
Increase in circulation 4,930 18,855
Circulation per capita 4.61 5.27
Foreign circulation 4,488 3,865
Number of distributing points 2 2





Volumes in Library December 31, 1926 .... 40,453
Volumes in Library December 31, 1927 .... 41,776
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Board of Trustees of the Public Library
To the Mavor and Board of Aldermen for the city of Nashua.
Gentlemen
:
Following is the account of the financial transactions




















Insurance expended for cleaning and
painting 143.75
$ 15,273.13
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TRUST FUNDS, CITY 1'REASURER, CUSTODIAN
John M. Hunt Bldg. Fd, City of Nashua 4% bonds $10,000.00
Ahnira L. Jacquith Fund, City of Nashua 4% bonds 500.00
Daniel Hussey Fund, City of Nashua 4% bonds . . 15,000.00
Balance in savings bank account 98.59
$ 25,598.59
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
ex-officio Hon. William F. Sullivan, Mayor
ex-officio Hon. Henry S. Lagasse, Pres., Board of Aldermen
Hon. William H. Beasom Term expiring 1929
Gen. Arthur G. Shattuck Term expiring 1930
Rev. William Porter Niles Term expiring 1931
Hon. Henri A. Burque Term expiring 1932
Hon. John R. Spring Term expiring 1933
Hon. Frank B. Clancy Term expiring 1934
Mrs. Anne Ramsdell Congdon Term expiring 1935
LIBRARY STAFF
Librarian Clara E. Smith
Assistant Librarian Christine B. Rockwood
Head of Children's Dept. Marion A. Manning
General Assistant Margaret H. How^ison
General Assistant Elizabeth C. Spring
General Assistant Doris J. Bates
In Charge of Crown Hill
Station Mrs. Clarence Woodbury




Report of City Librarian
FOR THE YEAR 1928
Each year the PubHc Library is increasing its usefuhiess,
more and more meeting the needs of the community, not
only by furnishing recreational reading but by helping those
who wish material on more serious subjects. During the
last few years there has been a great variety of splendid
non-fiction titles published. While all can not be purchased,
we have many of the more important works. Interesting
biographies, showing how men and women have met their
problems, travel, poetry, essays, drama, and business books
are in constant demand and it is gratifying to know that so
many of our patrons are availing themselves of this free
education extension service.
All departments show a decided gain in circulation over
1927. 170,885 volumes were charged out for home use,
showing an increase of 21,224. Books and magazines loaned
for reading and study in the Reading Room numbered 4,973,
which has not been added to the total circulation. This is a
gain over 1927. The juvenile department at the main library
circulated 52,520 volumes, an increase of 3,223. The total for
Crown Hill was 15,496, an increase of 2,825. 4,448 foreign
books were circulated with an increase of 583. Picture cir-
culation : 425.
1,865 volumes were added during the year, 106 of these
being gifts. 878 were discarded, making a total gain to the
library of 1,093 volumes. The largest month was December
with a circulation of 9,748. The average circulation per day
in all departments was 564. The library was open 303 days
and Sunday afternoons in addition, during the first half of
the year.
In February Miss Madeleine Engelhardt who had had
experience in the Goffstown, N. H., Public Library was en-
gaged for page duties.
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Miss Anne Elizabeth Leach, after serving us well for
two years, resigned the first of October to accept the more
lucrative position of assistant librarian in the Perth Amboy,
New Jersey, Public Library. Her loss has been felt keenly,
and another senior assistant has not been procured. Miss
Elizabeth Spring was able to help out at this time and she
has served us faithfully and well.
The reference work has increased over last year and
still remains a problem. There is another problem at Crown
Hill which should be met next year. The room in the Com-
munity House which seemed adequate two years ago, is not
nearly large enough to accommodate the patrons and the
crowded condition seriously handicaps its usefulness. With
a circulation of over LS,000 volumes this year, the need is
plainly established. When the expense of $30.00 a month,
the librarian's salary, is considered, no better dividends
could be received.
Through the continued interest of Mr. Leonard F.
Burbank, very hne art exhibits in oils and water colors have
been held at intervals during the year. Paintings by J. E.
Enneking, J. J. Enneking, Chauncey F. Ryder, Roy Brown,
Henry Kenyon, Bessie Spaulding, Hilda O'Neil, Dorothy
Neaves, Stanley Woodward. Carroll Bill, Sally Cross
Bill, Oscar Anderson, James Saulnier, William Kaula and
Lee Kaula were much enjoyed by Nashua citizens as well
as the many visitors from the surrounding towns. These
exhibitions have helped advertise the li]:)rary and increased
the interest by bringing new patrons.
Book week was observed as usual in all departments
in November and this year we tried to advertise some of the
better books in the adult department. The Trustees' room
was made into a book shop with attractive posters and other
decorations. The better and newer non-fiction was displayed
with some recreational reading and attractive illustrated
copies of the classics which are often hard to find in large,
clear type. This first attempt proved a success and the
book shop became a popular browsing place during the entire
week. Speare Dry Goods Company very kindly allowed us
space in their windows for a display of books and' posters.
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In the Children's Room, besides the usual book display,
Miss Manning, the librarian, converted one end of the room
into a stage where sketches of "The Courtship of Miles
Standish" and "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" were given
by a group of children at three dififerent times durnig the
week. In addition, book characters were represented by the
children who appeared in a picture frame and songs were
sung. The room was crowded at each performance and not
only proved a great success but increased a helpful library
spirit among the children. Certificates and prizes were
given out on the last day to those who had read the most
books on the summer vacation list. Robert Clement won
both a certificate and a book for reading 25 books of travel
and giving an oral account of each to the librarian. Miss Thel-
ma Zerbinos was awarded a certificate for reading twelve.
A book prize for the best poster pertaining to Book Week
was given to Philip Sheridan. Story hours were held during
the week at the main library and Crown Hill.
Graceful acknowledgement is given to all interested
friends for their contributions of books, magazines and
newspapers during the year. To the Nashua Telegraph who
has so generously cooperatd by printing publicity items, we
extend our thanks. My appreciation is extended to the staff
who have generously responded to the spirit of service and to






















Total for Crown Hill 15,496
Total adult circulation 110,112
Total juvenile circulation 60,773
Grand Total 170,885










Increase over 1927 583
SUMMARY OF STATISTICS
1927 1928
Population of city (last census) 28,379 28.379
Total number of volumes December 31 .... 41,776 42,869
Total number of volumes circulated 149,661 170,885
Increase in circulation 18,855 21,224
Circulation per ca])ita 5.27 6.02
Foreign circulation 3,865 4,448
Increase in foreign circulation 583
Number of distributing points 2 2
Volumes purchased in 1928 1,865
Gifts 106
Total additions 1,971








To the Nashua Hospital Association.
Gentlemen
:
Previous to submitting the report of the work accom-
plished by the Memorial Hospital for the year 1928, it is
my painful duty to recall the loss during the year of our
distinguished citizen, fellow practitioner, and chairman for
many years of the Executive Committee of this hospital, Dr.
Augustus Washington vShea. Any eulogy of Dr. Shea in
this report is unnecessary, for we all knew the man and
loved him well, but it seems fitting that at this time we should
take note of the fact that in his death the Nashua Memorial
Hospital has sustained a loss that might well be deemed ir-
reparable. Dr. Shea would have been the last man in the
world to have agreed to my estimate of his worth to the
hospital, for he always maintained that no man was so val-
uable that he would be missed for any great length of time,
but I think you will agree with me that we do and shall miss
our former fellow worker for a long time to come and that
the hospital has met with a great loss in his passing.
The work for the year of 1928 follows:
Total number of patients treated during
the year 1928 2490 Increase 9.6%
Patients remaining in hospital Jan. 1, 1928 46
Number of surgical patients admitted . . 890
Number of medical patients admitted . . 326
Number of obstetrical patients admitted 139
Number of babies born 133
Number of out-patients admitted 567
Number of out-patients fd)r X-Ray .... 389
Total X-Ray work for year 672 Increase 10.4%
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Maximum number f)f patients in hospital
any one day 70
Minimum number of patients in hospital
any one day 28
Number of hospital days 18784
Average numl)er of patients in hospital
per day 51
Number of deaths for year 84
Average time spent in hospital in days . 13 1-3
Average cost i)er patient $3.71
Increase in number of patients over 1927 240
Children treated for the year 316
Number of patients treated entirely free 89
Number of patients who made partial
payments and part charity 120
Number of i)atients w^ho paid nothing . . 210
No. of nurses and employees treated free 49















Patients born in United States 1285
Patients born in Canada 99
Patients born in Foreign Lands 104-
1488
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X-Ray house patients 265
672
Total income from X-Ray for the year .... $4,397.71
Total maintenance for year $ 791.35
Commission of X-Ray Operator 1,966.40
Profit for the vear
2,757.75
$1,639.96
LABORATORY WORK DONE BY TECHNICIAN FOR 1928
Chemical analysis of LVine 2296
Microscopic Examination of Urine 742
Renal Kidney Function Test 5
Blood Coagulation Test 217
Blood Sugar Test 9
Hemoglobin 100
Red Blbod Count 95
White Blood Count 141
Differential Blood Count 59
Smear for G. C 5
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Sputum 6
Throat Smear 1
SPECIMENS SENT TO CONCORD, N. H., HANOVER. N.
H. AND BOSTON, MASS.
Culture (Throat and Misc.) 8
Pathological Specimen 311
Smear for malaria 1






In January during the past year that portion of our
property known as the Estabrook Mansion was partially
destroyed by fire. In view of the estimated cost of rebuild-
ing the same, it was deemed wise to let it remain as it was
for the present, in the meantime h(;ping we might receive
an ofifer for its purchase. No such offer has been received
as yet. The building which was known as the garage is be-
ing rebuilt to accomodate those who do manual labor in the
various departments of the hospital—kitchen, laundry, etc.
This addition t(j the hospital has been much needed, as
the wooden ell in which they have been quartered, built
many years ago, and rather cheaply at that time, is hardly
in keeping with the rest of our plant. Furthermore it is an
eyesore to those occupying rooms upon the west side of our
new wing. In addition to the above, the removal of this
building will greatly benefit the ambulance approach.
In May during the past year the resignation of Miss
Martha Wallace as superintendent was accepted. Miss Wal-
lace had been superintendent of the hospital for eleven years.
She came when the institution sorely needed a woman of
unusual executive ability and she clearly proved her worth
during her period of service. It was without question large-
ly due to her untiring efforts that this hospital attained its
present rank as a Class A institution.
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From juiK' 1st to October 1st ]\liss Ann MacDoug-al,
su])crvis()r ol the operating' room (lei)artment, was actini;- su-
perintendent of the hcjspital, and our thanks are due her for
the very efficient manner in which she discharged her duties.
On October 1st we were fortunate in tem])orarily securing-
the services of Miss Edith L. Bennett, a woman of large ex-
perience in other hospitals as superintendent. Miss Bennett
did not feel that her health would permit accei)ting the posi-
tion permanently, but kindly consented to remain until the
right party could be secured. I am ha])py to say that wc
feel the right party has been secured in the person of Miss
Lillian A. Sutt(jn, a graduate of the Presbyterian Hospital,
New York, Class of 1917, and for the past two years assis-
tant superintendent of the Waltham Hospital, an institution
well known in hospital circles for its efficiency and with a
training school for nurses that stands preeminent. During
the past summer a new department was incorporated, that
of dietetics and supplies, and a trained dietician jjlaced in
charge. This we believe will result in efficiency and economy.
Owing to frec}uent changes in management, the ])ast
year was a trying one for those working in the hospital, as
well as for those responsible for the conduct of its affairs.
The Executive Committee wishes to thank the heads of de-
])artments, the office force, the nurses and all employees of






Report on Training School for Nurses
Our nursing" staff now consists of 36 nurses, 28 pupils
and 8 graduates. During the year we admitted 9 and in Oc-
tober we graduated 7. The new graduate nurses are Miss
Sutton, Superintendent, Miss Campbell who is coming in two
weeks, superintendent of nurses. Miss Johnson, night super-
visor, and Miss McCloud assistant floor supervisor. It has
been our attempt in keeping with the trend of nursing edu-
cation to give our pupil nurses much more instruction both
theoritical and practical in character, and I believe that this
new year will see further studies in this direction.
PHILIP McQUESTEN,
Chairman Training School Committee.
Nashua Hospital Association
Report of Treasurer
FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1928




Room and care $ 53,968.76
Operating Room 7,204.62
Laboratory 1,236.05
Drugs and Medicines 1,039.50
X-Ray Department 4,399.71
Dressings 571.76
Special Pupil Nurses 243.00
Miscellaneous Receipts 100.99
Junk Sold 10.59









Borrowed for reconstruction of
Garage Building $ 8,500.00
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1928 2,763.72
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Coal 3,801.55
House Supplies 6,428.57

















Stationery and Printing. 602.97




Construction (Garage Bldg.) 5,620.04
Paid on Campaign Fund Note 2,000.00
Accts. Payable Jan. 1, 1928 pd. 3,198.20
Total Payments $ 77,176.28
Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1928 5,516.73
$ 82,693.01
The available Assets and Liabilities covering operation
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IJARTU^rrEvS
Acc'nts Payable (Oi)eratino)$ 3,439.89
(Construction) 166.07
$ 3,605.96
Notes Payable (Construction) 8,500.00
Operating- Surplus 8,134.12
$ 20,240.08
Charity Service for 1928 a-
mounted to $ 3,740.10
Services for employees for
1928 amounted to 773.25
Receipts and Exjjenditures attending the Investment Ac-
count were as follows
:
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand Jan, 1, 1928 $ 145.37
Insurance received on Esta-
brook Property $ 16,387.53
Investments sold or matured
(Utah P. & L. Co. 6%) 5,200.00
Legacies received
:
Julia M. Roby 1,000.00
Clara P. Richardson 4,064.46




Notes Payable $ 16.000.00
Printing and Supplies 33.50
Investments made
:
Erie R. R. 5% Bonds .. 4,031.56
St. Louis and San Fran-
cisco Ry. 4y2% Bonds 2,922.00
6,953.56
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.\dded to Savinj^s Account,
Second National IJank





Labor on grounds 38.50
Plumbing- 55.96
Appraisal of Fire Loss . 200.00
Osg(M)d Cons. Co. re]>airs 62.54
Water 32.68
Taxes (pd. under protest) 272.00
Recording- mortgage, etc! 5.50
Interest on Notes Payable .






The Investments are as follows
:
2 shares I. O. O. F. Building Association
10 shares Nashua Mfg. Co. preferred
41 Sioux City Stock Yards common
6 shares Nashua Trust Co.
$ 4,500.00 Alabama Power Co. 1951
600.00 Amoskeag Mfg. Co. 1948
2,000.00 Arkansaw Water Co. 1956
5,000.00 Boston & Maine R. R. 1967
2,000.00 Brown Co. 1946
5,000.00 Dayton Power & Light Co. 1941 . . . .
4,000.00 Erie Railroad 1967
1,000.00 Great Northern R. R. Co. 1936
5,000.00 Illinois Power & Light Corp. 1953 . .
2,000.00 Indiana & Michigan Electric Co. 1957
2,000.00 Jersey Central Power & Lgt. Co. 1945
10,000.00 Los Angeles Gas & Elect. Corp. 1942
5,000.00 Monongahela W. Penn. Pub. S. 1953
2,000.00 Nebraska Power Co. 1949
2,000.00 New England Tel. & Tel. Co. 1952 . .
.
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3,00().(K) New York Telephone Co. 1941 6 %
2,000.00 Northern Indiana Pub. vServ. Co. 1966 5 %
5,000.00 Northern States Power Co. 1948 ....6 %
2,000.00 Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co. 1950 ..5 %
5,000.00 Penn Public Service 1947 6 %
5,000.00 Public Service Co. of Colorado 1954 . .5^^%
3,000.00 St. Louis & San Francisco Rwy. 1978 4^^%
6,000.00 St. Paul & Kansas C. Short Line 1941 4^4%
5,000.00 Texas Power & Light Co. 1937 5 %
20,450.00 U. S. Liberty Bonds Due 1933-38 ....4>4%
2,000.00 Western United Gas & Elect. Co. 1955 5^^%
The indebtedness against the Association is $84,000.00 in
the form of demand notes as follows:
Second National Bank, Nashua, N. H $ 11,500.00
Indian Head National Bank, Nashua, N. H 15,000.00
Nashua Trust Co., Nashua, N. H 17,500.00
New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N. H. ... 40,000.00











Dr. James T. Greeley
Dr. Sam S. Dearborn
Dr. Bernard G. Moran
Dr. A. W. Petit
Dr. Patrick J. McLaughlin
Dr. Auguste Guertin
Dr. Oswald S. Maynard
Dr. James S. Black
Dr. Arthur L. Wallace
Dr. William E. Reed
Dr. Mary A. Sweeney
Dr. Roland Joyce
Dr. Demetrius Matsis
Dr. Raymond H. Marcotte
Dr. Luther A. March
Dr. C. R. Murch
Dr. Alonzo S. Wallace
Dr. Ella B. Atherton
Dr. Timothy F. Rock
Dr. Charles E. Congdon
Dr. Alfred Daudelin
Dr. Howard E. Thompson
Dr. J(jseph A. Charest
Dr. Demetrius P. Mocas
Dr. Charles H. Babbitt
Dr. Philip McQuesten
Dr. Deering G. Smith
Dr. Henry O. Smith
SPECIALIST ON NERVOUS DISEASES
Dr. A. E. Brownrigg
SPECIALIST, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Dr. Frank E. Kittredge
OCULIST
Dr. Charles F. Nutter
X-RAY SPECIALIST
Dr. Stillman G. Davis
SPECIALIST ON DENTISTRY
Dr. William Harry Weston
ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON
Dr. Ezra A. Jones
CONSULTING SURGEON
Dr. Halsey B. Loder
CONSULTING PHYSICIAN
Dr. Joseph A. Pratt
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ASSOCIATE STAFF
Dr. Henry H. Dearborn,
Dr. William H. W. Hinds,
Dr. Herbert S. Hutchinson,
Dr. Oscar Burns,
Dr. John H. Proctor,
Dr. George W. Hatch,
Dr. John E. Powers,
Dr. Carrie E. Rice,
Dr. George S. Hazard,
Dr. Walter R. Sanders,
Dr. Ralph H. Barker,
Dr. George H. Beckley,
Dr. Samuel J. Cogswell,
Dr. Frank B. Perkins,
Dr. Byron D. Pease,
Dr. Forrest J. Drury,
Dr. Paul DeNicola,
Dr. Chas. G. Heald,
Dr. Fred W. Lovejoy,
Milford,
Report of the Board of Public Works
Nashua, N. H., March 15, 1929.
The Honorable Board of .\ldernien,
Nashua, N. H.
Gentlemen :
The following is the report of the Board of Public
Works for the year 1928.
The appropriations were as follows:
REGULAR $140,000.00
PERMANENT PAVING BALANCE 1927 3,627.29
PERMANENT PAVING BONDS 25,000.00
TRUNK LINE MAINTENANCE 15,000.00
SEWERS BONDS 35,000.00
CANAL STREET BRIDGE 175,000.00
PERMANENT PAVING
Out of the Permanent Paving Bonds we have spent
$11,420.67 leaving a balance of $17,206.62.
The following streets were paved, including the reset-
ting of curb, grading, and new catch basins.
Dow Street another side hill street where gutters,
and roadway were subject to much wash.
Cement concrete gutters, 191 Sq. Yds.
Cement concrete curb, 200 Lin. Ft.
Cost $ 822.44
Cross Street from Canal to Whitney.
Cement concrete gutters, 208 Sq. Yds., Cost ..$1,318.01
Work started late in season and continued
as long as weather was favorable. Cenient work
on this street is about one-half completed.
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Fairway
This street practically all rebuilt and sur-
faced with asphalt. Lines changed to improve
lay-out, corners rounded at entrance, and new
cement sidewalk constructed on South side, the
entire length of street.
Asphalt Roadway, 2177 Sq. Yds., Cost $1,263.86
Beard Street
This street being on a steep grade was sub-
ject to much wash making necessary frequent
repairs ; sewer and catch basins were in poor
Condition, due to deposit l)eing washed in; ce-
ment gutters were constructed last year, and
drainage taken care of; this year it was paved
with asphalt the entire length.
Asphalt Roadway, 614 Sq. Yds., Cost $ 479.39
Scripture Street being a narrow street, a combina-
tion sidewalk and roadway was constructed, with
drainage in center.
Cement Concrete, 934 Sq. Yds., Cost $1,892.25
Worcester Street from South to Scripture
Cement Concrete. 1155 Sq. Yds., Cost $2,336.63
East Pearl Street
On July 13, 1926, the City Government es-
tablished new street lines, widening on the
North to Cottage vStreet, and on the South to
Quincy Street. Property owners East were not
in favor of widening to Temple Street as plan-
ned.
\
In 1927 we constructed sidewalks as far as
Cottage Street, and j^-ovided drainage for the
new pavement.
This year we relayed and grouted granite
blocks as far as street lay-out
;
property owners
were interviewed relative to widening to Temple
Street, but several were still opposed.
The Board finally determined to correct
po'or roadway conditions, so curb was reset, an'd
roadway paved with asphalt, cement -srdewalks
were also constructed the entire length on both
sides. ....
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The Street Railway also relayed and grout-
ed their rails from Main Street to Temple
Street.
Pavement between the rails relayed and
grouted by the City.
As it has Ijeen done in all sections where
we have put in sidewalks, all corners on inter-
secting streets, have been cut to make better
and safer approach.
3689 Sq. Yds. Granite Block
2055 " " Asphalt Pavement
358 " " Cement Gutters
1563 Lin. I't. Cement Sidewalk
Cost less sidewalks $7,262.28
SIDEWALKS
There were 9773 Square Yards, or 3.33 Miles of Cement
Concrete sidewalks, five feet in width, constructed.
This is .90 of a mile less than in 1927.
TRUNK LINE MAINTENANCE
Out of tliis appropriation of $15,000.00, there was
$11,263.85 spent on the Milford Highway, for new construc-
tion, the balance was spent on maintenance of the Trunk
line Highways, and the State Aid Roads.
On the Trunk Line Highways, the State pays One-Half
of cost, and on the State Laid Roads, the State pays One-
Sixth of Cost.
MILFORD HIGHWAY
This is a State Trunk Line Highway, knowm as the
South Side Highway, and expense of construction, mainte-
nance, etc., is shared by the State (~)n a 50-50 basis.
During this year the section from Blood's Crossing
Road almost to Pennichuck Brook Bridge was reconstructed,
and repaired to the Bridge.
There was 1.08 miles of asphalt road, 18 feet wide, which
is two feet wider than formerly, was constructed, and the
remainder of the road to Pennichuck Brook Bridge", was
patched and Widened.
There was 9800 vSquare Yards on new w^oi-k dorie at a
total cost of $11,263.85, of which the State pays one-half.^^
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STREET RAILWAY TRACKS
Much time and thought has heen g-iven this subject, es-
pecially on the Main Street, from the City Hall to the Co-
lonial Theater; also Concord Street, from the Soldiers' Mon-
ument to Greeley Park.
Many conferences have been held with the Street Rail-
way Company, to see if these conditions could not be elim-
inated. Extensive surveys have been made on Main Street,
and plans formulated, whereby, the rails can be raised to
conform with the grade of the street.
It is understood that the residents of Concord Street,
are to petition the Pul^lic Service Commission for the re-
moval of the tracks on this street.
SEWERS
There were no large sewerage project this year. Fol-
lowing is a list of small sewers constructed:
Pasadena Avenue 538 Ft. 12 inch Pipe




Balcom Street 125 " 10 " "
Orchard Avehue 888 " 12 " "
Haines Street 67 " 10 " "
Fossa Avenue 327 " 12 " "
Van Buren and Jackscn 318 " 12 " "
Hill Street 56 " 10 " "
Seventeen manholes were also constructed on these
streets.
EXPENDITURES
Following are the lists of expenditures :
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Bridges and Culverts . $ 337.01
Pensions . .' 795.00
Catch Basins Maintenance . 5,242.95
General Repairs and Maintenance .... 20^898.93
Snow and Sanding 4,243.71
Edgestones . .' '...... ; .'.. . . 1,292.48
City Waste" U ..•'....•:...":',,..:.......;.:•- -15,219.31 ••
Trimming and Cafe' of Trees . . .'.". . .\'. '. ' l,107.t31- ' ' * ' V •
Street Cleaning 8,891.19 ' • '' '
Repairs to Machinery . ;,...... 4;489.93

























Credits paid in 40,613.76
$180,613.76
Overdraft $ 13.622.44
Bills due but not paid $ 21,034.97






Spent and Overdraft from 1927 22,747.88
Balance $ 12,252.12
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PERMANENT PAVING
Apprc^priation $ 25,000.00

















Bcjard of Public Works.
Report of the Board of Education
CITY OF NASHUA
Board of Education, Feb. 22, 1929.
At a regular meeting of the Board of Education held
February 22, 1929 the reports of the Superintendent of
Schools, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Headmaster
of the High School, Principal of the Junior High, Principal
of the Evening Schools, Directors of Music, Manual Arts,
Drawing, Domestic Arts, and the School Nurses, were ac-




Report of the Board of Education
ORGANIZATION FOR 1929
FRANK B. CLANCY, President
ALBERT J.McKEAN, Clerk
MEMBERS
Albert J. McKean, 36 Concord St. 70 E. Pearl St.
Oscar M. Flather, 348A Main St. 16 Pearsons Ave.
Mary L. Kittredge, 11 Concord St. 11 Concord St.
Dennis L. Flallisey, 125 Palm St. 243 Main St.
Terms ex])ire December 31, 1929
Arthur L. Wallace, 19 Manchester St. Masonic Temple
Frank B. Clancy, 2 Bowers St. 168 Main St.
Arthur O. Burque, 19 Faxon St. GOlA Kinsley St.
Arthur j. I'.urelle, 18 Canal St. 44 Canal St.
Terms expire December 31, 1931
Thomas J. Leonard, 5 Stevens St. 142 Main St.
Walter L. Barker, 72 Berkeley St. Indian Head Bank
Horace H. Phaneuf, 120 Concord St. 139 Main St.
Donat Corriveau, 45 Russell St. 148 Main St.
Terms expire December 31, 1933
The Board meets regularly the last Friday of each month
at 7 :45 P. M.
STANDING COMMITTEES
Attendance—Corriveau, Wallace, Burque
Domestic Arts—Mrs. Kittredge, Leonard, Corriveau
Drawing—Leonard, P)urelle, Barker
Evening Schools—Phaneuf, Mrs. Kittredge, Corriveau
Finance—Barker, Phaneuf, McKean
Houses—Burque, Flather, Hallisey
Manual Arts—Flather, Burelle, Leonard
Medical Inspection—Wallace, Leonard, Barker
Music—Flather, Phaneuf, Wallace
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Supplies—Hallisey, Corriveau, Burque
Teachers—McKean, Mrs. Kittredgc, Clancy, Hallisey, Burelle
Text Books—Burelle, Leonard, Wallace
SUB-COMMITTEES
Athletics—Leonard, Flather, Barker
High School—McKean, Phaneuf, P)arker
Kindergartens—Mrs. Kittredge, r)urelle, Leonard
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Charles H. Noyes, 25 Auburn St. Munici])al Building
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
Earle T. Tracey, 4 Faxon Ave. Municipal Building
SECRETARY
Marcella P. St. Onge, 97 Chestnut St. Municipal Building
Office hours: Every school day 8:30 to 12:00 M., and
1:30 to 5:00 P. M. Saturdays during school terms, 9.00 to
12:00 M. Tuesdays in all vacations from 2:00 to 4:15 P. M.
ATTENDANCE OFFICER
James F. Mulvanity, 113 Blossom St. Municipal Building
Office hours: 8:45 to 9:15 A. M., and 1:45 to 2:15 P. M.
Report of the Superintendent
of Schools
To the Board of Education,
Nashua. New Hampshire.
This is the sixty-second in the series of reports by school
superintendents in Nashua.
The following changes have taken place in the school
force since January 1, 1928.
Six teachers — Hazel Corliss, Leota Jacobson, Mar}^
O'Connell, Elizabeth Welch, Isabel Avard and Jane Dowd,
and one nurse—Lucy Richards have resigned on account of
marriage. The Director of Health and Physical Education
was not reelected and Harvey Peach and Celian Ufford de-
clined to serve longer. Helen Small and Helene Keeley
were granted leave of absence.
Teachers newdy elcted in Nashua schools are: Donald
Kemi)ton, Webster White, Phyllis Snow, Mary Gallagher,
Mildred Hallisey, Mary Dolan, Helen Stevens, Marguerite
Moriarty, Lillian Hartwell, Janet Cutter, Marguerite Slat-
tery, and Ellen Callahan.
Charlotte Cushing and Martha Shaber have returned af-
ter leave of absence.
Dr. Albert F. Mulvanity, who had been a conscientious
school physician since 1914, died March 6, 1928. Dr. Roland
J. Joyce was elected.
The school census gives the enrollment in the public day
schools as 4334
In private schools 2784
In public and private day schools 7118
In evening schools 274
Total in public and private schools 7392
The number in the private schools is forty-nine more
than it was one year ago and in all the public day schools
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twenty-three less, but since the High School enrollment has
increased this year by forty-eight, the decrease in the public
elementary day schools is seventy-one. Two conclusions
seem to be reasonable
—
first, rather more elementary pupils
are attending private schools, and second, a great proportion
of youth are entering the High School and the Junior High
School.
ENROLLMENT
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rooms is on the north side of the High School building and
the other on the south side. The Hoors are of concrete and
thereft)re it was necessary to provide movable desks and
seats which do not recjuire attachment to the pavement. The
concrete is ct)vered with a thick linoleum and there has been
no trouble from dampness or low temperature.
Slate blackboards were secured for the three new reci-
tation rooms from the abandoned rural school house on the
Dunstable Road and from O'Donnell building. No one teach-
er or class is in either of the basement rooms for more than
one hour a day. These two rooms cannot well be used
during the two daily recess periods but at other times they
are reasonably satisfactory.
The Mulberry Street building was thoroughly renova-
ted during the summer. The yard of the Quincy Street
School and the boys' yard of the Crowley School were cov-
ered with tar concrete which has lessened the amount of dirt
brought into the building by the pupils. Furthermore, the
ventilating fan of the Crowley school is located immediately
adjacent to the boys' playground and it f<M-merly sucked
large cjuantities of dust into the rooms. This nuisance has
been checked by coating the yard with a hard surface.
A much appreciated improvement has been secured in
the installation of electric lighting throughout the Junior
High School rooms. This is all the more serviceable because
the building is used for the evening school. Extensive re-
pairs have 1ieen made to the roof of the Mount Pleasant
building and to the roof of the High School. The laborato-
ries and the lecture room of the High School are heated
with great dilTiculty in the coldest weather. What little
radiating surface there is in these rooms is placed near the
top of the rooms, by the skylights, for the sake of keeping
the windows free from snow rather than to warm the rooms.
If additional radiating surface could be put in it would be a
great improvement. This is not a simple matter to accom-
plish in a concrete building.
A very earnest effort was made to reduce the cost of
the schools this last year without reducing salaries or, I
should say, in spite of the increase in salaries called for by
the schedule. This is a hard thing to accomplish for the
salarv account is more than 80% of the total expenses of
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the school (le[)artnie'nt. 'I'hf cost of kindergartens was con-
sidered carefully but no action was taken which would lessen
their cost.
The last part of the calendar year we have had no phys-
ical direct(~)r, one less nurse and less dentists; no manual
training-, auto mechanics, radio, or art classes in the evening
schools; and the cost of hooks and supplies has been kept
low.
The cost per pupil for 1928 in spite of all economies was
twelve cents more than in 1927. The cost per pupil was
$88.77 while the average in the United States is $100.00.
No courses for teachers have been given in Nashua dur-
ing the yar 1928 but thirty-four of the teachers have taken
courses elesewhere. Some before the fall term and others
since, and the later group will be eligible for salary increases
next September. Some teachers besides these have un-
used credit for courses taken in earlier years. The number
now eligilde for ])ay increases because of courses taken is
twenty-tive and others may cjualify in the summer. Thirty-
eight other teachers should get a pay increase because they
have not yet reached the regular mimimum. Eighty-two
teachers obtained an increase in salary in September 1928,
and exactly one half of these teachers secured the increase
because of courses passed. Most of the other half had not
reached the regular maximum salary. The amount required
for both kinds of increases for the calendar year 19291 will
be less than in some previous years. If no other increases
are voted than those provided by the salary schedule for
women teachers, the amount neeedd for salaries in 1929 will
be about $6,600.00 more than in the year before.
It is worthy of note that twelve teachers, the majority
being in the Junior High School, will commence next Sep-
tember to draw the full $300.00 of the super maximum sal-
aries provided by the schedule adopted December 15, 1924.
These are the first to secure this reward and in every case it




Report of the Assistant
Superintendent of Schools










The high school, both locally and elsewhere, is frequet-
ly subjected to criticism on the basis of poor preparation
for college. This criticism is usually substantiated by super-
licial information drawn from isolated cases. Few people
fully realize the tremendous demands which are placed on
the high schools to-day in comparison to ten or fifteen years
ago. The injection into the high school of children of so
many different nationalities with such a varied background
in ideals, habits, and environment has multiplied to a large
degree the ordinary problems in differentiation. Twenty
years ago the enrollment in our colleges was comparatively
small and only a few of the larger colleges were able to
operate any selective plan of admission. To-day practically
every institution of higher learning finds itself in a position
to inaugurate a program of selection. There results a certain
keen competiti(^n for admission. To illustrate in 1927-28
Dartmouth College admitted 626 out of 2,235 applications.
Any high scliool to be reasonably sure that its graduates can
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survive in this competitive admission must institute in some
form or other a program which offers a highly intensified
])reparation in those skills which contribute jieculiarly to
collegiate work. To accom[)lish this end the college prep-
aratory pupils must be segregated in separate classes. A
plan of this kind is doubtful procedure in that such small
special classes are expensive in maintenance. There is the
alternative of recjuiring a five years course for preparation
for college. This is the plan which is being operated to
some extent in several cities in Massachusetts. Preparation
for college alone cannot be judged a valid standard for
measuring the worth of any high school.
Tn a large, cosmopolitan high school, offering diversified
work to fully 90% non-college preparatory pupils, it is sur-
prising that, in the face of so many difficulties, the college
])reparatory pupils do so well.
"The i^rime function of the high school is not, as many
think a fitting school for college entrance. This single
biased line of thought ,])roduced entirely by tradition, is rap-
idly failing to maintain its |)osition. The high school of to-
day is what it sh(^uld have been long ago—a truly represen-
tative democratic institution".
Walter S. Young, Superintendent of Schools, in Wor-
cester, Massachusetts has just completed a survey of the
high schools in that city. The facts are so pertinent to our
own school system that it seemed to me it would prove ben-
eficial to measure our high school by the same standards.
II
Per Cent of Men and Women Teachers
Every high school principal and superintendent realizes
the great need of having a large percentage of men on the
high school faculty. Irrespective of the worth of the supe-
rior woman teacher there are many demands in the school
of to-day which are outside of the province of her ability.
In bulletin 32, f)ublished by the Bureau of Education 1927, it
is recorded that iri cities over 10,000 in population there- are
^7.9"% of men and 62!1%- women teachers. The table sub-
joined shows that we rank last in a group of representative
cities.
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Per Cent of Men and Women Teachers
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V
Teacher Load
The usual method employed for determining the load
of Work assigned to teachers in high school is to establish
an index number made up of three factors . The first is the
number of classes per day ; the second, the number of days
per week ; and the third, the number of pupils in the class.
To illustrate, if the school is in session five days, and the
teacher has five classes, averaging 30 per class, the index
number is 750. The C'jlumbia Stafl^ in its survey of the
Lynn schools used 750 as a standard which will be used at
this time to measure our high school. In estimating the
local load a supervised study period has been considered as
the equivalent of a recitation period. The teacher load for
our high school is 911.
VI
Holding Power
According to the v^ixth Year Rook of the Department of
Superintendence, National Education Association, published
in 1928, page 122, it is stated that, according to the United
States Bureau of Education, out of every 1000 pupils who
enter high school approximately 406 graduate or 41%. It
may be seen by the statistics of the last four years which
f(.)llow that our high school exceeds the standard by a good
margin. I feel very strongly that even this commendable
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VII
Attendance in High School
The attendance records of a high school indicate some-
thing of the morale and earnestness of the student body and
teaching force. The following tables gives the attendance
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A study of subject failures reveals nothing of impor-
tance as the distribution is quite even. The somewdiat large
percentage of failure in Mathematics may be attributed to
the fact that in many cases college preparatory pupils are
grouped with non-college -preparatory pupils. Such a situa-
tion is difficult in that there is a rigid demand for the prep-
aration of one group and a pressing need for differentia-
tion of work for the other group. The failures in Stenogra-
phy naturally result from the exacting requirements of speed
and accuracy. The sm^dl enrollment in Biology accounts
iov the large percentage of failure. The failures in Physics
are traceable to incomplete laboratory work. The National
Bureau of Education made a study of 304 high schools, 41
of which are in New England, with a total enrollment of
234,854 pupils. The results show that 4.23% of pupils failed
in more than three subjects. In the year 1928 there was
only .4% of the pupils in our high school who failed in more
than three subjects. The large ])ercentage of failures in any
high school occur in the first and second years. It is the
usual practice to i)ut the teachers with the least experience
in charge of these classes. It would seem good judgement
to reverse th;s procedure and have the experienced teach-
ers wdiere thc:e was the greatest mortality.
IX
Nationalities
Few peop'e realize how complex the school problem of
our city has become due to the introduction of so many na-
tionalities. I-'c'llowdng are tables wdiich show the compara-
tive represe::t tion of nationalities in 1922 and 1928.
Nationality Tables IV and V




After years of careful experimentation, testing has been
universally accepted as a legitimate part of the school work.
A suitable testing program must be the result of careful
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study and evolution. It is with this realization that there
has been inaugurated this year the beginnings of a modest
program. All pupils in the elementary, junior high schools,
and first year senior high school have been given an intel-
ligence test to determine their potential capacity for learn-
ing. The tests selected were standard tests which have been
given to thousands of school children. The tests used were
as follows
:
Detroit First Grade Test—Grade I
Haggerty, Delta I —Grades II and III
National Test —Grades IV, V, VI
Terman Group Test —Junior High School
Terman Group Test — 1st year. Senior High School
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The infc^rmation obtained from the results of these tests
will ]»c of inestinialile value to the teachers in later years in
i^rouping" these pu])ils homogeneously and in determining
what may be reasonably expected of each child.
The general classification of individuals according to in-
telligence c|uotient follows:
Table VI
The Significance of the Intelligence Quotient











I. Q. 70 73j;6J78 85 88 91 92 95 106 108 110 113 116 122 125 128 130
% 1 2 3 5 10 15 20 25 33.3 33.3 25 20 15 10 5 3 2 1
Distribution for Nashua
I. Q. 70 73 76 78 85 88 91 92 95 106 108 110 113 116 122 125 128 130
% 92289654 8 17 4545321 6
In studying the results of these tests there have natural-
ly been discovered pupils of an exceptionally high intelli-
gence. In other words there are pupils who are a number
of years older mentally than they are chronologically. In
those cases where it has been possible pupils have been ac-
celerated. Accelaration depended upon these factors
:
1. High I. Q.
2. Good Scholarship in all subjects
3. Good Health
4. Recommendation of teacher
5. Approval of parents
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It is quite surprising to note that in many cases of those
l)U])ils accelerated they have immediately taken their places
of leadership scholastically in the higher grade. There is no
question but what we have neglected in the ])ast to accel-
erate as we ought. I am subjoining an Age and Grade Table
compiled in Jan. 1929 which shows the large amount of re-
tardation in our schools. This retardation means added ex-
pense.
AGE AND GRADE TABLE JAN. 1929
(See next page)
Achievement Tests
"It is planned to use a battery of achievement tests this
year to measure the progress of the pupils and the value of
the teaching. The traditional school test was used to deter-
mine whether a i)ui)il i)asses or fails, whether he is to be
promoted or not. It had these weaknesses.
1. "It contains too few questions to measure satisfac-
torily achievement in the subject tested.
2. It measures work only in one grade ,regardless of
either a pupil's lack of mastery of the work of a preceding
grade or his knowledge of the work of a higher grade.
3. The scoring is subjective—teachers disagree serious-
ly in the mark they assign the same answer paper.
4. Too niuch and too difficult written expression is
demanded of the pupils. This leads to subjective scoring
and to the pupil often not being able to show how much he
knows in the subject.
5. The standard is arbitrary; it disregards the diffi-
culty of the test and is, therefore ,often unfair.
The objective type of test satisfies the requirements of a
good test.
1. Objective tests are specific, and therefore a large
number can be concluded in one test. Thus the test may be
truly representative of the subjective matter being tested.
-t->
03
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2. The scoring" of the objective test is not on a per-
centage basis. It is ])ossible to inchule in one test (|uestions
concerning" the \vorl< of several school grades. The test score
indicates not only tlie i)ui)irs achievement in the w^ork of
the grade he is in ,])ut also his achievement in the "work of
the lower grades and the extent to "which he has learned
some of the "work of hig"her g"rades.
3. The scoring is uniform.
4. ,\ minimum of "written expression is required.
5. The test standards are based on the difificulty of
the test as determined from the scores obtained by the pu-
pils".
Emphases
During the past school year emphases have been given
to certain subjects in the elementary school curriculum.
Reading
A study of the reading sho"wed that too much attention
has been given to the mechanical phase and not enough
attention to the importance of speed and comprehension.
Standard tests "were given and diagnosis "was follo"wed up
with remedial work. Dififerentiation of work allowed for in-
dividual dififerences and individual instruction. Remedial
measures were recommended for improvement in compre-
hension, speed, perceptual span, lip movement, defective
vision, etc. The improvement was measured at definite in-
tervals by further tests.
Arithmetic
A committee has been ap])ointed and has begun work
on the study of an arithmetic text book in order to make
the best selection for Nashua. Diagnostic tests have been
given and remedial work prescribed. The teachers of the
primary grades are now making a systematic arrangement
of the topics in this subject.
Writing
Kmpliasis has been ])ut upon improvement in Penman-
ship. There have been meetings and demonstrations and at
present all teachers either have or are working for the Palmer
certificate.
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Spelling
1 he schools arc now cni^aj^cd in a (h-ivc upon ])oor
spclHni;-. The various scientific scales are being- utilized. Jn
the latter part of the year a match is planned among the dif-
ferent schools of the city.
SECTION 111
Recommendations
1. More men teachers in l)oth junior and Senior high
schools.
2. No teacher to be elected to the Junior High staff with-
out specific training in that field.
3. A reorganization of the teaching of music in the Junior
High school.
4. A full time teacher in Drawing for the Senior High
School, inasmuch as the sul)ject is on an even basis with
other subjects and the present arrangement curtails
work in both the Elementary and Junior High schools.
5. Second year of Kindergarten to do certain definite
])rimary work.
6. A utility teacher to be ai)pt)inted for the Mt. Pleasant
school to serve in tutorial, assistant, and substitute
capacity, utilizing the present unoccupied room. This
teacher to be available for other schools as a coaching
teacher.
Conclusion
This year has been exceedingly enjoyable for me in my
work. Whatever success has been attained has been due to
the splendid professional spirit of the teaching corps. I am




Report of Headmaster of
High School





I herewith submit the annual report for the Senior High
School.
The total membership at the present writing is 985 of
which 479 are boys and 506 are girls. The school graduated







Sacred Heart Cc^llege 13
St. Francis Xavier 6
St. Aloysius 5
Repeaters 13
Left preceding year 20
Other towns and schools 47
Post graduates 7
394
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Enrollment by
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75.2
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Spanish 31.5%. Our time in mathematics is divided much
Hke the other cities except those schools which have com-
posite mathematics for the freshmen.
A tabuLation of the freshmen ranks shows that a j^reat-
er per cent of our failures are caused by ]ni])ils who did not
enter through the Junior High School, and it also shows
that many failures result from transferring from other
cities.
FRESHMAN MARKS 2nd SEMESTER 1927-28
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over this important department, so from year to year it has
just drifted along without either addition or much attention.
It seems that one hundred dollars each year is a minimum
which should be devoted to new books and replacements.
The following standardized tests have been given: Test
of mental Ability, Iowa Placement English Examination,
and Gregory History Tests. These were given to seniors
by the State Department of Education. We also gave a
series of tests from the United States Civil Service Commis-
sion to determine stenographic difficulties. The English de-
partment gave to the whole school diagnostic tests in Eng-
lish Composition, and Terman Group Tests have been given
to the freshmen.
The new basement rooms, added during the summer,
provide for some of the pupils some of the time, but they
are makeshift school rooms. It is evident that we long ago
outgrew this building and another increase of about a room-
ful next fall causes one to wonder how far this process of
squeezing can be carried. An annex, which must be built,
can easily be so constructed that it will include a much
needed gymnasium. This is one of the very few New Hamp-
shire cities that does not have a gymnasium. Berlin, Con-
cord, Dover, Keene, Manchester, and Littleton have surely
anticipated Nashua in the matter of physical training and
recreation. The high school is most deeply indebted to the
Y. M. C. A. for their hos]:)itality these many years, but wc
cannot expect them to curtail their own program to give us
gymnasium facilities.
The willing cooperation which I have received through-
out the year has been greatly appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
WALTER S. NESMITH.
Report of Principal of
Junior High School




I am submitting to you my first annual report of the
Junior High School. I wish to congratulate you and the
city of Nashua on the general excellence of the organization
of the school, and the superior quality of instruction carried
on in the individual classrooms.
My predecessor had brought the school to such a high
state of efficiency as to the organization and type of work
being carried on that the main problem which confronted
me on taking charge oi the school was the maintenance of
the high standards under which the school has been opera-
ting for the past few years. At present I believe the school
in all the phases of its activities is proceeding along lines
of activity which in so far as possible under the existing
conditions, conform to sound junior high school theory and
practice. There is little in the way of improvement of the
general status of the school that can be suggested. Minor
changes must take place from time to time to meet the
changing circumstances and existing emergencies. Normal
progress and growth demand that we give our attention to
these details, at the same time look forward to the day when
it is possible to incorporate into our school system a type of
organization and program that will follow more closely the
true junior high school idea.
In suggesting the 6-3-3 type of organization of • the
school department I simply am bringing to your attention
the recommendations made by the principal of the Junior
High School in the Annual Reports of the Board of Educa-
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tion years 1924 to 1926, and that of the Assistant Superin-
tendent of schols in the report of 1926. It is not necessary
for me to again re-iterate the advantages of the three year
Junior High School. The valus of this type of organization
were excellently and exactly set forth in the reports men-
tioned above. However, I do wish to go on record as highly
in favor of the three year Junior High school with all the
attendant values of such an organization in regard to (1)
program of studies; (2) guidance work; (3) scholastic suc-
cess of pupils; (4) extra curricula activities; (5) benefit to
the Senior High School; (6) homogeneity in grouping,
( physiological as well as psychological) ; (7) holding power
of school; (8) bridging the gap between Junior and Senior
High ; and finally (9) the atheletic prc^gram of both Junior
and Senior High Schools. There is no question but what
the future will bring to this city the same type of school
that has proved to be of such inestimable value to other com-
munities similar to our own. The three year Junior High
school is no longer an experiment. It is the greatest con-
tribution to our educational system that has developed with-
in the last decade.
In this connection permit me to quote the Firth Year
Book of the Department of Superintendence which definies
and distinguishes the junior high school by the following
characteristics
:
1. A separate building in which to house the seventh,
eighth and ninth grades.
2. A separate stafif of teachers.
3. The recognition of individual differences in capac-
ities, tastes, and purpc^ses in the organizaton and conduct
of class work.
4. A program of studies differing from the course of
study to be found in the like numbered grades of the tradi-
tional school in America.
5. A partial or complete departemental organization of
subject-matter and teaching.
6. The organization of a limited number 6f turficula,
each containing groups of constant and variable courses.
. - 7. . A dcfi'nitc and eft'ective plan of pupil guidance.
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8. Certain elective studies to be chosen ])y pupils un-
der guidance.
9. Promotion by subject.
10. Organization and administration of student activities
in accordance with the needs and interests of adolescent
pu])ils.
I wish to em[)hasize certain sections of the above which
were brought to your attention in previous reports concern-
ing this school. I refer to (1) the need of a definite plan and
provision for educational and vocational guidance
; (2) a
])rogram of studies made up of constants and electives with
a limited number of curricula; (v^) promotion by subject;
(4) more complete recognition of individual differences in
adapting the subject matter and classroom work to the abil--
ity, interests, and capacity of the pupils.
The Research department of the National Education As-
sociation has made a careful survey of the current practice
regarding the curriculum and subjects offered in the junior
high schools thrcmghout the country, based on the various
sized enrollments. The program of studies for a junior high
school with an enrollment of 500-1000 pupils, based on prac-
tices in forty-nine junior high schools is given below. Our
school should be considered in this class.
Seventh Grade
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1. English receives throughout the program much
greater emphasis than we ])Lice on this subject, even though
it is well established that many of our pupils; have a decided
language handicap. Qur program calls 'for four, periods a
week devoted to the English work in both gradesi This time
allotment is entirely inadequate for our work . in English,
particularly so considering the fact that 5 periods each week
are devoted to the subject of Mathematics.
2. There is definite provision for instruction in health,
one of the cardinal principles of secondary education. We of-
fer no instruction in health.
3. The program is made up of constants and electives,
but the electives do not start until the eighth year. We have
elective studies in the seventh year.
4. The foreign language is elective in the eighth year.
A foreign language is elective in the seventh year in our
school.
5. Science is an elective in the eighth year. We recjuire
science of all pupils and offer it in the seventh year.
6. The social studies are required of all pupils with due
and sufficient emphasis j^laced on the subject. Our pupils
who do not select a foreign language receive four periods
a week of history and four periods a week of -Geography
in each, school year, and all pupils receive four periods a
week in history.
' I recommend that a definite study of our prog:ram be
niade during: the current year so that it will- not only meet
the standards necessary for -approval by the State Board
of Education, but will insure. .greater flexibility in our or-
ganization .and bring about the necessary changes to meet
the needs and capacities ,of our ]~)upils.
T particularly desire some change in the organisation
of the school for instruction in music. At present we are
following the only procedure that seems available. On suc-
cessive days the director of music meets half of the school
or approximately 325 pupils in the assembly hall. It would
obviously be impossible to teach mathematics. Latin or Eng-
lish to a group of pupils numbering 325 pupils. It is pre-
posterous to expect that instruction in music can be given
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to such a large number in a single group. Unless some ar-
rangement can be made for the music teacher to have the
pupils in smaller sections, it seems advisable to recommend
that the period be given over entirely to music appreciation
and mass singing purely for recreational and inspirational
l)ur])oses. I hope that it will not be necessary to resort to
such a practice.
The enrolment of the school has reached such propcM"-
tions that it has been necessary to add another teacher t(j
the staff, thus reducing the (wercrowded condition particu-
larly in the first year classes which prevailed during the
early part of the year. Our Assembly hall long ago proved
to be inadequate to house the entire school both from the
standpoint of available room and safety of the building.
It is impossible to get more than one half of the school into
the assembly hall at one time. Obviously this is a great
handicap in bringing a1)out coni])k-te unity of spirit anrl or-
ganization in any school.
I'rom a supervisory stan(l])()int, there is a need to unity
the instruction in the various branches of our program of
stucUes. In a school where there is complete departmental
organization of subjct matter and teaching, and where two
or more teachers are teaching the same subjects, it is es-
sential that tl:cre be some uniformity as to the em])hasis
placed on the minimum essentials of each subject. Thus
we have the right to expect that the work in the various
departments will be so organized that each child will re-
ceive the same emphasis on the minimum essentials of the
subject whether he is taking the subject from one teacher
or another. I:i some schools, department heads supervise
carefully the work to obtain this uniformity in the different
courses. Wc aim to accomplish these same results by hold-
ing teachers meetings in the various departments of Math-
ematics, History and English. It is our aim to consider care-
fully the state program and programs now in use in other
communities in order to provide an outline for each subject
which will conform to the state program of studies at the
same time be more definite and applicable to our own needs
in this city,
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The Terman Group Test of Mental Ability has been ad-
ministered to all of the pupils of the school, and the results
have proved to be a source of great help to the principal and
teachers. Many teachers are employing the new^ type tests
as a part of the instruction in the various classes, but it is
hoped that a definite testing program will be incorporated
into the work of the school another year, with particular
emphasis placed on the standard tests now available for use
in English and Mathematics.
As far as our extra-curriculum program is concerned,
the same high type of work is being carried on as in the past.
These activities have justly brought favorable comment and
praise from the State Department as well as other author-
ities who are intimately acquainted with our activity pro-
gram. An efifort has been made to interest more pupils in
athletics. A baseball league was organized last Spring, and
the pupils under the supervision of Mr. Hargrove took over
the responsibility of umpiring and looking after the games.
The American Legion furnished a shield as a trophy for the
champic^nship team of the league. We are forced to abandon
basketball as a competitive sport with outside schools due
to the fact that no suitable place in which to play the games
is available. We are attempting to work out under rather
adverse conditions an intra-mural basketball program.
An excellent Prize-Speaking Contest was held with ap-
proximately sixty pupils taking part in the preliminary and
final contests. We hope to continue this valuable activity
as well as to obtain greater interest in i^rize speaking on
the part of the general public.
The school presented for the first time an operetta un-
der the direction of Mr. Wilson. We have received due
credit for this undertaking and hope that the production of
an operetta will be the final project in music each year. The
other phases of our activity program are functioning very
satisfactorily and need no comment.
The attendance of our school is excellent. This is due
to the general spirit and holding power of the school as well
as to helpful and efficient service rendered by the attendance
officer, Mr. Jams Mulvanity.
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We are particularly grateful for the repairs made in our
building during" the past year. The installation of electric
lights throughout the building has been a great help to the
day school, and particularly so in the case of the evening
school. Furthermore, since the recent repairs made to the
ceiling in the basement, there is no need for further worry
that falling plaster will cause any bodily harm to the pupils
during the recess period. However, attention is called to
the deplorable condition of the finish in the assembly hall,
office, corridors and many of the individual classrooms.
I wish to take this opportunity to express my apprecia-
tion to the Board of Education for the interest they have
displayed in the Junior High School in manifold ways. I am
indebted to the Superintendents for their many suggestions
and helpful advice. To the teachers I express my apprecia-
tion for their loyalty, industrious efforts and cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT F. PERRY.
Report of Supervisor of Music for
High and Junior High Schools





I herewith respectfully submit my report of the Music
in the Senior and Junior Hip^h Schools of Nashua for the
year 1928.
The Music Department occupies an important place in
the Public School System. The study of music exerts a
great and good influence upon the building up of a pupil's
ethical character; its cultural training instils the desire for
that which is finer in life's experience, and its discipline and
routine tends toward good citizenship.
In fact, the value of any phase of activity in a school
system may well be tested from seven standpoints which
are the cardinal principles of education.
1. Health
2. Command of the Fundamental Processes
0. Attainment of Worthy Home Membership
4. Preparati(Mi fc^r a Vocation
5. Worthy use of Leisure Time
6. Civic Education
7. Ethical Character
The following outline shows the value of participation





Care of vocal apparatus.




II. Command of the Fundamental Processes.
Sight reading of MuSic.
Development of the Senses of tunc, tempo,
rhythm.
Coordination of eyes, ears, nerves, and muscles.
Relation of Music Appreciation and General
History, Geography and Language,
Mechanical Knowledge in the simple care of an
instrument.
Mental Alertness in Band and Orchestra En-
semble.
Universal Language.







IV. Preparation for a Vocation.
School Experience foundation for Vocation.




Rehearsals out of school time.
Home Practice.
Individual Practice—extra practice.
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VI. Civic Education.
Respect for Authority. Discipline.
Cooi)eration in lUmd, Chorus, Orchestra.
Control of Emotions and Development of.
VII. Ethical Character.
Responsibility — Orchestra, Chorus, Band.
Character Building dehnite part of Band activities.
The Aims and Objectives of the Music Department:
To provide everyone with intelligent instruction in
music, which will utilize musical endowments no matter
how meager, and which will result in pleasure and profit.
Create and develop love for good music, classic master-
pieces and recognized modern classics.
Develop good singing voice, and easy speaking voice.
Teach the reading of music at first sight.
Musical Interpretation.
Co(jrdination of faculties and muscles used in producing
music.
Develop respiratory organs, stimulate mental energy
toward use in other tasks.
Train mind toward cheerful and optimistic outlook on
life.
Keep up and create morale.
Develop emotional control.
Team wt)rk, unity in action.
Unearth musical talent ,and further it.
Develop religious and patriotic feeling.
Give repertoire of fine songs and melodies to the pupil
so that he may have a permanent means of self expression.
Develop school spirit toward an enjoyable association
during the school years.
The Junior High School passed a successful year in
choral and orchestral work. Miss Kelly's valuable assistance
to the junior High Orchestra is a great factor in its success.
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An outstanding' event was the operetta, "The Love
Pirates of Hawaii." Tt was successful financially and mu-
sically. Miss Cote's work during rehearsals and perform-
ance was indispensable, and the orchestra trained by Miss
Kelly gave adequate accompaniment. Great impetus was
given this operetta by the personal coaching and attention
of the principal, Robert Perry.
Music had its part in graduation, both in choral and
orchestral selections.
The teaching of large classes in music in the Nashua
Junior High School is not satisfactory. Smaller classroom
groups should be used to continue the gradual steps in
theory and sight reading from the fifth and sixth grades.
The Senior High School Music Department naturally
had a busy year, not only in its weekly study work and
practice, but in public performances.
The opera of "The Two Vagabonds" by Jakobowski was
successfully given for the Athletic Association's treasury.
This opera is of major difificulty and the students partici-
pating deserve great credit for the most excellent perform-
ance. The teachers gave generously of their time, and the
students all appreciated their help. The work of the High
School Orchestra in supplying the orchestral accompaniment
was noteworthy.
In May the Annual Music Festival was given by chorus
and orchestra.
Senior graduation came in June, with the usual choral
and orchestral selections.
During the year the orchestra, assisted from time to
time by chorus members, has given concerts in response to
various calls. Following is a partial list
:
At Junior High for Students.
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Christmas Carols with string orchestra accompaniment
were sung at Yuletide in the Homes for men and women of
advanced years. This is an annual custom and it brought
cheer to many hearts.
In closing I would like to speak about the Nashua High
School Band which as yet is unborn.
"Here Comes the Band!" Every spectator leans for-
ward in his seat, a hundred thousand eyes seek eagerly a
glimpse of the gracefully moving young musicians in their
attractive uniforms, and all hear the stirring music of the
march. It is a great moment of our greatest outdoor spec-
tacle. Lacking a band the spectacle loses much of the color
and glamor, the "pomp and circumstance" that help so
greatly to attract the patrons of outdoor sports. The band,
its music, etc., marching and its evolutions, have become a
well-recognized and highly appreciated feature of most of
these popular gatherings, whether they occur in a high
school field or college, or municipal stadium, in a park or
on the streets of a city or little town. Even the spectators
who cannot grasp all the fine points of a football game can
fully appreciate good music and marching. The High School
Band is a feature of American life. It is the vital agency
in creating morale and esprit in the organization or com-
munity of which it forms a part.
May those in authority, who once were schoolboys,




Report of the Supervisor of Music for
the Elementary Grades





I herewith submit my third annual report as Supervisor
of Music in the Elementary schools of Nashua, New Hamp-
shire.
Music in the grades has progressed very satisfactorily
this past year, nearly every grade in the city being to the
required standard at the present time.
This term a harmonica band has been organized with
about two hundred enthusiastic boys and girls enrolled. Thus
far we have had just two rehearsals, but the outlook is quite
promising.
An orchestra of thirty-five pieces has been formed, re-
hearsals starting at the beginning of the new term. The
parts consist of piano, violins, cornet, flute, clarinet, guitar,
and drums.
The day before Christmas a group of boys and girls,
selected from each sixth grade in the city, sang Christmas
carols at the Mary Hunt Home, The John Hunt Home,
Memorial Hospital, Home for Aged Women, and St. Joseph's
Hospital.
The cooperation of the Superintendent, Assistant Super-
intendent, Board of Education, the Music Committee, and
the teachers has been much appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
MARION A. KING.
Report of Director of Manual Arts




T herewith submit the annual report of this department
for 1928.
Early in the spring of 1928, a local contractor laid a
much needed floor in the large shop in the basement of the
Quincy Street School. Some six inches of excavating was
done and this was filled with about four inches of broken
stone which was covered with a tar mixture. A two inch
planking was laid on this and a maple floor laid over the
two inch planking. This made a very substantial job and
undoubtedly will last for a number of years.
In September, when school opened, this room was par-
titioned ofif into two shops ; a wood working shop with 24
benches for grade work and an electrical laboratory for
Junior and Senior High School work. The electrical labor-
atory will accommodate thirty students.
The partitions were set, lockers built, and benches in-
stalled by the freshman class. The workmanship was good,
and much credit is due both boys and instructors. This job
alone saved the city approximately $500.
Before we rented the Spring Street Shop we had a floor
area of approximately 8254 sq. ft. With the rented addition
we gained 1012 sq. ft. giving at total of 9266 sq. ft.
The grade shop floor space lost was 800 sq. ft. leaving
a total space floor now occupied by this department 8466
sq. ft. With the rented addition we only acquired 400 sq.
ft. You will see by these data that we have not added
adequate floor space to properly care for our large classes.
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Our school system is continually growing and each year
1 find greater demand for the services of this department.
This past year we have furnished apj^roximatcly 8000 clock
hours of labor.
Vocational education is a large field and is continually
growing. When one reads the reports on vocational educa-
tion from a few larger states, mainly New York, California,
Wisconsin, Ohio and Massachusetts, it is brought very viv-
idly to our attention how little New Hampshire is doing
along these lines and the small part Nashua is contributing
to this work. Our neighboring state Massachusetts, main-
tains such schools as the following. Trade School, Part-Time
Co-operation, Apprenticeship School, and Industrial Evening
Schools and others. These schools are federal, state and
locally aided. The only phase of this work Nashua has of-
fered is the evening industrial work, and this, in a very
limited way. This past year evening courses were not of-
fered in vocational work. I trust this will be continued in
the future.
There is a field for part time and continuation school
work in this city. Federal aid can be secured for such work
and at a nominal expense to the city, the work could be
carried on in many of the trades. We have the necessary
equipment and room, because these courses would be con-
ducted in the afternoon.
I believe that gratifying results could be obtained, con-
sidering the small investment necessary to maintain these
classes.
To those who have contributed to the betterment of this
department, their efiforts are appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN GODDARD.
Report of Director of
Home Economics





On the afternoon and evening of the twenty-third of
March the Home Economics and the Drawing Departments
held an exhibition at the Quincy Street School. The Home
Economics Exhi1)ition was arranged so that it would show
the work covered by this department fr(mi the sixth grade
through the High School. The exhibition was very well at-
tended both in the afternoon and evening.
Because the field of Home Economics has grown to in-
clude so much beside cooking and sewing, I will present to
you the courses now ofTered. The aim of these courses is
"to teach Worthy Home Membership through pertinent
knowledge, skills, attitudes ,and ideals developed in the ac-
tivities of the school and in the projects of the home."' Every
girl enrolled in the sixth grade and Junior High School takes
the Home Economics course but the Senior High School




Through the making of a cap and apron the girls learn
the use of equipment, basting, hand hemming and machine
stitching.
Foods 5^ year
The work is confined to the preparation of simple
dishes for children, table setting, table service and very el-
ementary work in food values.
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Junior High School
First Year
Clothing ' y2 year
This work consists in the selection and making of suit-
able undcrgarmejits, household sewing and care and repair
of clothing, also lessons in bedmaking and care of a bed
room.
Foods Yi year
This course consists of the study and preparation of
various dishes used for the three meals : the study of the
food requirements of children and adults, also the house-
wifery connected with the kitchen and dining room.
Second Year
Foods Yz year
The preservation of food materials is taken uj) in the
first four weeks of the semester. The remainder of the work
is based upon the preparation and serving of well balanced
meals.
Clothing Yz year







Study of textiles, relation of clothing to health,
to economy, and to social needs.
2. Clothing Construction
Use of patterns, sewing machine and machine at-
tachments, other aids to efificiency, decorative
stitches.
3. Care and Repair of Clothing
Mending, laundering, removal of stains.
4. Dress Accessories
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Composition and digestion of food.
2. Food Products
Source, manufacture, marketing, storage and care.
3. Principals of Food
Preparation and Preservation
4. Meal Planning
Preparation and serving for the family and for
special occasions.
5. The Kitchen, Store Room and Dining Room










6. Child care and Training
7. First Aid
Girls taking this course receive certificates in
Home Nursing and Hygiene from the National Red





History, selection, location, plan, and cost, plumb-
ing, heating, and lighting.
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II Furnishing' the House
Cost, care and arrangement of furniture, hangings
and decorations.
III Management
Care and cleaning of house, methods of scheduling
work, and processes involved.
IV Appliances of value in the care of the home, appro-
priate tools, conveniences and labor saving devices.
V Household Accounting
Budgeting the family income — source, use and
satisfactions.
VI Planning and care of the home grounds, the lawn
and garden.
VII Family and Its Members
Home membership and its responsibilities, com-
munity responsibilities.
VIII Use of Leisure Time
IX Choice of vocation
Opportunities open to girls and women, prepara-
tion required.
An increase in the number of Freshmen electing Home
Economics this September made it necessary to form seven
classes in clothing. This increased the number of classes
in design, four of which could not be taken care of by the
Drawing Department. Miss Shannon and Miss Shepherd
;ire each teaching two of these classes. An increase in the
number of Sophomores electing Foods and Nutrition made
it necessary to form another class in this subject, which is
being taught by Miss Blakney. Because of the increase in
classes Miss Lillian Hartwell of Nashua wa elected a reg-
ular teacher to this department. Miss Hartwell completed
her observation work with us before graduating in June
from Lesley Normal School of Cambridge and substituted
very successfully at various times during the year.
In June one of the Manual Training Rooms at the
Ouincy Street School was turned over to this department to
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be equipped as a foods' laboratory. This seemed the logical
room to use as it was connected with the dining room and
we could use that equipment for meal service. The walls
were painted, a new linoleum laid, partitions built, and five
sinks and one set tub installed during the summer. This
laboratory has five unit kitchens, each unit containing a gas
stove, kitchen cabinet, table, four stools and a sink. Four
girls work in each unit under practically the same conditions
as in their own homes. The addition of this room has made
it possible to do practical work in Dietetics with the Juniors
and to allow Seniors to cook and serve meals that they have
planned.
I wish to thank the Superintendents, Home Economics
Committee and House and Building Committee for making
it possible for us to have this new equipment, the Manual
Training Department for their hcl]) in installing the equip-
ment and the Drawing Department for help with decora-
tions.
During the year the following courses have been taken
by teachers in this department:
Miss Hartwell




Family Relationship " "
Miss Shattuck
Fitchburg Normal School Summer Session
English Composition 30 hours
Psychology of Teaching " "
Miss Dolan
N. H. State University Summer Session
Bacteriology ' 30 hours
Zoology
Family Relationship
Miss Ruth Hills ' ' ••
Nine weeks in Dietetics in Massachusetts General Hos-
pital completing a six months' course.
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Miss Florence Hills





Written Evamination 30 hours
' Advanced Child Care " "
Psychology of Childhood " "
Miss Harriet Wyatt, a cadet teacher from New^ Hamp-
shire State University, is carrying on her practice teaching
in Nashua under the direction of this department.
Respectfully submitted,
FLORENCE A. HILLS.
Report of Director of Drawing





In my last report I asked to have the partition between
Rooms 35 and 37 in the Senior High School changed to make
two rooms of equal size. The request was granted, and the
work done during the summer. Since September instead of
using both rooms, in common with two other dei)artments,
Miss Sanborn and 1 have had the exclusive use of Room }>7
.
Not only is it better for class work but it makes it easier to
handle and keep account of our supplies^
It was decided to ofifer the Sophomores and Juniors in
the Senior High School two periods of work in art each
day instead of one. Ten hours a week of teaching were
added to our work by this decision. Also the number of
the divisions of the Freshman Class was increased from six
to seven. As Miss Sanborn's and my programs were already
full, something had to be omitted for us to take up the work.
The best arrangement we could make of our time was for
Miss Sanborn to visit the first four grades once in three
weeks, instead of once in two, and for me to cut my time
at the Junior High School in half. It is to be regretted that
these were necessary for grade teachers need fre-
quent hel]-) in teaching drawing from especially trained
teachers.
In March the drawing, household arts, and kindergarten
departments united in holding an exhibition in the Quincy
Street School. In addition to showing our regular work we
demonstrated our method of stencilling on (Moth. High
School girls, in smocks, which they themselves had made,
sat at tables, and transferred patterns onto table runners,
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scarfs, and kimonos by means of hand-cut stencils, and
l)rushes dip])ed into oil paints. They were continually sur-
rounded l)y a crowd of interested people.
1 take this opportunity of thanking members of the
manual training department who helped us in arranging- the
exhibits.
On account of our reduced appropriation we are un-
usually short of drawing supplies, but we succeeded in keep-
ing within our allotment.
Respectfully submitted,
ELIZABETH L. BUCKINGHAM.
Report of School Nurse





The following" is a re]iort (^f the work in the schools as-
signed to my supervision.
I have assisted Dr. Davis with all examinations, records
have been kept of all defects found, and notices sent to par-
ents when it has been recommended by Dr. Davis.
All pupils have been examined by Dr. Davis once, and
the first, fourth, and ninth grades have had a physical ex-
amination.
Inspection for cleanliness, contagious and parasitic dis-
eases have been made frecjuently.
All of the pupils have been weighd and measured and a
notice has been sent to the parents of all pupils 10% or
more underweight.
Dr. Robert Kerr, Executive Secretary of the Tubercu-
losis Asso.ciation of New Hampshire, has continued his
school clinic of underweight pupils. As far as i)ossible the
10% or more underweight have been examined by him.
Ma!,ny suspicious cases have been found and all of these
cases have continued under Dr. Kerr's care. There is quite
a group of these children that have positive skin tests and
X-Ray findings. Dr Kerr tells us that these are the cases
which will fill our sanatoriums in the next ten or fifteen
years if they do not get treatment now.
Milk has been continued at the morning recess. Through
the help of the Community Council a fund has been raised
to pay for milk for these children who otherwise could not
have it.
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The eye clinic, under the direction of Mr. Martin, has
continued with good results. All of the pupils of the third
and sixth grades and any child from the other grades whom
the teachers find does not see well, are examined and a
notice sent to the parents of all defects found.
A number of children have been examined at the mental
and orthopedic clinic at the Community Council. Three or-
thopedic cases have been operated on by Dr. Jones since last
September.
A number of tonsil cases have been operated on by Dr.
Congdon and Dr. McLaughlin. These children were absent
from school a good deal because of sore throat and the par-
ents were unable to have this done for them.
Classes in Home Hygiene and Care of the Sick have
been conducted in Senior High School. Thirty-seven girls
received the Red Cross certificate.
Many home visits have been made as well as many
conferences held with mothers who have come to the school
building or to my home to see me.
Much credit is due the teachers for their cooperation in
carrying out this program.
I want to thank all who have in any way assisted in
this year's work.
Respectfully submitted,
ANNIE B. PETERSON, R. N.
Report of School Nurse





At the beginning- of the School Year 1927, I was ap-
pointed to take charge of the dental work in the schools
and also given the general care of Belvidere, F'alm, and
Ash Street Schools. During the past year 642 children at-
tended the Dental Clinic.
A number of pupils from the Junior High School came
to the clinic as well as a carefully selected group from the
lower grades and the suburban schools. Most of these boys
and girls of the Junior High School had teeth which were
in a very bad condition, some beyond repair. On investiga-
ting I found these pupils had not attended the public schools
while in the lower grades.
The medical and physical inspection ; and the examina-
tion, weighing and measuring of the children were carried
on in each school.
The homes of the underweight and of those needing
follow-up work were visited in an effort to have corrections
made.
The faithful way in which the dentists did their work,
the helpful cooperation of the optometrists, the friendly as-
sistance I received from princii)als and teachers did much to
encourage me in my work.
Dr. F. E. Kittredge, Dr. P. J. McLaughlin and the Com-
munity Council assisted greatly in making corrections.
The Memorial Hospital gave free service where patients
were unable to pay.
Respectfully submitted,
KATHLEEN HAY.
Report of Director of Evening Schools





I herewitli submit the annual report of the Evening
School for the year 1928-29.
The program of the Evening School for the current
year was necessarily curtailed in order to keep well within
the appropriation made for this work. Accordingly we
limited the classes to (1) Americanization work, (2) Sew-
ing, (3) Commercial work.
The Americanization classes have been conducted at
the Temple Street School. Six teachers have been engaged
in this work. The number in the Americanization classes
seems to grow less each year. Two conditions probably
contribute to this decrease in registration. Illeteracy in
the city is being reduced somewhat, and those persons who
are in the illiterate class have passed beyond the age when
it is possible to compel them to attend the Evening School.
Furthermore, industrial conditions are not such as to cause
an influx of illeterate minors, a condition that prevailed
some few years ago. Illiterate adults or persons who volun-
tarily come to the Evening School for training in the Amer-
icanization and citizenship classes make up fifty percent of
our school.
Classificatidn of School
1. Illiterate Minors — These are persons between the
ages of 16 and 21 who cannot read and speak English un-
derstandingly, and who are required by law to attend Even-
ing School.
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2. Illiterate Adults — Persons 21 years of age or over
who cannot read or s])eak English understandingly, but who
are not com])clled to attend Evening School.
3. Literate Persons — These are 16 years or above who
do not belong to either of the two classes.












Gertrude Jacques Miriam Dionne
Anne Ashe Marion Leonardi
Harriett Moran OUa Dunlap
Commercial
Eileen Monahan Helen Carl
Mary Ryan Grace Campbell
Mae Gallagher
Sewing
Eoretta Dolan Ruth Hills





Number volunteers • 58
males 43
females 15
% of enrollment compulsory 50
% of enrollment volunteer 50
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TEACHERS
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The faculty of the Evening School is composed of ex-
perienced teaichers. It has 1)ecn a privilege to work vs^ith
such an earnest group and I wish tt) express to them my
sincere thanks for their faithful work and loyal cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT F. PERRY.
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TEACHERS, DAY SCHOOLS, DECEMBER 1928
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TEACHERS, DAY SCHOOLS, DECEMBER 1928
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PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLS
YEAR ENDING JUNE 1928, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
-
—
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PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLS
YEAR ENDING JUNE 1928, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
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PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLS
YEAR ENDING JUNE 1928, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
SCHOOL,, GRADE AND I'OSITION
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PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLvS
YEAR ENDING JUNE 1928, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
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CONDENSED STATISTICS
FROM THE REGISTERS FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 1928
Lcng'th of school year (weeks) 38
Time lost on account of weather (session) 1
Teachers who have had college or normal school
training 139
Number of visits of superintendents 1,936
Numljer of visits of ])arents 2,247
Number of visits of committee 7^
Number of classes containing- one grade 68
Number of classes containing two grades 2
Number of classes containing mixed grades 4
Number of op]iortunity classes 4
Numl)er of ])U])ils enrolled in evening school 514
Number of pujtils to whom de])osit was returned .... 225
Total unrepeated rciristration in dav schools 4,580




Hazel Corliss, High School
Harry Peach, High School
Celian Uffird, High School
jane Dowd, High Street Kindergarten
Irving E. Brown, Director of Health and Physical Education
Leota Jac(jbson, High School
Mary O'Connell, Grade 2, Arlington St. School
Elizabeth Welch, Grade 1, Arlington St. School
Isabel Avard, Kinsley vStreet Kindergarten
APPOINTMENTS
Mary Gallagher, High School
Roland J. Joyce, School physician
Helen Stevens, Junior Pligh School
Webster W. White, High School
Mildred Hallisey, High School
Donald Kempton, High vSchool
Janet Cutter, High Street Kindergarten
Phyllis Snow, Suburban 5
Marguerite Moriarty, Suburban 7
Lillian Hartwell, Home Economics Department
TRANSFERS
Mary Ryan, Junior High to High School
Florence Connor, Junior High to High School
Marion Ferry, Palm Street to Quincy Street School
Lora Chamberlain ,Arlington to Mt. Pleasant to Junior High
Plelen Haskins, Crowley to Arlington
Helen Welch, Shattuck Street to Arlington Street School
Marguerite Slattery, Palm to Arlington Sreet School
Mary Sullivan, Suburban 5 to Palm Street
Marion Leonard!, Mt. Pleasant to Crowdey School
Madeline Henderson, Sul)urban 7 to Shattuck Street
Martha Moriarty, Country Club to Mt. Pleasant School
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Helene Keeley, Shattuck Street School
Helen Small, Junior High School
DEATH
Dr. Albert F. Mulvanity, School Physieian
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FINANCES
FOR FISCAL YEAR JANUARY 1, 1928 TO DECEMBER 31, 1928
REVENUE
Appropriation by city government ....$362,000.00
Received from dog licenses 1,798.00
Received from tuition 10,137.17
Received from rent of halls 2,087.50
Received from other sources 1,320.33
Received from other sources 1,320.33
Received for per Capita Tax 9,754.00
Total revenue for current expenses $387,097.00
EXPENDITURES
Administration
Salaries of district officers $ 50.00 $ 100.00
Superintendents' excess salary 3,350.00
Att. officer and school census 1,000.00 1,440.00
Expenses of administration 763.99 918.93
Instruction
Principal's and teachers' salaries 149,190.15 107,432.04
Text Books 2,627.41 2.411.90
Scholars' supplies 7,500.15 6,029.76
Flags 72.00
Other expenses of instruction 2,005.97 1,168.46
Operation and Maintenance of School Plant
Janitor service 16,165.02 14,279.96
Fuel 7,527.94 9.758.64
Water, Light and Janitors' supplies . 3,985.82 4,492.55
Minor repairs and expenses 3,756.78 6,318.44
Auxiliary Agencies and Special Activities
Alterations of old buildings 5,882.86
New^ Equipment 3,477.82
Medical insp&ction — Health super-
vision 8,888.65 2,560.88
Transportation of pupils 2,657.72 1,418.70
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Other special activities 100.00 4.05
Tax for State-wide supervision (per
capita) 9,754.00
$206,291.60 $180,798.99
Cash on hand at end of year .... 6.41
Total $387,097.00
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Friday, June 22, 1928
Eight O'clock P. M/
CLASS OFFICERS
LAURENCE ALVIN BARKER. President
FANNIE MARY ELKAVICH, Vice President
ANNIE SEDGWICK, Secretary
WALTER A. CALDERWOOD, jr., Hus. Mgr
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UPPER QUARTER 1928
1. Evelyn May Clement — Valedictori.in
2. Arthur Burton Brainerd, Jr.
3. Dorothy Inez Stickney
4. Virg-inia Holt Dunlap
5. Frances Royle Sullivan
6. Dorothy Ardelle Prew^
7. Gertrude Mirsky
8. Eleanor Dorothy Libbey
9. Josephine Pease Parkhurst
10. Laurence Alvin Barker
11. Thelma Pearl Ferryall
12. Muriel Hazel Fissette
13. Irene Pearl Bouchard
14. Doris Lillian Smith
15. John Aponovitch
16. Marion Lena Fields
17. Evelyn Cecyle Blankenberg
18. Lena Sasse
19. Helen Adeline Sullivan
20. Sarah Elizabeth Chaplin
21. Thelma Rockwood Milliken
22. Richard Joseph Bedard
23. Richard Baybutt
24. Florence Clark Cheney
25. Frances Helen Mills
26. Nellie Katherine Satkowski
27. Jeremiah Paul Sullivan
28. Louise Mulholland Forbes
29. Alexander Emile Maynard
30. Cecile Agnes St. Onge
31. Floyd Upton Bancroft
32. Max Sam Newman
33. Lauretta Gladys Griffin
34. Stanley William Yudicky
35. Andrew Viateur Dion^ • -
36. Dana Lewis Clark
37. Bernard Warren Sharpe
58. Doris MelHe Shaw
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^
PROGRAMME
SENIOR MARCH, Here They Come RICHMOND
ORCHESTRA
PRAYER
REVEREND FRANK WADE SMITH
OVERTURE, Diana Ascher
ORCHESTRA
CLASS ORATION, The Motto
ARTHUR BURTON BRAINERD, Jr.







JUDGE FRANK B. CLANCY




MARCH, Shoulder Arms Rose
ORCHESTRA
CLASS MOTTO
PER SGIENTIAM AD LUCEM
"Through Science to Light"-
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CLASS 1928
LATIN COURSE
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COMMERCIAL COURSE
Phyllis Adams Claire Yvette Lemieux
Virginia Victoria i\twood Yvonne Isabel Lesieur
Thelma Leocade Bancroft Florianne Rachel Levesque








































Beatrice Eva St. Laurent
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HOUSEHOLD ARTS COURSE
Marjorie Eleanor Frank Hazel Marguerite Lowd
The Valedictorian is the highest in rank. The orator was chosen
by the class from the first quarter.
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374 Municipal government heport
The following Persons Died out of town and were
Brought to Nashua for Burial

































































1-iud.son, N. H. . .
-lucLson, N. H. . .
Providence, R. I.
j-ra.smere, N. H.
i. Peterboro N. H.
VIelro.se, Ma.ns. . .
.
New York City . .
3ra.sraere, N. H.
Salem, Mass
Sandown, N. H. .
A^ar-ner, N. H. .
.
Hudson, N. H. .
Newport, N. H. .
Manchester, N. H.
irasmere, N. H.
.Veare, N. H. . . .
Jliel.sea, Mass. . .
\udubon, N. J. ..
Cambridge, Mass.
jrasmere, N. H.































Hudson, N. H. .
5rasmere, N. H.
^ynn. Mass
n. Cloud, Fla. .
Boston, Mass.
Trenton, N. J. .
.
Hudson, N. H. .
Vmherst, N. H. .
\rlington, Mass. ,
Stratford, Conn. .
Concord, N. H. .
Westfield, Mass.
VI. Vernon, N. H
>toning-ton. Conn.
Toncord, N. H. .
.
W Broomfleld Mich
iolden, Mass. . .
Springfield, Mass.
Boston, Mass. . .
Boston, Mass. . .
/Voi-cester, Mass.
Scarboro, Me. . .
Hudson, N. H. .
Hudson. N. H. . .
loston, Mass. . .
-oncord, N. H. .
^oncord, N. H, . .
Jhesterfleld N. H.
Mabel E. Stevens .|54












Myion Harris | 88
Napoleon Delude ..150
William P. Leizer |77
fYank E. Burns ...|70
Jliver Jeannette ..|72
M. A. Parker Lewis 1 57
Theresa L.efebvre . | . .
Myra McDonald ...|84
Susan S. Philbrick |71
Clara A. Shattuck .|91|11
Ada Gaskill |77|. .
John J. Connor . . . . |54
Blanche Brousseau |44
John Hackett 144
Ooninick Saluta ... 55
Howard Fleury 33
Nancy A. MorrLs ..|61
Joseph Malhoit .... 64
|Mary N. Shattuck .187
I Clara Su.san Blood |71
IEdgar U Shattuck 52
IJohn H. Dempsey 73
(William McGuan ..|25
; Philip Defebvre ... 32
JAlice C. Weston ... 70




. iHarold H. Twichell|47|
lAugustus W. Shea 1651..
iCharles E. Buswell |74| 8
Wm. S. Pepperell .|77. 6





...IProb. Dis. of Heart .
4 .' 2. Apoplexy









. . (Heart Disease
29|Disease of Heart ....
25 1 Arteriosclerosis
ll|Spina Bifida
9| 8|Chr. Interst. Nephritis
ll|29|Senility — Old Age .




28|Suicide by Hanging .














. .|. .(Nephritis : . .
9. 7(Actinomyc. of Intest.
Ben. Prost. Hypertr.
..|Chr. Valv. Heart Di;
27)Arteriosclerosis . . . .
,
25 Cancer of Stomach ,
Fred Courtemanche |66|ll|15(Arteriosclerosis
Louise Pederzani .174.11. 6[Essential Artery Ten
85'Wililam E. Norris
Mary B. Kelley . .
.
Ellen M. Warner .
Geo. Fred. Warren
Fida W. Moulton . .
Thomas F. Keegan
George C. Leidhold
Bell M. H. Staniels
E. G. Bickford










Tohn M. Trufanl . .
Marcel Th6riau!t . .
X. D. Thomas
Frederick H. Hall .
Almeda Blow
Edward J. Nolan .
Etta Louise Gray .
7
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The following Persons Died out of town and were






Appropriations and Expenditures . 39
General Government , 39
Protection, of Persons a/nd Property , 42




Recreation and Unclassifiedi -. 66
Cemeteries 75
Interest and Maturing Debt 78
Non Revenue Accounts 81.
Miscellaneous Accounts 79'
Board of Public Works, Report of 223'
Board of Health, Report of 147
Contagious Diseases 1,48
General Diseases 149
Infant Mortality Statistics 150
Health Officer, Report of 153
Chief of Police, Report of 167
Arrests 167
Disposition of Cases 168
City Clerk, Report of 36
Receipts and Expenditures 39
Suspended Pay Roll Account 90
City Indebtedness 100
City Government for the years 1928-1929 . . , 17
Committees of the Board ' of Aldermen 18
City Officials for 1928-1929 19
Board of Assessors 21
Board of Education 29
II INDEX
PAGE
Board of Health 21
Board of Public Works 20
Fence Viewers 33
Fire Department 26
Inspectors of Check Lists 22
Measurer of Stone, Brick, Paint and Plaster 33
Nashua Hospital Association 23
Nashua Public Library 28
Police Department 25
Recreation Commission 23
Surveyors of Wood, Bark and Lumber 33
Trustees of the Edgewood Cemetery 24
Trustees of the Hunt Legacy 23
Trustees of Suburban Cemeteries 24
Trustees of the Sinking Fund 23
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery 24
Weighers 32
Ward Officers 34
City Physician's Report - 159
City Solicitor's Report 186
City Treasurer's Report 95
Fire Commissioner's Report 161
Estimated Value of Fire Apparatus 162
Fire Alarms 162
Mayor's Inaugural Message 3
Milk Inspector's Report 155
Municipal Court of Nashua 25
Municipal Swimming Pool 183
Nashua Hospital Association 210
Treasurer's Report 216
Nashua Public Library 196
Librarian's Report, 1927 196
Trust Funds 204
Librarian's Report, 1928 205
Statistical Report, 1927 200
Statistical Report, 1928 ..208
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Public Health Nurse, Report of 157
Recreation Commission 178
Regular Meetings 35
Board of Aldermen 35
Board of Education 35
Board of Public Works 35
Finance Committee 35
Fire Commission :'. 35
Police Commission 35
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery 35
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery 35
Resolutions and Ordinnances 113
School Report 229
Class Officers 302
Condensed Statistics .;..... 296
Report of Board of Education 229
Report of Director of Music 262
Report of Supervisor of Music (Elementary Grades) 267
Report of Director of Home Economics 270
Report of Director of Drawing 276
Report of Director of Manual Arts 268
Report of Headmaster of the High School 250
Report of Director of Evening School 281
Report of School Nurses 278
Report of Superintendent 232
Report of Assistant Superintendent 236
Schools Statistics 296
Report of the Principal of Junior High School 255
Resignations, Appointments and Transfers 297
Finances 298
Graduation Exercises ,Nashua High School 301
Summary of Truant Officer's Report 300
High School Graduates 303
1^;^^ INDEX
PAGE
Tax Collector's Report 91
Taxation, Statistics of 93
Trustees of the Sinking Fund, Report of 103
Trust Funds IIG
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery 185
Trust Funds ' 189
Walks' and Drives Fund 190
Trustees of Suburban Cemeteries 188
Perpetual Care Fund 188
Finances . 188
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery 192
Care of Grounds and Buildings 192
Current Expense Fund 192
Perpetual Care Fund 193
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